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 Sevgili Öğrencilerimiz,

 Milli Eğitim Bakanlığı, eğitim sisteminde son yıllarda yapmış olduğu değişiklerle kendilerine 

güvenen, sistemli düşünebilen, girişimci, planlı çalışma alışkanlığına ve eleştirel bakış açısına 

sahip bireyler yetiştirmeyi amaçlamaktadır. Yeni nesil sorular olarak nitelendirilen, sadece 

bilgiyle çözülemeyen, bilginin yanında konunun özünü bilip o konu hakkında mantık yürütmeniz 

gereken ve olabildiğince hayatın içinden örneklerle oluşturulan sorularla destekleyerek sağlamak 

düşüncesindedir. Bu anlamda bu sistemi iyi özümseyen, öğrenciye sistemli düşündürmeyi 

amaçlayan, pratiklik katarak hız kazandıran yayınlar;  öğrencilerin başarı basamaklarını 

çıkmalarında katkı sağlayacaktır.

 İşte biz de Çita Yayınları olarak eğitim-öğretim basamaklarının her aşamasında sizlerin 

başarıya attığı adımlarda yanınızda olmak amacıyla çıktığımız bu yolda yeni yayınlarımızla sizin 

yanındayız.

 Yeni nesil sorularla hazırlanmış, yeni sınav sistemine uygun, okul derslerinde ve 

okulda gireceğiniz sınavlara hazırlanırken sizlere yardımcı olması amacıyla oluşturulmuş Soru 

Bankalarımızla sizlere nitelikli yayınlar sunmanın gururunu yaşıyoruz.

 Hazırladığımız bu kaynaklarla bir “çita” gibi hedefinize hem hızlı hem de kararlı bir şekilde 

ulaşmanızı diliyor, geleceğinize yön verme arzusuyla eğitimin basamaklarını emin adımlarla 

çıkarken kaynaklarımızın sizlere azami ölçüde fayda sağlamasını temenni ediyoruz.

 Sınavlara hazırlık aşamasında ve tüm hayatınızda başarılar diliyoruz.                    
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Unit 1 Friendship

Vocabularies

accept kabul etmek

action aksiyon

adventurous maceraperest

aggressive sinirli

amusement park lunapark

amusing	 eğlenceli,	komik

animation animasyon

argue	 tartışmak

arrogant kibirli

attend	 katılmak

attract attention dikkatini çekmek

back up destek olmak

bad-tempered kötü huylu

best friend	 en	iyi	arkadaş

book fair	 kitap	fuarı

bring getirmek

buddy kanka

busy	 meşgul,	yoğun

calm sakin

caring	 şefkatli

casual gündelik

celebrate kutlamak

chat sohbet etmek

chit-chat sohbet

close friend	 yakın	arkadaş

concert konser

come over	 uğramak,	ziyaret	etmek

comedy komedi

count on güvenmek

cycle bisiklete binmek

deadline son teslim tarihi

depend on güvenmek

determined	 azimli,	kararlı

drama dram

duty görev

event etkinlik

exciting heyecan verici

excuse	 mazeret,	bahane

exhibition sergi

fair adil

fascinating büyüleyici

fashion moda

follow takip etmek

generous cömert

get on well (with)	 biriyle	iyi	anlaşmak
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gloves eldiven

helpful	 yardımsever

hometown memleket

honest dürüst

information bilgi

interested in ilgi duymak

invitation davet

invitation card davetiye

invite davet etmek

inviter davet eden

invitee davet edilen

jealous	 kıskanç

join	 katılmak

keep secret	 sır	tutmak

laid-back	 sakin,	rahat	kişi

lie yalan söylemek

loyal	 sadık

mate	 arkadaş,	ahbap

meal	 öğün,	yemek

mean cimri

meet friends	 arkadaşlarla	buluşmak

miss a chance	 fırsatı	kaçırmak

personal trait	 kişilik	özelliği

pick up almak (bir yere gidip/gelip birini)

play tiyatro oyunu

prefer tercih etmek

refuse reddetmek

relationship	 ilişki

relaxed	 rahatlamış

relaxing dinlendirici

rely on güvenmek

request	 rica,	rica	etmek

response cevap

reunion	 anma	toplantısı

romance	 romantik	film

same	 aynı

science fair	 bilim	fuarı

science	fiction	(sci-fi) bilim kurgu

secret	 sır

self-centered bencil

share	 paylaşmak

shopping mall	 alışveriş	merkezi

similar interests	 benzer	ilgi	alanları

skate paten kaymak

slumber party pijama partisi

sneaky	 sinsi,	içten	pazarlıklı

stubborn	 inatçı

support	 desteklemek,	yardım	etmek

tactful	 incedüşünceli,	nazik

take order	 sipariş	almak

teenager genç

tell lie yalan söylemek

tell the truth	 doğruyu	söylemek

thriller gerilim

ticket bilet

tournament turnuva

trekking	 doğa	yürüyüşü

true friend	 gerçek	arkadaş

truthful dürüst

trust güvenmek

understanding	 anlayışlı

unreliable	 güvenilmez

western	 kovboy	filmi
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1.   

Hi, I’m Jane. I have lots of friends, but Mary is my best friend. She 
is honest. I count on her so much. We share our secrets. We 
always keep our secrets. We love each other very much. We never 
argue and have a lot of things in common so we love spending 
time together.

 

 

 According to the text, which of the following is CORRECT?
A) Mary is not a reliable person.
B) Jane shares their secrets with everybody.
C) They have same interests.
D) They don’t get on well with each other.

2.    
 Mike: Hi,Megan.	Alice	and	I	go	to	the	cinema	tonight.	Why		

     don’t you come with us?
 Megan:	I	don’t	want	to	go	to	the	cinema	with	her.
 Mike:	Why?
 Megan: Alice is your best friend but - - - -.
 Mike:	I’m	sorry	to	hear	that.	I	will	call	you	later.

 
 

	 Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

A) we have  similar likes and dislikes
B) we don’t get on well
C) you shouldn’t be so snob
D) you should not talk to her again

3.    

 Kevin   :	 Who	is	your	best	friend?
 Gabriel : Lisa.
 Kevin    :	 Why	do	you	think	so?
 Gabriel : - - - -

 

	 Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank. 

A) She never keeps my secrets.     B) She is really loyal but dishonest.
C) She is quite cheerful and reliable.    D) She never helps me.

UNIT 1

1
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4. 
My name is Jonas. I’m a student at Fire Secondary school. I have 
many classmates at school, but George is the best one for me. He 
always supports me when I’m in trouble. We have the same 
interests. We trust each other all the time so we - - - -. I always feel 
safe with him.

 Which of the following completes the text?
A) always argue       B) don’t depend on each other 
C) share all of our secrets        D) prefer spending time together

5.  
Do you have any plans for tonight?

 - - - -.

How about going to the cinema, then?

What do you mean?

No, not at all.

Yeah, - - - -.

Tim Bernard

 
 

 

 

	 Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

A)	 Would	you	like	to	come	over?	/	I	think,	I’ll	help	my	father
B)	 Do	you	have	any	course?	/	I	have	my	music	course
C)	How	about	visiting	relatives?	/	I’ll	go	to	my	cousin
D) Are you busy tonight? / That would be great.
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6. 
Dear Diane,
I would like to organize a birthday party for Linda. She is my best buddy 
and I want to make a big surprise for her. The party is going to be at her 
house, but she doesn’t know this. I’m going to organize with her mum. 
Would you like to help me?
I hope you can.
Kyle

 The text is about a/an - - - -.

A) play        B) exhibition
C) tournament        D) event

7. 

Hello. My name is Ashley and here are my best 
friends personal traits.

Elenor  She is a laid-back girl. She is so relaxed and she never minds others.

Bob 	He	always	supports	me.	He	is	always	there	when	I	need	him.

Tim  He always tells the truth. He keeps my secrets and he never tells lies to me.

Betsy 	I	really	like	spending	time	with	her.	We	love	doing	same	things	so	we	spend	time	together.

 According to the information above, who gives encouragements to Ashley every time?

A) Elanor    B) Bob      C) Tim   D) Betsy
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8. 

George: Hi,	Adam!	What’s	up?

Adam: Hello,	George.	Everything	goes	well.	What	about	you?

George: Fine,	thanks.	How	do	you	spend	your	free	time?

Adam: I	always	spend	time	with	my	best	friend,	Max.

George: What	makes	him	special?

Adam: He	always	backs	me	up	and	I	count	on	him	so	much.	Who	is	your	
best friend?

George: Michael,	of	course.

 Which of the following is Adam’s opinion about Max?

A) He always shares Adam’s secrets.
B) He trusts him.
C) He tells lies to him.
D) He never depends on him.

9. 

Fly the Balloons Party!
At the National Park

On Sunday , at 2 p.m.
Bring your colorful balloons!

Sissy

 There is NO information about - - - - in the  invitation card.

A) The time of the event       B) The place of the event
C) The date of the event       D) The day of the event
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UNIT 1

2

1. 

 

 True friends  should - - - - each other.
A) look down on    B) back up
C) tell lie    D) not keep secrets

2. 

 

 Jane is my - - - - because she always supports me.
A) enemy B) slave             C) roommate  D) buddy

3.  

 Steven    :			Jeff	never	changes		his	mind.
 Ronald  :  He always gives presents to his friends.
 Ruth     :   He supports me every time.
 Sarah    :  He helps old people.

 

	 According	to	information	above,	who	thinks	Jeff	is	stubborn?
A) Steven  B) Ronald   C) Ruth    D) Sarah
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4.                 Lisa’s schedule

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

Goes	to	chess	training	3	pm-5	pm Goes	to	art	gallery	with	Jane	
3	pm-4	pm

Goes	to	gym	
1pm-3	pm

 

 Jack :			Hello	Lisa,	we	will	have	a	party	for	my	sister	on	Tuesday.	Would	
you like to come?

 Lisa  : 			What	time	will	be	it?
 Jack :  It	will	be	at	1	pm.
 Lisa  :     - - - -

 

 According to the table, which of the following completes conversation?

A)		 I’d	like	to	but	I	have	to	leave	before	3	pm.
B)		 I’m	sorry,	but	I	have	to	go	to	gym.
C)		 I’m	afraid,	I	can’t.	I	have	to	go	to	chess	training.
D)		 I	will	go	to	cinema	with	Jane.

Hello,	I	am	Tony.	I	am	13	years	old.	I	go	to	secondary	school.
Brian	is	my	best	friend.	He	is	an	honest	boy.	He	always	tells	the	truth.	Furthermore,	we	have	
a	lot		in	common.	We	both	like	football.	We	play	football	after	school	every	day.	We	have	fun	
together. 

5. According to the text, what is Brian like?

A) He is stubborn and rude. 
B)  He is Tony’s  cousin.
C)  He tells the truth everytime. 
D)  He is an easy-going boy.

6. According to the text, what do they have in common?

A)  They both like basketball. 
B)  They play chess.
C)  They both like football. 
D)  They are honest.

   

 Answer the questions 5-6 according to the text below.
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 Answer the questions 7-8 according to the text below.

 
	 Friendship	 is	one	of	 the	best	 thing	 in	 the	world.	You	have	 fun,	 laugh,	communicate,	 share	

secrets	 and	 cry	 together.	 Sometimes,	 you	 don’t	 get	 on	well	 each	 other.	 Even	 you	 have	 a	
quarrel,	you	make	peace	in	the	end.	In	summary,	finding	a	best	friend	is	hard,	but	when	you	
find	him	or	her,	it	is	priceless.

7. What is the main  theme in the paragraph?

A)  You should choose your friend carefully.
B)  You should love people.
C)		When	you	find	your	best	friend,	it	is	invaluable.
D)  Finding true friend is easy.

8. According to the	paragraph,	it	is	important	to	find	best	friend,	because	-	-	-	-

A)  life is better with family.
B)  you can share a lot of things together.
C)  you want to have a quarrel.
D)  it is the worst thing in the world.

9. 

Dear friends!
I will graduate from university. Everyone is invited to my graduation party!

Date    :   On Tuesday (09/06/2020)
Time    :   At 3 p.m.
Place   :   At Ball Room

 According to the invitation, which question can’t be answered?
A)		Where	is	the	party?	 	 	 	 B)		When	is	the	party?
C)		Who	refuses	to	come		to	the	party?	 	 	 D)		What	is	the date of the party?
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10.   

 Jane :		Hi	guys!	Tomorrow	 is	my	birthday.	 I	will		
have a birthday party.

	 	 	 		Would	you	like	to	come?
 David :		Thanks	 for	 your	 invitation,	 but	 I	 will	 visit	

George	tomorrow.	He	is	at	hospital.
 Mary :		It	sounds	good.	
 Lisa :			I’d	like	to.	Do	you	need	any	help?
 Jason : 	I	have	nothing	to	do	better.

  
       

 

 

 According to the messages, who refuses the invitation? 
A) David B) Mary         C) Lisa      D) Jason

11. 

 Laura  :	 Hello	friends!		I	have	a	plan	about	visiting	the	nursing	home	tomorrow.	
	 	 	 		Would	you	like	to	come	with	me?
 Elizabeth :		I	am	sorry,	but	I	have	to	take	care	of	my	brother.
 Betty :			I	will	be	out	of	the	city	tomorrow.
 Carol :	 I	have	an	appointment	with	my	doctor.
 Edward :		I’d	like	to	come.	What	time	will	we	meet?

 

 According to the dialogue, who accepts the invitation?
A)	Elizabeth	 B)	Betty	 								C)	Carol	 																							D) Edward
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UNIT 1

3

1. 

Hi! I’m Sera. My best friends name is Clara. 
She is very special for me because I can talk 
about all my problems with her. She is 
always helpful. She cares me so much. I can 
tell her my secrets. l’m sure she keeps them. 
I always count on her. We share lots of same 
interests and we have fun together. 

 According to the text above, Clara is NOT - - - - .

A) honest           B) helpful         C) tactful               D) jealous

2. 

Dear Sue,
My friends will organize a chess tournament next 
week. My sister and I are going to attend this 
tournament. I’m sure it will be great fun for us. 
lf you want, you can join us. We would love to 
see you.
Love,
Margaret

 Margaret writes this e-mail to - - - -.
A)	accept	an	offer	 	 	 	 	 B)	make	an	offer
C) refuse an invitation     D) give an excuse
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3. 

My name is Isaac. I’m 12 years old and I have got a brother. His 
name is Oliver. He is also my best friend. We share similar 
personality traits with each other, so I always - - - - him.

 Which of the following DOES NOT complete the text?
A) count on    B) get on well with
C) argue with    D) have something in common

4. 

Jenny   :  What	are	you	doing	at	the	weekend?
Ann      :  Maybe,	I	will	go	to	the	basketball	match.	Why	did	you	ask?
Jenny  :  Well,	I	am	planning	a	birthday	party	for	Susan	for	the	Saturday	night,	but	I	want	 
															 	to	make	a	surprise	for	her	so	it	is	a	secret	now.Can	I	-	-	-	-	you?
Ann     :  Yes,	sure.	I	-	-	-	-	I	won’t	share	it	to	anybody.	You	can	-	-	-	-	me.
Jenny  :  I	am	happy	to	hear	that.	By	the	way,	I	forgot	to	ask,	Would	you	like	to	join	us?
Ann      :  Yes,	I’d	love	to,	but	I	can	come	after	the	match.
Jenny   :  All	right.So,	see	you	at	the	party.

 

 Which of the following words CANNOT you use in any of the sentences above?
A) count on    B) help    C) trust   D) promise
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Dear Tim,
How are you? We are going to have a barbecue party this 
Sunday afternoon at 3 p.m. We are going to have the party 
at Max’s garden. His parents are going to be away. We are 
going to listen to rock music. Can you bring your cds if you 
can make it? We are going to play board games too. Max 
has lots of games. Fred and I are going to bring some food. 
Do you like pizza? Please call me when you are available.
See you soon.

5. Which option is WRONG according to the text?
A) Jack wants Tim to call him.
B) Jack is going to have the party at his house.
C) Max’s parents won’t be at home during the party.
D) Fred is attending the event.

6. Which question DOES NOT have an answer in the text?
A)	 Where	is	the	party?
B)	 When	is	the	party?
C)	Who	gives	the	party?
D)	Who	comes	to	the	party?

 Read the text and answer the question 5-6 according to the text.

7.  

 Would you like to go hiking at the weekend?

Amanda Bob

That’s awesome. I like being in the nature. - - - - ?

On Saturday morning at nine o’clock.

Ok. I’ll be there on time.

 

 

	 Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

A)	When	are	you	planning	to	go	 	 	 B)	How	often	do	you	go	hiking	
C)	Would	you	like	to	come	with	me	 	 	 D)	When	did	you	last	go	hiking
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8. 

Dear Friends,
I’m turning 16 and having a birthday party at my place. Would you like to join?
It’s on Tuesday, 21th January at 7 pm. I’ll write you the address. (It’s 22, Cornhill Street)
Love
Bora
P.S: You can bring some music CDs you like.

      These are Bora friends’ plans 

Anna   : Thanks.I’ll	definitely	be	there.

Brian   : Yes,	I’d	love	to.What	time	is	it?

Adam   : Great!	It’s	going	to	be	a	fantastic	event.

Lisa     : I’m	sorry,	but	I	can’t.I’m	going	to	help	my	mom.
  

According to the information above, who will NOT attend the party?
A) Anna B) Brian    C) Lisa    D) Adam

9. Lily is new at school. She has some friends and she’s talking about them now. To her;

Kelly is very honest. She always tells the truth and she studies hard.

Edward never minds others but he is good at making jokes. He’s very funny.

Anna always keeps her promise. She likes helping people.

Pablo is arrogant. He doesn’t get on well with his friends.

 According to the information above, who is a laid-back person?
A) Pablo  B) Anna    C) Edward                  D) Kelly
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UNIT 1

4

1. 

Can I take the orders?

Waiter

Paul

- - - - .

I want a hamburger and
fried potatoes.

Orange juice, please.

 Which option completes the blank correctly?
A)		Do	you	want	to	eat	anything?	 	 B)	Why	don’t	you	eat	cheeseburger?
C)  Let’s drink cola.   D)	Would	you	like	to	drink	something?

2. 

 William : Are you busy on Sunday?
 Daniel :	No,	I	have	nothing	to	do.	Why?
 William : There will be a basketball match.   - - - -?
 Daniel :	Of	course.	I	love	basketball.

 

 Which of the following DOESN’T complete the conversation?
A)	Shall	we	go?	 	 	 												B)	Would	you	like	to	come	with	me?
C)	How	about	going	out?	 	 	 																	D)	Why	don’t	we	go?
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3. 

How about going on a picnic on Saturday?

I’m sorry, but - - - -. 

 

 Which of the following completes the conversation?

A)	I	want	to	come	to	picnic.	 	 	 	 	 	 B)	I	will	bring	beverages.
C)	I	have	nothing	to	do	better.	 	 	 	 	 D)	I	will	visit	my	old	friend	at	the	hospital.

4. 

        

 

 

Hello,	I	am	Sandra.	I	am	12	years	old.	I	love	my	friends	because	we	have	lots	of	fun.
	For	example,	Tina	loves	parties.	So,	we	give	parties	every	weekend	and	we	dance,	
eat,	drink		together.	Maria	is	a	very	energetic	girl.	She	always		entertains	us.	Susan	
is so funny that she always  makes jokes and we laugh loudly together. Best friends 
forever!

 

 

 According to the text, which of the following is false?

A)  Tina loves giving parties and they have a party every weekend.
B)		 Maria	is	a	selfish	girl,	she	always	thinks	herself.
C)  Susan makes good jokes and she makes them laugh.
D)  Sandra loves her friends.
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5.   

You	had	a	quarrel	with	your	friend	and	he	was	offended	to	you.	You	
want to make peace. You have two tickets for the play which your 
friend wants to go. You say:

A)		 I	don’t	apologize	for	you.	You	are	not	important	for	me.
B)		 I	have	two	tickets	for	the	rock	concert,	but	you	don’t	like	rock	music.
C)		 I	have	two	tickets	for	the	play	which	you	want,	why	don’t	you	come	with	me?
D)		 I	was	offended	to	you,	so	I	don’t	want	to	go	theatre.

6.    

sci-fi
0
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20

30

40

comedyhorror romance

 

 

 

 The teacher asked teenagers the type of movies which they like watching.

 According to the graph, which of the following is true?

A)  The number of teenagers who like horror movies is more than teenagers who like comedy.
B)  Teenagers like romance more than horror.
C)		 The	number	of	teenagers	who	like	sci-fi	is	equal	with	the	number	of	teenagers	who	like	horror.
D)		 Most	of	the	students	like	sci-fi.
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7. 

comedy moving✤ ✤

✤

✤

✤

✤

✤

✤

horror moving

biography

statues

swimming

novel

paintings

cooking

Betty Helen

 

 Choose the place they both prefer going.
A)	Gym	 	 	 	 	 B) Art gallery
C) Cooking workshop     D) Space camp

8.  
I.	 like	watching	comedy	movies.
II.	 What	type	of	movies	do	you	like?
III.	 Did	you	watch	Jim	Carrey’s	Truman	Show?
IV.	 Of	course,	I	watched	it	5	years	ago.

 

 What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	IV,	III,	II,	I	 B)	III,	IV,	I,	II	 	 C)	II,	I,	III,	IV	 	 										D)	I,	II,	III,	IV

9.  loves hates
horror 5 10

Sci-fi 3 7

comedy 10 2

romance 4 8

 

 According to the table, which of the following is FALSE?

A)  Number of the people who love comedy is equal with the people who hate horror.
B)  Number of the people who love romance is half of the people who hate romance.
C)  Number of the people who love comedy is less than the people who hate comedy.
D)		 Number	of	the	people	who	hate	sci-fi	is	more	than	the	people	who	love	sci-fi.
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1. 

Mike

Linda

John

Anna

I always argue with my friends. I think I‘m not a good friend for them.

I don’t like sharing my friends’ secrets because it is not good attitude.

I prefer having time with my friends. I never forget their birthdays and always buy 
presents for them.

I love my friends. When they need me, I’m always there for them and no matter what 
happens.

 According to the speech bubbles above, who is reliable?
A) Mike B) Linda C) Anna D) John

2. 

Hi Nancy! I am throwing a slumber party. Would you like to join?

Hello, Evelyn! That sounds great because I love parties. - - - -?

 - - - -?

 - - - -?

It is on Saturday.

From 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Evelyn Nancy

At my home.

OK. I needed to ask to my parents, but I am sure
they will let me come.

 

 Which of the following question DOES NOT complete the blanks in dialogue?
A)	Where	is	it?	 	 	 	 B)	How	long	does	it	take?
C)	When	is	the	party?	 	 	 	 D)	Do	I	need	to	bring	my	pyjamas?
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3. 

Of course, Dad! I have got a few friends. Tom doesn’t like talking to new people. His 
face turns red and he gets stressed easily. Susan doesn’t like sharing her belongings 
with somebody else. Ellen always cares about others’ feelings. Tony is a bit lazy, he 
loves sitting on the coach in front of the TV.

Jack! Can you describe your friends 
in the class? What are they like?

 Which of the personal traits is NOT Jack talking about?
A) shy B) stingy   C) generous     D) understanding

4. 

Hi, Robert! What do you think about your new school? What are 
your friends like?

How can you be best friends then?

Hi, Paul! I like my school, but I have nothing in common with my 
mates. I have got only a friend, but he also  - - - -.

 Which of the following completes the dialogue above?
A) always backs me up     B) counts on me
C)	helps	me	when	I	need	 	 	 	 	 D)	has	different	likes
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5. 

Max is a friendly boy.  He is always energetic and cheerful. 
He cares his friends very much. Also, he loves helping them 
when they are in trouble. He never gets angry. He always 
buys small gifts for his friends. 

 Which of the personal traits is NOT mentioned in the text above?
A) aggressive     B) easygoing
C) generous     D) tactful

6. 

Hello Jennifer,

Thank you very much for inviting me to your birthday party. I really would love to come, but 
I can’t make it. I’m so sorry because I have an important exam at my school. My parents 
don’t give permission to come to your party. That is too bad because I want to be with you 
on that day. Anyway, “Happy  Birthday!” I hope all the best things come and find you.
Love,

Laila.

 According to the text above, which one is CORRECT?
A) Laila is the sender of the e-mail.
B) Jennifer is throwing a slumber party.
C) Laila can’t go to party because she has a plan with her family.
D) Jennifer should be at the school on that day.
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7. 

Hi! My name is Evelyn. I’m Fiona’s mother. I have problems 
with my daughter. She always argues with me and she 
never changes her ideas. She never studies her lessons. 
Moreover, she never helps me. I really don’t know what 
should I do? 

 Which of the personal traits is NOT mentioned in the text above?
A)	stubborn	 			B)	angry	 	 	 	 C)	lazy	 	 	 		D)	selfish

8. 

Hi, buddies. I'm planning a “Welcome Summer” party 
on Sunday 10th May. Everybody should bring his/her 
own food and drink. Would you like to join?

Julia

Max
I’m	sorry,	but	I	can’t	make	it.	I	have	to	be	out	of	town.	I	have	
got an school application interview.

Harry I	can’t	miss	it.	Can	my	best	friend	come	with	me,	too?

Elisa Why	not?	That	sounds	awesome.

Bethany Yeah,	I’d	love	to.	Is	there	anything	I	can	do	for	you?

 
 Which of the following is NOT correct about the speech bubble and replies?

A) Julia does not give any information about the event. 
B) Elisa accepts the invitation.
C) Max has an excuse for not attending the party. 
D) Harry does not refuse the invitation.
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1.   
Carol : Hi	everyone!	Next	week,	 I	will	marry	with	Alex.	Hope	to	 
												see	you!
Jack  : I’ll	be	abroad	next	week.
Ruth  : Of	course!	I’ll	be	there.
Mike  :	Where	is	the	wedding	ceremony?
Betty : Congratulations!	I’ll	come	to	your	party.

Who refuses the invitation?

A) Jack       B) Ruth     C) Mike      D) Betty

2. 

 Mom : Would	you	like	to	eat	some	chocolate	cake?
 Son   :  Thanks	mom,	but	-	-	-	-	

Which one completes the dialogue?
A)	I’m	stuffed.	 	 	 	 	 B)	I’m	thirsty.
C)	I	like	chocolate	cake.	 	 	 	 	 D)	It	is	delicious.

3.    

Alex: Hello!	Tomorrow,	there	will	be	a	football	tournament.	Would	you	like	to	come?
Sam: That sounds good.
Jack: It	is	a	good	idea.
George:	Sorry,	but	I	will	go	to	doctor,	I	have	a	stomachache	for	2	days.
Mike: I	have	an	appointment	with	my	manager.

 

 

Who refuses the invitation due to the illness?

A) Sam            B) Jack      	C)	George	 	 					 		D)	Mike
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4.       

How	are	you?	I	hope,	you	are	good.	I	want	to	invite	you	to	my	base-
ball tournament.
Hope	to	see	you	next	Saturday!
																																																																						Love,
                                                                      Jason

Dear	Robert,

Thanks	for	your	invitation.	I	want	to	come	and	watch	you.	
Please text me about time and place.
																																																																							Love,
                                                                      Robert

Dear	Jason,

According to the invitation, which one is true?

A) Robert refuses the invitation.
B) Jason accepts the invitation.
C) Robert wants to learn  the time and place.
D) Robert doesn’t want to come.

5.    

 

 
 Your friend invites you to a costume party. 

 You don’t like this kind of party and you say:

A)	 I	want	to	come!
B)	 Sorry,	but	I	don’t	like	costume	parties.
C) That is a good idea.
D)	 This	is	the	best	party	ever!
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6.       
YOU ARE INVITED TO

PARTY
Date   :  On December, 25
Place  :  Great Palace
Time   :  8.00 p.m. - 12.00 p.m.

For more information : Sophie Black 0500123456

  
   

According to the invitation, which one is TRUE?

A)	 The	party	will	be	on	December,	26.
B) Everyone comes to the party.
C)	 The	party	will	be	from	8:00	p.m.	to	12:00	p.m.
D) Sophie Black refuses the invitation.

7.     
40
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Beach 
party
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party

Slumber
party
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party

         

This survey shows the most popular parties for people.

According to the graph, which one is true?

A) Most of the people prefer slumber party.
B) Slumber party is more popular than  costume party.
C) Most of the people prefer beach party.
D) Christmas party is the most popular party.
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 Answer the questions 8-9 according to the text below.

   

Hello,	 I	 am	William.	 I	 am	15	 years	 old.	 I	want	 to	 say	
something about my best friend Richard.
I	love	him	so	much,	he	is	like	my	brother.	I	really	count	
on	him,	because	he	never	lets	down	me.	I	always	share	
my	secrets	with	him.	But,	sometimes	he	can	be	selfish.	
He	praises	himself	and	this	disturbs	me.	But,	he	is	my	
buddy	forever!	

8. According to the paragraph, which one is FALSE?

A)	 Richard	is	reliable	but	sometimes	he	is	selfish.
B)	 William	shares	his	secrets	with	Richard.
C)	 William	doesn’t	care	about	Richard’s	selfishness.
D)	 Richard	is	William’s	buddy.

9. William - - - - 

A) doesn’t like his friend.
B) relies on Richard.
C) thinks that Richard is whisperer.
D) doesn’t share his secrets with his buddy.
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2. Read the texts and answer the question.

Dear Tina,
I have a friend called Jasmine and she is my only 
buddy. We get on well with each other. I always count 
on her. She keeps my secrets all the time and she never 
tells lies to me. She is tactful, caring and honest. Howe-
ver, she likes spending time with other students too. 
She enjoys playing basketball with Karen. They are in 
the same team. I think she is going to forget me. I need 
your help.
Sophie

Dear Sophie,
I think you feel a bit jeaolus but don’t worry. 
Jasmine isn’t going to forget you. She is sociable 
so she likes having lots of friends around her.
I think she can help you to make new friends. 
Love, Tina.

 Which of the following IS NOT correct according to the emails above?
A) Sophie thinks that Jasmine is reliable.
B) Sophie sometimes feels jealous.
C) Tina refuses to help Sophie.
D) Tina gives Sophie some advice.

1.  

Dear Friends, 
I am planning a “Say Goodbye to Teacher” party to celebrate 
Tina teacher’s retirement. It’s going to be at the class after the 
lessons. It will be a great chance for us to say goodbye to our 
teacher. 
I am expecting to see you all.  
Love, 
School President. 

 

 According to the invitation card, which question is NOT answered?  
A)	 Who	is	organizing	the	party?	
B)	 Where	is	the	party	going	to	be?
C)	Who	is	the	party	for?	
D)	What	time	is	the	party	going	to	happen?
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3. 

- - - - ?

Ron Isabel

Nothing special. Why do you ask?

That would be great. I love watching
movie.

There is a good movie on the cinema and I’m going
to watch it. Why don’t you join me?

 

 

 
 

 Which of the following DOES NOT complete the dialogue?
A) Do you have any plan for this weekend?  B)  Are you doing anything for this weekend?
C) Have you got anything to do for the weekend? D)  Do you like hanging out at the weekends?

A) Jessica and Karen don’t count on each other.  B)	Jessica	and	Karen	live	in	different	places.
C)	 Jessica	and	Karen	are	into	different	hobbies.	 D)		Jessica	doesn’t	like	talking	on	the	phone.

4. Read the text and answer the question.

 Jessica and Karen are best friends. Like many 
teenage	girls,	they	talk	about	school,	fashion,	sports	
and family. They like the same things. They talk on the 
phone every day.

	 The	girls	have	a	very	typical	friendship,	but	there	is	one	
difference.	Jessica	lives	in	New	Zealand	and	Kate	lives	
in the U.S.A. There are 8.000 miles between them. They 
always chat online and send emails to each other. They 
can only see each other on video chat.

 Jessica says “Some best friends come and go. 
However,	Kate	will	always	be	my	best	friend.”

 According to the information above, - - - -
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5.    

Oh! Sorry to hear that, next time then.  See you later.

That sounds exciting, but I can’t make it because we have a 
family reunion on that day so I have to be with them. Maybe later.

Hey Moly! There is a great basketball math between top teams. Why don’t 
we watch it on Sunday? It will be very exciting. The match is going to be 
at 3 p.m and we can meet before the match and have coffee together.

Cindy

Cindy

Moly

 According to the conversation, which of the following is TRUE?
A) Moly accepts	Cindy’s	offer,	but	she	is	going	to	have	a	family	reunion	on	that	day.	
B)	 Cindy	invites	Moly	to	watch	a	basketball	match,	but	Moly	refuses	her	offer	with	an	excuse.	
C)	Cindy	and	Moly	are	going	to	have	coffee	before	watching	the	match.	
D) Cindy and Moly loves spending time together and they are going to go to a basketball match.

6.  

 John: - - - -
 Mike:	 I	 like	 listening	 to	 rock	music.	 I	 think	 it’s	 terrific.	There	are	 lots	of	 rock	 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	singers	 in	 the	world.	However,	my	favourite	one	 is	Metallica.	 I	have	all 
											their	cds.	I	sometimes	download	the	songs	from	the	Internet.	

 John:	Really?	I	don’t	like	rock	music.	To	be	honest,I	can’t	stand	it.

 

 Which option DOES NOT complete the dialogue below?
A)	 What	do	you	like	doing	in	your		free	time?
B)	 What	kind	of	music	do	you	like	listening	to?
C)	What’s	your	favourite	music	type?
D)	Why	do	you	prefer	listening	to	rock	music?
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 Answer the questions 1-2 according to the banner below.

        

We	are	camping	together!	Don’t	forget	
your	tent!
Date:	4th	-	8th	July
Place: Belgrad Forest
Price: 10$
For more information: John Farewell
0504123456

1.  Which of the following is false?
A)	It	is	a	four-	day	camp.
B) You have to bring your tent.
C) The camp is free.
D) Belgrad Forest is the camping area.

2. Which of the following can’t be answered?

A)	 Where	will	the	camp	take	place?
B)	 When	is	the	camp?
C)	 What	time	will	they	set	off?
D) How much is it for the camp?
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4.  

I have an offer for you

Jane Lisa

There is a rock concert this evening. - - - - going there?
I am sorry, but I have a plan with my cousin.

What is it?

Which one is suitable for the blank?
A) How about    B) Shall we
C)	Let’s	 	 	 	 D)	Why	don’t	we

3.   

There is a museum tour today. Would you like to come with me?

At three p.m.

Jonathan Elisa
5$

Museum of Modern Art and Metropolitan Museum of Art in NewYork.

OK. That sounds good. I’ll come with you.

----?

----?

----?

Which one can’t be answered in the dialogue?
A)	What	time	is	the	tour?	 	 	 	 B)	How	much	is	the	tour?
C)	Which	museums	will	we	visit?	 	 	 D) How do we go?
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        Mike’s diary
  

Dear diary,

Today was a bad day for me 
because I argued my best 
friend, George. He told my 
secret to John. This secret 
was very important for me. 
So, he let me down. I feel 
bad.

5. According to the paragraph, what is George like?

A) Honest    B)	Unreliable	 	 	 							C)	Generous	 						 							D)	Responsible	

6. Mike feels bad, because - - - - 
A)	George	kept	his	secret.	 	 	 B)	His	best	friend	is	a	good	boy.

C)	George	let	him	down.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 D)	They	are	buddies.

 Answer the questions 5-6 according to the text below.

7.    
	 I.	 What	time	will	it	start?
 II.  At 8:00 p.m.
 III.		I	have	a	baby	shower	party.
 IV.		Why	don’t	you	come?

What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	II	-	I	-	IV	-	III	 	 	 B)	I	-	IV	-	III	-	II
C)	IV	-	II	-	I	-	III	 	 	 D)	III	-	IV	-	I	-	II
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 Answer the questions 8-9-10 according to the table below.

Sophie Jack Sally Ruth

Costume party ✔ ✔

Pool party ✔ ✔ ✔

Tea party

Garden party ✔ ✔

8. According to the table, Sophie - - - - 

A) likes costume and tea parties.
B) prefers pool and garden parties.
C) doesn’t like parties.
D) likes only pool party.

9. Sally - - - - 

A) likes only pool party.
B) doesn’t like pool party.
C) likes garden party.
D) doesn’t like any parties.

10. According to the table, which one is true?

A) Nobody likes costume party.
B) Everybody likes tea party.
C) Nobody prefers tea party.
D) Pool party is the most favourite party in the table.
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Unit 2 Teen Life

Vocabularies 

archer okçu

archery okçuluk

backpack	 sırt	çantası

be fond of	 -e	düşkün	olmak

be keen on	 -e	düşkün	olmak

boring	 sıkıcı

burn	 yanmak,	yakmak

campfire	 kamp	ateşi

can’t stand tahammül	edememek,	katlanamamak

chat sohbet etmek

compass pusula

countryside	 kırsal	bölge

energetic enerjik

equipment	 araç-gereç,	malzeme,	ekipman

exciting heyecan verici

feed beslemek

fit	 zinde

fizzy	drink	 gazlı	içecek

fresh-squeezed	 taze	sıkılmış

fun	 zevkli,	eğlenceli

gain	 kazanmak,	elde	etmek
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go shopping	 alışverişe	gitmek

goal	 gol,	sayı,	hedef

greet	 selamlaşmak,	selam	vermek,	

	 karşılaşmak

harmonic uyumlu

healthy	 sağlıklı

in a hurry	 telaş	içinde

indoor activities	 kapalı	alan	aktiviteleri

insult	 hakaret	etmek,	aşağılamak

interested in ilgi duymak

language	 dil,	lisan

lend ödünç vermek

map harita

match kibrit

news haber

on foot	 yaya	olarak,	yürüyerek

outdoor activities	 açıkhava	aktiviteleri

pay attention	 dikkate	almak,	kulak	vermek

pick up almak (bir yere gelip/gidip birini)

pitch kurmak

pocketknife	 çakı

prepare	 hazırlamak

relaxing	 dinlendirici,	rahatlatıcı

reward ödül

ridiculous	 gülünç,	saçma

rope ip

rugby ragbi

serious ciddi

set goal hedef belirlemek

skate paten kaymak

skydiving	 hava	dalışı

sleeping bag uyku tulumu

snob burnu havada

speak	 konuşmak

surf the internet /	 internette	gezinmek

surf on the net 

survey	 araştırma,	anket

teenager	 genç,	ergen

tent	 çadır

terrific	 müthiş,	olağanüstü

torch el feneri

traditional meal geleneksel yemek

training	 idman,	egzersiz,	antrenman

trendy	 modaya	uyan,	son	moda

unbearable	 katlanılmaz,	dayanılmaz

vacation tatil

what’s up? n’aber?
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1. 

 

 The Earth - - - - round the Sun.
A) go B) goes  C) going        D) going to

2. Elisa - - - - lemonade, because she - - - - sour beverages.   

A) don’t like / likes                        B)  doesn’t like / like
C) doesn’t like / hate                        D)  doesn’t like / hates

likes dislikes

Math George Sally

English Lisa George

Chemistry Sally Mike

Physical Education Mike Lisa

3. According to the table, which one is TRUE?

A)		 George	is	interested	in	Chemistry,	but	he	can’t	stand	English.
B)  Sally likes Chemistry but she doesn’t like physical education.
C)  Mike is keen on Physical Education but he can’t stand Chemistry.
D)  Lisa likes Physical Education but she hates English.
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	 Hello,	I	am	Sandy.	I	want	to	share	my	favourite	activities	with	you.	First,	
I	like	travelling.	I	(4)	-	-	-	-	seeing	new	cities	and	places.	My	favourite	city	
is	Paris.	Second,	I	enjoy	(5)	-	-	-	-	sports.	Last	year,	I	did	bungee	jumping.	
I	think,	it	is	(6)	-	-	-	-	sport	I	have	ever	done.	I	strongly	recommend	to	
you.

 

4. Which one is not suitable?
A) am interested in     B) am fond of
C) can’t stand      D) am keen on

5. Which one is suitable?

A) doing     B) do

C) does     D) did

6. Which one is suitable?

A) the worst     B) the most boring

C) the most exciting     D) better than

 Answer the questions 4-5-6 according to the passage below.

7.        

 

 I prefer - - - - trendy clothes.
A) wear B) wears  C) wearing   D) to wear
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Jazz Pop Rock

Sam

Tim

Mary

Elizabeth

8. According to the table, which one is TRUE?

A)		 Sam	likes	pop	and	rock	but	he	hates	jazz.
B)		 Tim	likes	jazz	and	rock	but	he	doesn’t	like	pop.
C)		Mary	likes	jazz	and	pop	but	she	doesn’t	enjoy	rock.
D)		 Elizabeth	likes	jazz	and	rock	but	she	doesn’t	like	pop.

 Answer the questions 9-10 according to the text below.
 

Hi	everyone!	I	am	Barbara.	Everybody	in	my	family	has	different	interests.	For	example,	my	father	
likes	playing	backgammon	but	he	hates	football.	Is	it	really	interesting?	My	mother	enjoys	knitting	
and	she	weaves	scarfs,	bags	to	me.	My	brother	is	crazy	about	playing	basketball,	he	plays	in	his	
school	team.	And	I	like	singing,	I	want	to	be	a	singer.	

9. According to the paragraph, which one is FALSE?

A)  Barbara’s mother likes knitting.
B)  Barbara’s brother can’t stand playing basketball.
C)  Barbara’s father doesn’t like football.
D)  Barbara likes singing.

10. According to the paragraph, Barbara’s family - - - -.

A)		 like	playing	volleyball.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 B)		are	interested	in	different	activities.
C)		 enjoy	knitting.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 D)		are	crazy	about	basketball.
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11.      

 

	 Maria	-	-	-	-	reading	science-fiction.	She	thinks	that	it	is	nonsense.
A) prefers B) don’t prefer   C) prefer  D) doesn’t prefer

12.             

 

	 Your	friend	invites	you	to	a	90’s	pop	party.	But	you	don’t	like	90’s	pop.	You	will	refuse	his	offer	kindly.

 You say:

A)		 I	am	sorry,	but	I	don’t	prefer	listening	to	90’s	pop.	Sandy	loves	it,	if	you	want,	you	can	invite	her.
B)	 	Oh!	I	love	90’s	pop.	Of	course,	I	will	come.
C)		 I	want	to	come	your	party!	It	is	awesome.
D)		 That’s	a	good	idea.	I	am	crazy	about	90’s	pop.

13. I.		 I	am	sorry	but	I	don’t	prefer	horror	films.	
II.		 Yes,	I	do.	Why?
III.		Do	you	like	going	to	cinema?
IV.		 I	have	two	tickets	for	a	horror	film.	Would	you	like	to	come?

 What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	III,	I,	II,	IV	 B)	II,	I,	III,	IV	 	 C)	III,	II,	IV,	I	 	 				D)	I,	III,	IV,	II
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1. 
Hello! my name is Jack. My favorite day is Sunday because my friends and I often 
go camping, we catch fishes and make campfire, my friends love rafting  but I’m 
fond of climbing the mountains.

	 Read	the	information	above	and	find	the	activity	that	Jack	loves	doing	alone.
A)     B) 

C)     D) 

2.  

 Amanda:	What	kind	of	books	do	you	like?
 Juliet:	I’m	interested	in	learning	something	about	new	places.	It	makes	me	feel 

											excited	so	I	prefer	reading	-	-	-	-			books	.	

	 Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.
 

A)	fantasy	 	 	 B)	sci-fi	 	 	 	 	 C)	detective	 	 	 D) travel
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3. 

Emma is a great writer, she wrote her first book when she was 18.  She has written 
many books in her life, she prefers writing detective stories. In her free time, she goes 
to police stations and search many events. She thinks romantic books are 
unbearable. Her best book is “Blue Train”.

 Which of the following question DOES NOT have an answer in the text above?
A)	 What	does	she	do	in	her	free	time?
B) How often does she read detective stories?
C)	What	is	her	best	book’s	name?
D)	What	does	she	think	about	romantic	books?

4.  

Jack:  - - - - ?
Nick:  Yes,	I	do.	I	do	them	regularly	with	my	best	friend,	Roy.
Jack:  Well.-	-	-	-	?	Riding	a	bike	or	playing	tennis.
Nick:  I	prefer	riding	a	bike	to	playing	tennis.	I	think	tennis	is	boring.	-	-	-	-	?
Jack:  Me,	too.	Riding	a	bike	is	so	healthy	and	fun.

 

 Which of the following DOES NOT complete the dialogue above?
A) Do you ever do activities in your free time
B)	 What	about	you
C)	What’s	the	most	important	type	of	goals	among	teenagers
D)	Which	one	do	you	prefer
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5. 
Pop Music Folk Music Techno Rap Music

  John Awesome Ridiculous

  George Harmonic Unbearable

  Stephen Ridiculous Terrific

  Sally Trendy Boring

 Which one is CORRECT according to the chart above?
A) John isn’t interested in pop music because he thinks it is unbearable.
B)	 George	loves	listening	to	folk	music	because	it’s	energetic	and	harmonic.
C)	 Stephen	never	listens	to	techno.	To	him,	it	is	ridiculous.
D) Sally prefers rap music to folk because it is trendy and exciting.

6.  
Do you like jazz music?

Yes, I like jazz music.

Who is your favorite singer?

Olivia Sandy

I like listening The Norah Jones
because her songs are awesome.

 

 Which of the following can replace perfectly with the underlined word?
A)	terrific	 	B)	terrible	 	 	 C)	unbearable	 	 	 D)	awful

7.  

 Amanda: - - - - ?
 Mila:	To	be	honest,	every	weekend.	I’m	interested	in	doing	different	sports.	
 Amanda:	Wow!	Every	weekend!	That	sounds	nice.

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue best?
A)	Which	sports	do	you	prefer	 	 	 B)	Who	do	you	go	skating	with	

C)	How	often	do	you	go	skating		 	 D)	Which	sports	are	you	interested	in
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8. I.

II.

III.

IV.

I usually get up at 7 a.m. 

I usually have some toast  and  a glass of tea at school canteen . 

I arrive at school about 8 a.m.

Then, I have a shower and brush my teeth.

 Which of the following sentences should change places to get the correct order of the Megan’s 
daily routine?
A)	I	–	II	 	 	 B)	I	-	III	 	 	 	 	 C)	I	–	IV		 	 	 D)	II	–	IV

9. 

Basketball

Chess

Puzzle

Swimming

Cycling

40

137

25

15

 Some university students ask about teenagers’ favorite sports. Here are the results;
 According to the results, which of the following IS NOT correct? 

A) Most of the students would rather play ball games than water sports. 
B)	 Students	prefer	playing	chess	to	doing	puzzles.	
C) Half of the students prefer water sports.
D) Students prefer swimming to cycling.
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1.  
 (I.) Cycling is one of the most relaxing sport. (II.)	If	you	have	a	bicycle,	you	can	do	this	

sport easily. (III.)	It	may	be	tiring.	(IV.) You can pedal freely in the woods. 
 

 Which one is not suitable for the paragraph?

A)	I     B)	II     C)	III    D)	IV

2.    

(I.)	Archery	is	the	practice	of	using	a	bow	to	shoot	with	
arrows.	 (II.)	 The	 word	 comes	 from	 the	 Latin	 archus	
meaning	 “bow’’	 or	 “arch’’.	 	 (III.)	 The	 oldest	 signs	 of	
archery’s use in Europe date from around 10.000 BC. 
(IV.)	A	person	who	does	archery	is	called	an	archer.

 

 Which sentence is not suitable for the paragraph?

A)	I     B)	II      C)	III      D)	IV

3.   I think we got lost in the forest.

- - - - .

What can we do?

Amanda
Linda

I am happy to hear that.

 

 

 Which option is suitable for the dialogue?

A)	 I	don’t	know.
B)		 Don’t	worry,	I	have	a	compass.	We	will	find	the	way.
C)		 I	am	sorry,	we	have	no	chance.
D)	 	It	is	a	bad	line.
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4. I.		 Cycling	-	bicycle
II.		 Camping	-	tent
III.		Archery	-	arrow
IV.		Skateboarding	-	rope

 Which matching is false?

A)	I     B)	II      C)	III     D)	IV

5.   

Do you like rollerblading?

Lisa Tony

No, I don’t like it.

Why?

Because - - - -.

 Which option is true for the blank above?
A)	I	am	afraid	of	falling.	 	 	 	 B)	I	am	interested	in	rollerblading.
C)	I	have	a	skate.	 	 	 	 D)	I	have	a	bicycle.

6.      
James George

➢ biography
➢ sports
➢ horror  
   movies
➢ computers

➢ travel
➢ basketball
➢ comedy
   movies
➢ aliens

 Choose the book both James and George prefer to read. 
A)	History	of	Basketball	 	 	 	 B)		Aziz	Sancar’s	Biography
C)		Computer	Games	 	 	 	 D)		Life	of	Aliens
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 Answer the questions 7-8-9 according to the text below.

 

Hello!	Welcome	to	my	channel!	Today	 I	will	mention	
about	 my	 preferences.	 First,	 I’ll	 mention	 about	 my	
food	 preferences.	 I	 like	 spices.	 So,	 I	 prefer	 eating	
spicy	 foods	 like	 spicy	meatball,	 grilled	chicken	with	
spicy	 tomato	 sauce	 etc.	 Second,	 I’ll	mention	 about	
my	favourite	music.	I	like	rap	and	pop.	I	prefer	listening	
Eminem	 and	 50	 Cent.	 My	 favourite	 pop	 singer	 is	
Rihanna.	 Finally,	 I’ll	 mention	 about	 my	 favourite	
places.	I	like	dancing	and	singing.	So,	I	prefer	going	
to	concerts,	festivals	etc.

 

7. According to the paragraph, which food does she prefer eating?

A) Salad           B) Soup
C) Spicy chicken         D) Bean

8. According to the paragraph, which music does she prefer listening?

A) Pop
B) R&B
C)	 Jazz
D) Blues

9. According to the paragraph, which one cannot be preferred by her?

A) Rap concerts
B) Quiet places
C) Dance parties
D) Pop festivals 
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Answer the questions 10-11 according to the text below.

  

Hello!	I	am	Steven.	I	am	25	years	old.	I	have	a	daily	routine.	I	always	get	up	at	7:30	
a.m.	I	have	a	quick	breakfast	and	I	go	to	work	at	8	a.m.	I	eat	lunch	at	12	a.m.	and	
I	go	back	to	office.
I	leave	office	at	5	p.m.	and	arrive	home	at	5:30	p.m.	I	have	a	shower.	After	that,	I	
cook	and	eat	dinner.	I	wash	the	dishes.	I	surf	on	the	Net	for	one	hour.	Finally	I	go	
to bed at 11 p.m.  

10. According to the paragraph, what does he do after washing the dishes?

A)	 Going	to	bed
B) Reading newspaper
C)	 Surfing	on	the	Net
D) Cleaning the room

11. According to the paragraph, which one cannot be his daily routine?

A)	 Getting	up	at	07.30	a.m.
B)	 Eating		lunch	at	12	a.m.
C)	 Surfing	on	the	Net
D) Playing basketball

12.    

 Daisy :  - - - - the best actor is Leonardo Di Caprio.
Lisa : - - - - . He is very talented.

Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A)	 I	think	/	I	don’t	agree	with	you.
B)	 I	guess	/	I	don’t	think	so.
C)	 In	my	opinion	/	I	agree	with	you.
D)	 I	believe	/	It	is	nonsense.
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1.         

Hello! My name is Claire. I want to talka bout my hobbies. I like trekking and going
camping with my buddies. Nature is part of my life. Also my best friends love nature,
too. We love spending time together. We like taking photo of nature. I also like
reading books. I prefer detective books because I get excited when I read them. 
I don’t like horror books. I think they are unbearable.

 In the paragraph, there is NO information about Claire’s - - - -.
A) favorite activities     B) school life 
C) friendship      D) book preference

2.       

Diane

Weekends are my favorite because I have a lot of free time for my activities. On 
Saturdays, I attend my dance course, later I hang out with my friends. We go 
shopping and have big fun at the shopping mall. On Sundays, I always have 
breakfast with my family after that I go to my guitar course. I love playing it.

 

 
 Which of the following picture does NOT show Diane’s weekend activity?

 

A) B) C) D)
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3.  
I always get up at seven o’clock on weekdays. Then I get ready for school. After 
breakfast, my father takes me to  the school and arrive school at 08:30. The first 
lesson starts at nine. I always come to school on time. I have four lessons before the 
lunch break. I usually  play volleyball with my friends in the school yard during the 
break time. It’s good to do sports.It makes me feel energetic. I sometimes buy a 
sandwich from the canteen. My school ends at four o’clock in the afternoon. Then I 
go home and have a rest.

 

 Which question DOES NOT have an answer in the speech bubble above?
A) How does she feel after she does sports?
B)	 What	time	does	the	first	lesson	start?
C)	What	does	she	eat	at	lunch	break?
D) How often does she play volleyball with her friends?

4. 

Hi! My name is Emma. I have got a daughter. Her name is Elisa.
When Elisa comes home from school, she never does anything.
She has dinner with us and goes to her room. She doesn’t want
to do anything. She always listens to music on her phone or 
watch TV.

 What does not Emma do after school?
A) She has rest at her room.
B) She listens to music.
C) She eats her dinner.
D) She does her homework.
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 Answer the questions 5-6-7 according to the text below.

 

Hi ,everybody! I’m David. I like weekends because I don’t get up early.
We usually visit my grandmother and have a big breakfast there.
She cooks delicious pancakes and muffins. Then I go to the drama
course. In the afternoon I always meet with friends and we sit and 
chit chat at our favourite café. I usually have a mixed pizza. Then, we
usually go to the beach. If the weather is bad, we prefer watching a 
movie at home. we love fiction together. I always stay at home on
Sunday evenings and do my homework. After I finish my homework,
I often reed a book. I like reading fantasy books. They are very exciting.
Before I go to bed, I always listen some relaxing music.

5. David never - - - -.
A) read a book before going to bed  B)  goes out on Sunday evenings
C) meets with friends after drama course D)  goes to the cafe

6. What do David and his friends do if the weather isn’t good?
A) They usually go to the drama course. B)  They help each other  do their homework
C) They spend time at home.  D)  They have lunch at their favourite café.

7. According to the text above, which one is CORRECT?
A) He always goes shopping with his friends.
B) He usually gets up late on Sunday morning.
C) He always meets with friends at the shopping mall.
D) He often watches comedy movies with his friends.

8.   

Hello, I’m Bianca and I’m a student at Cambridge Secondary School. 
I get up very early in the morning and have breakfast. Then, my mother
drives me to school. I have seven lessons a day until 4 p.m. I love
attending after-school activities. I watch films in my free time at
home. I’m fond of movies about science-fiction.

 In the paragraph, there is NO information about Bianca’s - - - -.
A) daily routine    B)  favourite movie type
C) educational life    D)  after school activities names
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 Answer the questions 1-2-3 according to the table bellow.

 
Sally John Mike

Do exercise sometimes rarely always

Watch	TV never always never

Do shopping often never rarely

Get	up	early sometimes never always

1. According to the table, which one is FALSE?

A) Mike always gets up early.
B) Sally never does shopping.
C) John rarely does exercise.
D) Mike never watches tv.

2. John - - - - 

A)	 always	does	shopping	and	rarely	watches	TV.
B)	 sometimes	does	exercise	and	never	watches	TV.
C) never does shopping and never gets up early.
D) rarely does shopping and always gets up early.

3. Sally and Mike - - - - 

A) always get up early.
B) sometimes do shopping.
C) never do exercise.
D)	 never	watch	TV.	
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4.   

 Robert :   How old are you?
Wiiliam :  I	am	25	years	old.
Robert :  - - - - ?
William :   At a bank.
Robert :  - - - - ?
William :  No,	I	am	married.
Robert :  - - - - ?
William  : Twice a week.

Which of the following can’t be answered?
A)	Where	do	you	work?	 	 	 	 B) How do you go to work?
C) Are you single?    D) How often do you go to gym?

 Answer the questions 5-6 according to the table below.

Alice Daisy

Meet friends ✔ ✘

Do homework ✘ ✔

Surf on the Net ✔ ✔

Do sports ✘ ✔

5. According to the table, which of the following is TRUE?

A)	 Alice	likes	doing	homework	and	surfing	on	the	Net.
B) Daisy likes meeting friends.
C)	 They	like	surfing	on	the	Net.
D) They don’t like doing homework.

6. Daisy - - - - 

A) doesn’t like only meeting friends.
B) likes only meeting friends.
C) doesn’t like doing homework and doing sports.
D)	 likes	only	surfing	on	the	Net.
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7.     Donald’s free time activities at the weekend

Saturday Sunday

13:00-	15:00
go theatre

12:00-14:00
swim at pool

17:00-19:00
meet with friends

19:00-21:00
go to a basketball match

On Saturday, Donald - - - - 

A) goes to theatre and swims at pool.
B) meets with his friends from 17:00 to 19:00.
C) goes to a basketball match.
D) goes to an exhibition.

8.    

 Julia : I	am	interested	in	Math.
David : I	am	fond	of	extreme	sports.
Steven :	I	am	keen	on	playing	with	numbers.
Brian :	I	am	crazy	about	playing	golf.

  

According to the sentences, which one is true?
A) Julia doesn’t like numbers.   B) David likes safe sports.
C) Julia and Steven  like Math.   D) Brian doesn’t prefer playing golf.

9.   
 Margaret : My mother prefers cooking.

Susan : My mother prefers doing chores.
Jennifer : My mother prefers doing sports.
Kate : My mother prefers reading books.

Which one is FALSE?

A) Margaret’s mom likes spending time in the kitchen.
B) Susan’s mom hates cleaning the house.
C) Jennifer’s mom prefers being athletic.
D) Kate’s mom interested in reading.
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10.   

40

30

20

10

coffee milktea juice
0

 

     The teacher asked students their favourite drinks.

According to the graph, which one is FALSE?

A)	 Most	of	the	students	prefer	coffee.
B) Tea is more popular than milk.
C) Juice is as popular as milk.
D) Juice is not a favourite drink for most of the people.

11.            Maria’s course routines

Tuesday Thursday Saturday

17:00-18:00 
Piano course

16:00-18:00
Volleyball	course

13:00-14:00
Chess course

17:00-19:00
Swimming course

   

Which one is TRUE?

A) Maria goes to piano course on Thursday.
B)	 Maria	goes	to	chess	course	from	17:00	to	18:00,	on	Saturday.
C)	 Maria	goes	to	swimming	course	from	17:00	to	19:00,	on	Saturday.
D) Maria goes to chess course on Tuesday.
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 Answer the questions 1-2-3 according to the table below.

 

Barbara

Mike

Zeynep

Eric

I love doing sport because to me, everybody needs to do it. 
I get up early and run for an hour every morning. I also go to
the gym on weekends. 

In my free time, I do sports and read books. I’m into playing basketball.
I have got a lot friends and they love playing basketball like me. We usually
play after school.

Listening to music is my favorite activity. I prefer listening to
jazz music, but I  don’t like rock. 

I don’t like listening to music and reading books. I’m interested in
sports. Snowboarding is my favorite. I go to Uludağ in winters.

1. According to the answers in the speech bubble, which one can be asked to the children?
A) How often do you listen to music?
B)	 Where	do	you	go	for	doing	sports?
C)	What	do	you	like	doing	in	your	free	time?
D) Do you do sports every day?

 

2. According to the speech bubble,who IS NOT keen on doing sports?
A) Mike B) Eric    C)	Barbara	 	 	 D)	Zeynep

3. We can understand from the speech bubbles that - - - -.
A) Eric’s favorite activity is playing football
B)	 Zeynep	loves	listening	to	music
C) Mike is into doing sports
D) Barbara does not prefer listening to music
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4.  
Amy : Hi,	Lisa!	How	are	you,	honey?
Lisa : I’m	very	well,	Amy.	What	about	you?
Amy : I’m	Ok,	too.	Can	you	say	your	daily	routine	to	me?		For	example,	-	-	-	-	?
Lisa :  At	about	eight.	After	that	I	get	ready	for	school.
Amy :- - - - ?
Lisa : I	go	on	foot.	It	is	not	problem	for	me	because	I	love	walking.	It	makes	me	 
										relax.	My	lessons	are	from	09	a.m.	to	4.30	p.m.
Amy : - - - - ?
Lisa : I	usually	have	a	snack	and	rest,	then	do	my	homeworks.

 
 Which of the following questions DOES NOT Amy ask to Lisa?

A) Do you have breakfast every morning?
B)	 What	do	you	do	after	you	come	back	from	school
C)	What	time	do	you	get	up	on	weekdays
D) How do you go to school

5.  

Hi! My name is Cindy. I’m a student in Robert Secondary school. 
I get up at seven on weekdays. I have breakfast at half past seven 
a.m. and I leave home for school at eight a.m. I go to school on 
foot because my school is very close to my home. My lessons 
finish at four p.m. and I do some activities after school from 4 
p.m. to 6 p.m. In the evenings, I do my homework and listen to 
music. I go to bed at about eleven o’clock.

 According to the text, Cindy - - - -. 
A) gets up early on weekdays   B)  goes to school at 9 a.m.
C) doesn’t like doing any activities   D)  goes to school by bus

6.  
	 Hi!	My	name	is	Paul.	I	want	to	talk	about	my	typical	day.	(I)	I	usually	get	up	at	8	a.m. 

(II)	I	usually	have	cheese,	olives,	eggs	and	a	glass	of	tea	at	my	breakfast.	(III)	I	leave	
from	home	for	school	at	8:30	(IV)	I	don’t	like	watching	thrillers.

 

 Choose the odd one.
A)	I													 	 B)	II																		 	 	 C)	III														 	 	 	D)	IV
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7. Read the text and answer the question.

Brad : Are you busy tomorrow afternoon?
Kim : No,	not	at	all.	Why?
Brad : Would	you	like	to	come	over	to	John’s	pool	party?
Kim :  Sure.	It	sounds	awesome.	John	has	a	very	big	swimming	pool	in	his	garden.
Brad :	Shall	I	pick	you	up	at	12	a.m.?	It	will	start	at	half	past	twelve.
Kim : But	my	piano	class	finishes	at	12.30.
Brad : OK.	I	can	pick	you	up	from	the	piano	course.
Kim : That’s great. Thanks a lot.
Brad : No problem. See you tomorrow.
Kim : See you.

 What can we say about the dialogue?
A)	 Brad	offers	to	take	Kim	from	her	course.		 B)		Brad	offers	to	throw	a	party	for	John.
C)	 Brad	offers	to	pick	up	Kim	at	12.00.	 	 D)		Brad	offers	to	meet	Kim	before	the	course.

8. Tomorrow is Alex’s 18th birthday. Jim and Amanda want to make a surprise to their  friend. They want to 
buy a ticket.

   

 
 Alex:	 I’m	crazy	about	sports.	 I	 like	playing	team	sports	and	do	 

          crunches every day.
  Jim:	I	rarely	do	sports,	but	I	enjoy	watching	basketball	matches.
 Amanda:	I	like	running	every	day.	It	makes	me	feel	better.	I’m	a	 

                member of our basketball team.

 According to the information above, choose the best ticket for them.

C) D)

A) B)
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1. Harry and Olivia likes doing many things in their free time. They want to do something together this 
weekend. Here is the list of their likes;

Harry Olivia

Bungee Jumping

Horse Riding

Watching Movies

Paragliding

Swimming

Playing Drums

 Which of the following is an appropriate activity for Harry and Olivia?
A) Concert       B) Adrenalin festival
C) Horse safari       D) Beach holiday

2.   
I like wearing trendy clothes and I go to 
shopping mall every day.

I like being alone. I don’t like hanging out 
with my buddies.

I am keen on watching movies and going out with my 
friends so I go to the cinema every weekend.

I like wearing casual clothes, I like doing 
sports and walking in the nature.

Serena

Clare

Kate

Lisa

 

 

 According to the speech bubbles, which one is CORRECT?
A) Lisa likes wearing fashionable clothes.
B)	 Kate	doesn’t	like	being	alone	and	she	is	crazy	about	going	out.
C) Serena prefers wearing jeans and T-shirt.
D) Clare is a very social girl. She would rather be with her friends.
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3.  
Days and time Saturday Sunday 

9 a.m. cycling Run for an hour

11 a.m. swimming Go	to	gym

14	a.m. Playing tennis Meeting with friends

 According to the Handan’s schedule, which one is WRONG?
A) She goes swimming before noon on Saturday.
B) She runs for an hour on Sunday.
C) She goes swimming after riding bicycle.
D)	 She	goes	to	the	gym	on	the	first	day	of	the		weekend.

4. 
Hello! My name is Marienne. Reading book is my favorite activity.
Horror books are my style. Stephen King is my favorite author.
I really love his style. My dream is to see him and get the book
signed. I prefer reading horror books to detective books because
I don’t like reading crime and murder stories. Sherlock Holmes
series are very nice but not my style.

 What can we say about Marienne?
A) She doesn’t like reading Stephen King’s books.
B) She loves reading detective stories.
C) Sherlock Holmes series are her best style of the book genre.
D) She prefers reading frightening things to reading criminal motives.
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UNIT 2

5. Look at the visuals and read the text. Answer the question.
 A researcher conducts research about teenagers. His last research was about teenagers’ daily 

routines. He compared young people in England and French. He asked young people about their  
habits. He gave them a questionnaire about what they do every day. Here are some results of his  
research.

IN ENGLAND

IN FRENCH

 Which sentence IS NOT CORRECT according to the research results?
A)	 French	boys	are	more	interested	in	football	than	German	boys.
B) English teenagers don’t prefer playing online games in their free time.
C) French boys and girls both like reading books in their free time.
D) English girls like doing sports in their free time.
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Unit 3 In The Kitchen

Vocabularies

a bunch of bir demet
add eklemek
bake	 fırında	pişirmek
baking tray	 fırın	tepsisi
baking powder	 kabartma	tozu
basil	 fesleğen
be fond of	 düşkün	olmak,	çok	sevmek
beef	 sığır	eti
beef broth et suyu
bitter	 acı,	keskin
black pepper kara biber
blueberry yaban mersini
boil	 haşlamak
bowl kase
breadcrumb	 ekmek	kırıntısı
butter	 tereyağ,	margarin
cake pan	 pasta	kalıbı
chocolate chips damla çikolata
chop	 doğramak
cilantro	 kişniş

cinnamon	 tarçın
coconut	 hindistan	cevizi
cornstarch	 mısır	nişastası
cover	 örtmek,	kaplamak
crack	 kırmak
cranberry	 yaban	mersini,	kızılcık
crushed	 ezilmiş,	öğütülmüş
cucumber	 salatalık
cuisine	 mutfak	(Türk	mutfağı,Hint	
	 mutfağı	vb.)
culinary arts	 mutfak	sanatları
cummin kimyon
cut kesmek
dessert	 tatlı
dice küp	küp	doğramak
dish yemek
dissolve erimek,	eritmek
dough hamur
drain	 süzmek
experience tecrübe
fatty	 yağlı
flour un
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fork çatal
freeze	 dondurmak,	donmak
freezer dondurucu
fry	 kızartmak
frying pan	 kızartma	tavası
gain	 kazanmak,	edinmek
garlic	 sarımsak
ginger	 zencefil
graduate	 mezun	olmak
grate rendelemek
grater rende
greasy	 yağlı
grill	 ızgara	yapmak
handful avuç dolusu
heat	 ısı,	sıcaklık,	ısıtmak
homemade	 ev	yapımı
ingredient	 malzeme
knead	 yoğurmak
knife	 bıçak
lentil mercimek
mash	 ezmek,	püre	yapmak
marinate marine etmek
meal	 yemek	(öğün)
meat et
meatball köfte
milky sütlü
mince	 kıyma
mix	 karıştırmak
mixing bowl	 karıştırma	kabı
mixture	 karışım
oil	 yağ
olive oil	 zeytinyağı
onion	 soğan
oven	 fırın
pan tava
parsley	 maydanoz
peel	 kabuğunu	soymak
peeler	 soyma	bıçağı
pepper biber
plate tabak
pot demlik
pour	 dökmek,	boşaltmak
powdered sugar	 pudra	şekeri
preheated	 önceden	ısıtılmış
preparation	 hazırlık
prepare	 hazırlamak
process	 işlem,	aşama,	süreç

put koymak
ready	 hazır
recipe	 yemek	tarifi
refrigerator	 buzdolabı
rice	flour pirinç unu
roast	 fırında	kızartmak
roll yuvarlamak
salty	 tuzlu
saucepan tencere
season baharat katmak
serve servis etmek
shape	 şekil	vermek
slice dilimlemek
soup çorba
sour	 ekşi
spice baharat
spicy	 baharatlı
spoon	 kaşık
spread	 sürmek,	yaymak
sprinkle	 serpmek,	serpiştirmek
squeeze	 sıkmak
steak biftek
steam	 buharda	pişirmek
step	 adım,	basamak
stir	 karıştırmak
strainer	 süzgeç
sugar	 şeker
sweet	 tatlı
sweet tooth	 tatlıya	düşkünlük
tablespoon	 yemek	kaşığı
taco	 bir	çeşit	Meksika	yemeği
taste	 tatmak,	tadına	bakmak
tasty	 lezzetli
teaspoon	 çay	kaşığı
tip	 taktik,	tüyo,	nasihat
traditional dish geleneksel yemek
vinegar sirke
walnut	 ceviz
well-known	 tanınmış,	meşhur
whisk	 çırpmak
workshop	 atölye	çalışması,	seminer
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1.        

 

 Don’t - - - - vegetables, you must - - - - them. It is more healtier.
A) boil / slice     B) fry / boil
C) peel / bake     D) chop / cut

2. 

    
 

 David : How do you usually cook chicken?
 George :	I	usually	-	-	-	-	it.

 

    

A) grill B) steam  C) boil    D) fry

UNIT 3
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 Answer the questions 3-4 according to the recipe below.

	 	 	 I.		 Cook	for	5	minutes.																																										
	 	 	 II.		 Put	the	pasta.	
	 	 	 III.	 Boil	water	in	a	large	pot.			
	 	 	 IV.		 Add	salt	and	oil	to	it.

3. What is the correct order of the recipe?        
A)	I,	III,	IV,	II	 B)	II,	IV,	I,	III	 	 C)	III,	IV,	II,	I	 																						D)	IV,	I,	III,	II

4. What should we do before putting the pasta?
A)		Cook	for	5	minutes	 	 	 	 	 B)  Add salt and oil to it
C)  Boil water in a large bowl     D)  Peel the pasta

5.    

 - - - - the dough.
A) Put B) Roll  C)	Knead	 	 	 D)	Whisk
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6.      

 - - - - the mixture.
A) Add B)	Stir	 	 C)	Grate	 	 	 			D)	Fry

7. 

 

      
Lisa :	I	want	to	make	cookie.
Mom :		I	am	sorry,	we	don’t	have	all	the	-	-	-	-	We	need	some	sugar	

and chocolate.

A) recipe B) cinnamon  C) cuisine                        D) ingredients

8. 

 Which one is not a cooking method?
A) bake B) grill  C) chop    D) fry
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9.    Jane :	Would	you	like	to	eat	lamington?
 John :	What	is	it?
 Jane :	It	is	a	cake.
 John : - - - - . 
 Jane :	Butter,	sugar,	egg,	flour	and	coconut.

  
 

A)  How do you cook?    B)		What	are	the	ingredients?
C)		Is	it	chocolate	cake?	 	 	 	 D)		Did	you	eat	it?

10. 

 

 After boiling the pasta, you should - - - - it. So, you need - - - - .
A) drain / strainer    B) fry / pan
C) peel / tray    D) chop / knife

11. How to make cookie
 

1. Add butter  and sugar in a large bowl and - - - - them.  
2.	 Add	eggs,	flour,	vanilla	and	baking	powder.
3.	 -	-	-	-	the	dough	and	roll	into	balls.
4.	 -	-	-	-	15	to	20	minutes	in	preheated	oven.
A)  mix / cut / dice         B)  fry / heat / mash
C)  stir / knead / bake         D)  peel / pour / put
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1.       
 boil : cook in hot water
 steam : cook on grilling
 fry :  cook with hot oil
 bake : cook in an oven

 

 Which matching is false?
A) boil  B) steam       C) fry      D) bake

 Answer the questions 2-3 according to the recipe below.

1.	 First,	wash	carrots,	peel	and	grate	them.
2.	 Second,	mix	eggs	and	sugar	in	a	bowl.	

Add milk and oil into this mixture.
3.	 Then,	add	flour,	baking	powder	and	va-

nilla.
4.	 Next,	stir	all	the	ingredients	once	again	

and	add	carrots,	walnut	and	cinnamon.
5.	 After	that,	pour	the	mixture	into	a	baking	

tray.
6.	 Finally,	bake	it	in	preheated	oven	about	

30	minutes.

How to make carrot cake.

 

2. According	to	the	recipe,	what	is	the	following	step	after	adding	flour,	baking	powder	and	vanilla?

A)  Pour the mixture in a baking tray
B)  Mix eggs and sugar in a bowl
C)		 Stir	all	the	ingredients	and	add	carrots,	walnut,	cinnamon
D)		 Bake	it	in	preheated	oven	about	30	minutes.

3. According to the recipe, which tool isn’t used?
A)	Grater	 B)	Baking	tray	 	 C)	Knife		 	 	 D) Strainer
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4.    
 Tim : Have you ever eaten Paella?
 Nancy :	No,	-	-	-	-?
 Tim :	It	is	a	traditional	Spanish	meal.

A)	Which	country	does	it	belong	to?	 	 	 B)		What	is	the	process?

C)	Did	you	like	it?	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 D)		What	are	the	ingredients?

5.     

Hello,	 I	am	Linda.	 I	am	20	years	old.	 I	have	
been	a	vegeterian	since	I	was	18.	I	don’t	want	
to	eat	meat,	because	I	love	animals	and		I	am	
opposed	to	kill	them!

 

 According to the paragraph, which meal does she prefer eating?
A)  Steak    B) Beef

C)  Lentil soup         D)  Maccaroni with minced meat

6.        

I.		 Yes,	if	you	want,	I	can	give	the	recipe
II.		 Thank	you.
III.		Would	you	like	to	eat	chocolate	cake?
IV.		Of	course,	do	you	know	how	to	make?

 

 

 What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	III,	IV,	I,	II	 B)	II,	I,	III,	IV	 	 C)	I,	III,	II,	IV	 										 								D)	IV,	III,	I,	II
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7. 
like hate

Jane sweet spicy

Jack fatty sour

George spicy sweet

Linda sour fatty

 According to the table, which one is FALSE?

A)		 Jane	likes	chocolate	cake,	but	she	hates	spicy	chicken.
B)		 Jack	likes	fried	potato,	but	he	hates	lemonade.
C)		 George	likes	salad,	but	he	hates	lamington.
D)		 Linda	likes	lemonade,	but	she	hates	fried	chicken.

8. 
I have a sweet tooth.

David Jane

Would you like to eat - - - -?

Of course! Thank you.

A) chocolate cake     B) salad  C) hamburger        D) roast beef

9. 

 

 For the soup, you should sprinkle - - - - salt and grate - - - - garlic.
A)  a piece of / a cup of  B)  a pinch of / a clove of
C)  a glass of / a piece of  D)  a kilo of / a liter of
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 Answer the questions 1-5 according to the table below.

1. Which question can’t be answered in the 
recipe?

A)	 What	are	the	ingredients?
B) How long does it take to bake?
C)	 Who	is	the	chef?
D) How long has he been cooking?

2. What is the step after sprinkling the yeast 
over the warm water?

A)	 Adding	the	flour,	salt,	sugar	and	olive	oil
B) Spreading with tomato sauce
C) Covering the dough with a plastic wrap
D) Dividing the dough into the balls

3. What is the step before covering the dough 
with a plastic wrap?

A) Sprinkling the yeast over the warm water
B)	 Adding	flour,	salt,sugar	and	olive	oil
C) Spreading a thin layer of olive oil over the 

inside a large bowl
D)	 Baking	it	in	preheated	oven	for	15	minutes

4. Which one is not an ingredient for pizza?
A) Flour B) Cheese
C) Milk D) Yeast

5. How many steps are there in the recipe?

A)	 2	 	 	 B)		3
C)	 4	 	 	 D)	5

Hello,	welcome	to	my	channel!	I	am	John.	I	
am	a	chef.	Today,	we	will	make	home-made	
pizza.
Ingredients	 for	 the	 dough:	 2	 cups	 of	warm	
water,	1	package	of	active	dry	yeast	,3	cups	of	
flour,	2	tablespoons	of	olive	oil,	2	teaspoons	
of salt and 1 tablespoon of sugar.
Pizza	ingredients:	tomato	sauce,	mozzarella	
cheese,	mushrooms,	peppers,	onions	etc.
Let’s	start!
First,	sprinkle	the	yeast	over	the	warm	water	
and	wait	5	minutes.
Second,	add	the	flour,	salt,	sugar	and	olive	oil	
and mix them.
After	that,	spread	a	thin	layer	of	olive	oil	over	
the inside a large bowl and cover the dough 
with a plastic wrap.
Then,	divide	 the	dough	 into	 two	balls,	 take	
one	ball	of	the	dough	and	flatten	it	with	your	
hands	on	a	lightly	floured	work	surface.
Finally,	 spread	with	 tomato	 sauce	 and	 add	
whatever you want. Bake it in preheated 
oven	for	15	minutes	in	250	°C.	
Enjoy	your	meal!
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6.  

Margaret:  How	do	you	prefer	drinking	your	coffee,	
hot or cold?

Jane:          -	-	-	-		because	I	want	to	cool.

Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A)	 I	prefer	hot	coffee
B)	 I	prefer	drinking	coffee	cold
C)	 I	don’t	like	ice	coffee
D)	 I	don’t	like	drinking	coffee

 Answer the questions 7-8 according to the table below.
   

  

25

20

15

10

5

0
chocolate

cake
cheescakecarrot

cake
red velvet

cake  
           This survey shows the most popular type of cakes for people.

7. According to the graph, which one is TRUE?

A) Most of the people prefer carrot  cake.
B) Carrot cake is more popular than red velvet cake.
C) Cheesecake is as popular as carrot cake.
D) Nobody prefers red velvet cake.

8. Chocolate cake - - - - 

A) is as popular as cheesecake.
B) is not liked by many people.
C) is not a delicious cake.
D) is as delicious as red velvet cake.
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9.  
 

 Jack        : - - - - 
George   :	It	belongs	to	Japan	cuisine.

Which one completes the dialogue?
A) How do you serve it?   B)	Which	country	does	Sushi	belong	to?
C)	What	is	the	process?	 	 	 D)	What	is	in	it?

10.  

 Lydia : I	want	to	make	chocolate	cake.	-	-	-	-	
Mary : A glass is enough.

Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A)	What	are	the	ingredients?	 	 	 B)	How	do	you	serve	it?

C)	What	is	the	following	step?	 	 	 D)	How	much	sugar	should	I	add?

11.      
 Barbara : I	am	cooking	tomato	soup.

Elizabeth : - - - - ?
Barbara : 15	minutes.
Elizabeth : - - - - ?
Barbara : With	cheese.
Elizabeth : - - - - ?
Barbara : Three tomatoes.

Which question can’t be answered in the dialogue?

A) How do you serve it?
B) How many tomatoes did you grate?
C) How long does it take to cook?
D)	 What	is	your	favourite	food?
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12.   

 Jennifer : Did you like the chicken?
Kevin :		There	are	lots	of	spice	in	it.	It	is	

too - - - - .

Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A) Salty B) Sour  C) Spicy   D) Bitter 

13.   
- - - -?

Jason Jeff

Never. I prefer cooking and
eating at home.

Which one completes the dialogue?

A) Do you like eating at home?
B) How often do you eat out?
C) How was your food?
D)	 Which	one	do	you	prefer?
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1.   
Hi! I am Jose from Mexico. I love eating. I always go to various 
restaurants and taste new dishes. I am crazy about eating healthy food,
so I can’t stand junk food. Mexicans love spices so much, but I don’t
like spicy or salty food. I rarely eat desserts, but I like eating waffle.
I usually drink tea or coffee after the meal, but I prefer drinking coffee to
drinking tea. Eating various dishes is great experience for me and trying
new tastes makes me happy.

 Which of the following question DOES NOT have an answer in the text?
A)	 Which	tastes	does	Jose	like?
B) Does she prefer junk food or nutritious food?
C)	What	does	she	drink	after	meals?
D)	Which	dessert	does	she	prefer?

2.    

How to make a quick pizza

First, heat the oven to 350°F or higher and arrange 
a rack in the lower-middle part of the oven and 
heat the oven to 550°F or higher. Then, divide the 
dough in half. Roll out the dough. Next, spread the 
pizza sauce on the dough. After that, top the pizza 
all ingredients. Finally, bake the pizza, and serve it. 
Enjoy it!

 
 

 
 Which option shows the step after roll out the dough?

A)	 Heat	the	oven	to	350°F	or	higher.
B)	 Top	the	pizza	all	ingredients.
C)	 Bake	the	pizza.
D)	 Serve	the	pizza.
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3. 

TOMATO NOODLE SOUP

Chop an onion, tomato and pepper.
Put the tablespoon of olive oil in a saucepan and heat it.
Add some noodle to the saucepan and mix them until 
noodles turn to brown.
Then, add 5 glass of hot water and some salt on it.
Cook for 15 minutes. 

 According to the information above, which of the following option is correct?
A) You should add olive oil before chopping the tomatoes.
B) You don’t need hot water.
C) You should add mint leaves after you serve it.
D)	 You	should	cook	the	soup	fifteen	minutes.

4.   

Hello. My name is Brian. I love eating and trying new tastes. I like tasting
traditional food.American cuisine is my favourite.  I prefer my steak with
barbeque sauces. I don’t like eating vegatables or oily meals. I never use
oven to make my steak.I like inviting my friends to my barbeque parties.
We eat lots of steak and have great time together.

 Which of the following cooking methods is  suitable for Brian?
A) Roasting        B)	Grilling
C) Boiling        D) Frying
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5.   
I’m fond of spicy food because I’m from Iran. In Iran we
cook our meals with a lot of spice.

In my opinion, souffle is the best thing to eat.
I love eating desserts.

I don’t like creamy things, especially
creamy mushroom soup. 

I love salty food and fast food. I know they are unhealthy,
but I still love. Chips and hamburger are my favorite ones.

 

 Which of the following question are they answering?
A)	 Which	cuisine	does	it	belong	to?
B)	 What	kind	of	eating	habit	do	you	have?
C) How long do you cook that meal?
D)	Which	tools	do	you	need	to	make	this	dish?

6. Read	the	recipe	below.	Then	choose	the	correct	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

      How to Make a Cupcake

First, heat the oven at 180 degrees. Mix three eggs
with a cup of sugar. Next, add some milk, flour, oil and
baking powder. Then, mix all the ingredients and pour
the mixture into the cups. Finally, put the cups into the
oven and bake for 20 minutes.
Enjoy your cupcakes!

 Before you add some milk, - - - -.
A) mix all the ingredients
B) and pour the mixture into the cups
C) mix three eggs with a cup of sugar
D) put the cups into the oven
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7. 

Mum! I’m very hungry. I want to cook pasta. - - - -.

Janet

Mum

First, boil some water in a large pot. Second, add a packet of pasta and
cook it about seven minutes. What kind of sauce do you want to add on
the pasta, honey?

I’m going to make tomato sauce, mum. I know how I make it.

If you need help let me know, I’m going to be in the living room.

 Which of the following question is Janet asking to her mum?
A)	 What	do	we	need	for	making	pasta?
B)	 What	are	the	ingredients	of	pasta?
C) How do you usually cook pasta?
D)	What	are	the	steps	of	making	pasta?

8.    
In these days, eating 
habits changes quickly. 
Especially, teenagers 
prefer fast food too 
much. Burgers and chips 
are their favorite ones. 
Also, they drink too 
much fizzy drinks. They shouldn’t eat fast food, 
they should prefer healthy ones. For example, 
vegetables are good for them.

 

 According to the passage, teenagers - - - -.
A) prefer healthy food
B) loves eating salad
C) are fond of fatty food
D) have good eating habits
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1. 

Hi, everybody! I’m going to give an amazing recipe of a dessert; First, put 
three spoons of flour into a saucepan. Add a glass of milk into it.
Mix a glass of cold milk with some milk pudding in a bowl. Then, pour the
mixture into the saucepan and cook it about 10 minutes. Next, add 
threespoons of sugar and boil it. After that, fill dessert cups with the hot 
mixture. Finally, let the cups cool, sprinkle hazelnut pieces and serve cold.

 You can serve your pudding with hazelnut pieces, after - - - -.
A) adding three spoons of sugar and boil it
B)	 filling	ovenproof	dessert	cups	with	the	hot	mixture
C) letting the cups cool
D) mixing a glass of cold milk with some milk pudding in a bowl

2. Janet has a sweet tooth so she likes desserts and cakes.

 Which Picture shows Janet’s preference?
A) B)

C) D)

3. Marry,	Tom	and	Paul	are	in	their	favourite	restaurant.	They	are	talking	about	their	orders	as	a	main	course.

Pasta is my favourite 
with pesto sauce.I know 
it is …….…. but I like it.

I  like ………………  food 
but I’m on a diet so I’d 
like to eat mixed salad 
with baked chicken.

I don’t like  …………….  
chicken.It is too dry.I 
prefer fish and chips.

 Which of the following words CANNOT you use in any of the sentences?
A) baked B) dessert   C) unhealthy   D) fatty
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4.     

 Find the correct order of the sentences to make a meaningful recipe.
	 I.	 Then	add	the	rice	and	cook	for	2	minutes		stirring	continuously
	 II.	 Finally,	let	the	rice	cool	down	and	serve	it		immediately
	 III.	Next,	pour	the	hot	water	into	the	pan
	 IV.	First,	melt	the	butter	in	a	saucepan.

A)	IV	-	I	-		III	-	II	 B)	III	-	IV	-	I	-	II	 	 	 C)	II	-	III	-	IV	-	I	 	 					D)	III	-	II	-	IV	-	I

5.   
Hello, I’m Joanna from Italy. Everybody knows that Italians are good
at pizza and pasta but I’m well- known Indian cuisine chef. I’m
cooking the speciality of the restaurant. Here is the recipe: Peel and
cut the carrots into 3cm lengths. Cut the onion into a 3-4mm dice.
Grate the ginger and mash the garlic. Heat a pan over a medium high
heat and when hot add the cooking oil. Fry the carrots in this oil for
10 minutes, you want them to get a little bit of colour. When the
carrots are nicely caramelised add the onions. Add in the tomatoes,
coconut milk, and chickpeas and then stir to combine. Finally, add
the fenugreek, season to taste with salt, cook for 40 minutes on low.

 According to the recipe above, in which restaurant does Joanna work as a chef?

A)	LORD	OF	THE	FRIES	 	 	 B)	CHIPOTLE	MEXICAN	GRILL
C)	THE	GLASS	ONION	 	 	 D)	INDIE	YUM
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6.     ……………………  

 

 According to the menu below, which one is the best title?
A) Asia Cuisine      B) Traditional British Foods 
C) Spicy Mexican Dishes    D) Best Turkish Breakfast

 Answer the questions 7-8 according to the table below.

………..
4 flavored flour tortillas
4 large lettuce leaves

3 plum tomatoes
Some grilled chicken 

wings
1 cucumber

Some cheese

Recipe
First, put the chicken wings on the 
tortillas. Second, add the lettuce 
leaves, chopped tomatoes, cheese 
and cucumber on them. Finally, 
press the ingredients firmly and roll 
the tortilla up. If you want, you can 
eat with chips or some pickles.

7. Which one can be the best title for the list above?
A) Process     B)	Ingredients
C)	Serving	tips	 		 	 	 D)	Workshops

8. Which of the following is the last step to make a tortilla?
A)	 Press	the	ingredients	firmly,	and	roll	it.	 	 B)	Put	the	chicken	wings	on	the	tortillas.
C) Eat with chips or some pickles.   D) Add some fresh vegetables.
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Unit 4  On The Phone

Vocabularies
access	 erişim
addiction	 bağımlılık
angry sinirli
answer	 cevap,	cevap	vermek
anymore	 artık,	bundan	sonra
application uygulama (mobil)
appointment randevu
as soon as possible	 bir	an	önce,	olabildiğince		 	
 çabuk
available	 müsait,	uygun
bad line kötü hat
bill fatura
book	 ayırtmak,	rezervasyon
	 yaptırmak
bored	 sıkılmış
break into	 zorla	girmek
burglar	 hırsız
burglary	 hırsızlık
call telefonla aramak
call center	 çağrı	merkezi
collect toplamak
commander komutan
communicate	 iletişim	kurmak
communication	 iletişim
confirm onaylamak

connect	 bağlamak,	bağlanmak
contact irtibat kurmak
carry	 taşımak
cons	 dezavantajlar
customer	 müşteri
customer service	 müşteri	hizmeti
dial	 aramak,	telefon	numarasını		
 çevirmek
disabled	 engelli,	sakat
donate	 bağış	yapmak
doorbell	 kapı	zili
environment çevre
embarrassed	 mahcup,	utanmış
emergency acil vaka
engaged	 meşgul	(telefon)
evolve	 değişmek,	evrim	geçirmek
face to face	 yüz	yüze
fire	 yangın,	alev
flight	ticket uçak bileti
foreign language	 yabancı	dil
garbage çöp
generous cömert
go on vacation tatile gitmek
goldsmith kuyumcu
hang on beklemek
harmful	 zararlı
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hold on beklemek
hang up telefonu kapamak
history tarih
improve	 geliştirmek
in need muhtaç
incident olay
information bilgi
interaction	 etkileşim
invent icat etmek
joke	 şaka,	şaka	yapmak
keep in touch irtibatta olmak
learn	 öğrenmek
leave a message	 mesaj	bırakmak
letter mektup
lovely	 hoş,	sevimli
medical care	 sağlık	yardımı,	tıbbi	bakım
medicine	 tıp,	ilaç
make a complaint	 şikayetçi	olmak
make a reservation	 rezervasyon	yapmak
meet up	 buluşmak,	rastlaşmak
memo	 kısa	not
misunderstanding	 yanlış	anlaşılma
mobile phone cep telefonu
movie shooting	 film	çekimi
municipality belediye
neighbour	 komşu
neighbourhood	 civar,	muhit,	komşuluk
notice	 fark	etmek,	duyuru,	ihbar
old-fashioned	 eski	moda,	demode
opinion	 fikir,	düşünce,	görüş
order	 sipariş	vermek
participant	 katılımcı
percent	 yüzde	(%)
phone call	 telefon	görüşmesi,	telefonla		
 arama
phone conversation	 telefon	görüşmesi
pick up telefonu açmak
plant	 dikmek,	ekmek	(bitki)

pros avantajlar
provide	 sağlamak
put through	 telefonu/telefona	bağlamak
printing machine	 baskı	makinesi
rank	 aşama,	kademe,	sıra
refugee mülteci
repeat tekrarlamak
research	 araştırmak
rescue kurtarmak
response	 cevap,	karşılık
result sonuç
ring	 çalmak	(telefon/zil),	telefon			
 etmek
scared	 korkmuş
send göndermek
share	 paylaşmak
sleepy uykulu
smart	 akıllı
smartphone	 akıllı	telefon
smoke signal	 duman	işareti
social network	 sosyal	ağ
soldier asker
solve	 çözmek,	halletmek
stranger	 yabancı
surprised	 şaşırmış
talk	 konuşmak
text a message mesaj atmak
translate tercüme etmek
urgent acil
use kullanmak
useful	 yararlı
warn uyarmak
wonder merak etmek
write	 yazmak
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1. 
Hello! This is Linda.
Is George there?

Sandy

Linda
Hello, - - - -.
I will get him.

 

 According to the dialogue, which one is not suitable?

A)	 Hold	on,	please
B) Hang on a minute
C) Don’t hang up the phone
D)	 Sorry,	he	is	not	available	now

2. 

Hello! Can I talk to Lisa!

Betty

Ruth

This is Betty. I want to talk
Lisa about homework.

- - - -?

Hold on, please.
I’ll get her.

 

 

 Which one is true?

A)	 May	I	ask	who	is	calling?
B)	 Can	I	leave	a	message?
C)	 Could	I	take	your	number?
D) Can you speak louder?

UNIT 4

1
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3.  

 Bob :		Hello!	Bob	speaking.	Could	I	speak	to	Mike?
 Mom :		Sorry,	he	has	gone	out	for	basketball	match.	
 Bob : - - - - 
 Mom :	Of	course,	have	a	good	day.

 

 

    

 Which one is not suitable for the dialogue?
A) Can you tell him that Bob called? B) Could you ask him to call me?
C)	Would	you	like	to	leave	a	message?	 D)	Can	you	ask	him	to	text	me	after	the	match?

4. The table shows spending hours of theteenagers on the phone. 

Spending hours  (from-to)

Alex 1	pm.-2	p.m.

James 3	pm.-7	p.m.

Jennifer 2	pm.-	4	p.m.

Helen 1	pm.-	2	p.m.

 According to the table, which one is FALSE?

A) James spends the most time on the phone.
B)	 Jennifer	spends	2	hours	on	the	phone.
C) Helen and Alex spend  the same time on the phone.
D) James spends the least time on the phone.

5. 
Hello! It is Ann. Can I speak to Carol?

Ann

John
It is Ann. Can I speak to Carol?

Sorry. I can’t hear you well. - - - -.

 

 Which one is not suitable for the dialogue?
A) Could you repeat that?    B)  Can you speak louder?
C) Can you tell him to call me?    D)  Can you say it again?
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 Answer the questions 6-7 according to the text below.

    

Smart phones are important parts of our lives. Both teenagers and 
adults		use	these	phones	willingly.	They	have	several	advantages,	of	
course.	We	can	communicate	our	family,	friends	faster.	We	can	surf	
on	the	internet	easily.	Moreover,	they	are	important	for	the	students	
because they can search about their projects quickly. But smart 
phones	have	several	disadvantages,	too.	For	example,	spending	too	
much	time	on	the	phone	can	make	us	addicted.	We	can	be	exposed	
to	unwanted	things	on	the	phone	and	these	things	affect	children’s	
psychology.	So,	we	have	to	pay	attention	when	we	surf	on	the	phone.	

     

  

6. What is the best title for the text?

A) Advantages of Smartphones  
B)  Pros and Cons of Smartphones
C) Disadvantages of Smartphones  
D)  Addiction of Smartphones

7. According to the text, which option is not an advantage of smartphones?

A) Exposure to unwanted things
B)	 Surfing	on	the	internet	faster
C) Communicating with family and friends easily
D) Searching for information quickly
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8. Hello. This is Mr. Jackson.
Can you put me through to
the manager?

Thank you.
Mr. Jackson

Secretary

- - - - I’ll put
you through.

 

 Which one is suitable for the dialogue?

A) Hang up the phone. 
B)  Hang on a minute.
C) He is not available. 
D)		 I	want	to	leave	a	message.

9.     
Pros of Smartphones

1.  Availability of many apps
2.		Exploring	the	web
3.		Searching	for	information
4.		?

 

 

 Which option is suitable for “?’’
A) Keep in touch easily B) Distraction  C) Addiction  D) Health issues

10.  
 (I) Smartphones are useful for us. (II) Because they provide convenience to us. (III) There 

can be some problems when we surf on the phone. (IV)	For	example,	we	keep	in	touch	with	
friends easily.

 

 Which one is not suitable for the paragraph?

A)	I		 	 B)	II	 	 	 	 C)	III		 	 	 	 D)	IV
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1. 
 Dial    ➽  number
 Leave ➽  message
 Put     ➽   - - - -
 Bad    ➽  line

 

 Which one is suitable for the blank?

A) On   B)	Through	 	 	 	 	 C)	Up	 	 	 	 D)	Off

2.      
You want to go on a vacation. You search 
the places and choose one. You want to 
make hotel reservation and you call the 
hotel. You say:

A)	 Hello,	I	want	to	book	a	flight	ticket	to	Bodrum.
B)		 Hello,	I	want	to	order	a	Turkish	meal.
C)	 Hello,	I	want	to	book	a	double	room.	
D)		 Hello,	I	want	to	order	a	dress.

3. 

Reasons of Using Smart phones

Emily for her projects

Laura for keeping in touch with friends

Nancy for watching videos

Susan for playing games

 According to the table, which one is TRUE?

A) Emily uses smartphone for entertainment.
B) Laura uses smartphone for education.
C) Nancy uses smartphone for videos.
D) Susan uses smartphone for communication.
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4. I.		 Would	you	like	to	leave	a	message?
II.		 Can	I	speak	to	Marry?
III.		Sorry,	she	is	out	now.
IV.		No,	I’ll	call	her	back	later.

 What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	IV,	I,	II,	III	 B)	II,	III,	I,	IV	 	 C)	II,	IV,	III,	I	 	 								D)	I,	III,	IV,	II

5.    
20

15

10

face to
face

text 
messages

send
email

video 
chat

0

5

 
 

      The teacher asked students the way of communication which they use.

 According to the graph, which option is true?

A) Most of the students use video chat.
B) Sending e mail is very popular among students.
C) Face to face communication is more popular than text messages.
D) Text messages is the most widespread way of communication.

6.  I.		 Could	I	speak	to	Jennifer?
II.		 I	want	to	speak	Jennifer.
III.		Sorry,	it	is	a	bad	line.	Can	you	repeat	that?
IV.		Don’t	hang	up	the	phone,	I’ll	get	her.

 What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	II,	IV,	I,	III	 B)	I,	III,	II,	IV	 	 C)	III,	IV,	I,	II	 	 											D)	I,	IV,	II,	III
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7. 

Hello,	 I	am	Patricia.	There	 is	a	project	about	smartphones.	 I	have	
one	and	I	think	it	is	very	useful	for	me.	So,	I’ll	write	about	advantages	
of smartphones and my friend Elisa will write about disadvantages 
of them.	We	will	meet	tomorrow	and	I	will	search	the	information	from	my	
smartphone!	

 According to the paragraph, which option is related to Elisa’s subject?

A)  Many useful apps 
B) Easy communication
C)  Addiction  
D)	 Fast	surfing	the	net		

8.         

 
	 Sign	language	is	used	for	disabled	people.	It	is	one	of	the	means	of	communication.
	 But,	it	is	different	from	the	other	ways.	This	language	consists	of	symbols	and	the	people	use	the	language	

with	their	hands,	fingers	and	gestures.	To	understand	these	people,	we	should	learn	this	language.	

 According to the paragraph, why should we learn this language?

A)  To communicate disabled people 
B)  To learn a new language
C)  To use our body   
D)  To improve our gestures
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9. 

	 You	are	a	secretary.	You	made	a	phone	call	and	he	left	a	message	for	your	manager,	but	you	don’t	know	
his name and number. 

 You say to him:

A)  Can you say it slowly? 
B)  Could you repeat that?
C)		 Can	I	take	your	name	and	number?
D)  Can you put me through to him?

10.                

 

    

There	are	many	ways	of	communication.	For	example,	the	most	
important	 one	 is	 face	 to	 face	 communication.	 Because,	 you	
can understand a person’s feelings when he or she talks. Text 
messages are the other way of communication. People can 
communicate	 by	 writing	 on	 the	 phone.	 Video	 chat	 has	 been	
very popular recently. People can see and talk with others on the 
phone. 

  
 

 

 According to the paragraph, which option is not a way of communication?
A) Face to face     B) Text messages
C)	Video	chat		 	 	 	 	 D) Send e mails
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1. 

Jack: Hello! Jack speaking.  - - - -? 
Secretary: Hold on a minute, please. 
After a short time
Secretary: I am sorry. He is in a meeting so he is
not available now. - - - -? 
Jack: Yes, please. Can you tell him to call me back,
please? 
Secretary: Sure. - - - -?
Jack: It is 178 - 866 - 55 

	 Which	of	the	following	is	NOT	suitable	to	fill	in	the	blanks	above?	
A)	 Why	do	you	call	back	him	later
B)	 Can	I	talk	to	Mr.	Lean
C)	Can	I	get	your	telephone	number
D)	Would	you	like	to	leave	a	message

2. 

 Michael:	Hi,	Michael	speaking.	Can	I	talk	to	Max,	please?
 Max’s brother:	I’m	sorry,	he	is	not	at	home	now.	Why	don’t	you	call	back	him	later	or	if	you	 

																									have	a	message	to	him,	I	can	get	and	tell	him	later.
 Michael:	Max	has	a	problem	with	our	friend	Sam,	so	he	calls	him	to	talk	about	the	matter,	 

																but	Max	doesn’t	answer	the	phone,	so	he	wants	to	leave	a	message.

 

 Which of the following is Sam’s message?
A)	 Sorry,	I	don’t	have	time	to	talk	with	you	on	the	phone.
B)	 Max,	I	want	to	talk	with	you.	Please	call	me.
C)	 I	am	afraid	I	am	busy,	so	I	will	call	you	later.
D)	Why	do	you	call	me?
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3. 
Hello. This is Laila. May I speak to
Lisa, please?

- - - - - - - -

It’s me, Laila. Lisa’s classmate. We are in the same class.
I would like to ask our homework to her.

Ok. Hold on a moment please. I’ll get her.

 Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?
A)	 I	can’t	hear	you	well.	It’s	a	bad	line.	Can	you	say	that	again,	please?
B)	 Can	you	repeat	that,	please?
C) Sorry. She isn’t available now.
D)	 Say	it	again	please.	I	can’t	hear	you	well.

4. 

Sending e-mail

Making phone calls

Using video chats

Talking face to face

Texting messages

15%

20%

10%
10%

45%

 According to the chart above, which one is CORRECT?
A) More than half of the teenagers prefer texting messages.
B) The teenagers prefer face to face communication the most.
C) Twenty percent of the teenagers prefer sending an e-mail.
D) Making phone calls is more popular than sending e-mail.
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5.    
Charles I	love	sending	letters	to	my	friends.	I	know	it	is	old-

fashioned	way,	but	I	love	it.

Claire I	think	the	best	way	of	communication	is	texting	because	it’s	
both cheap and easy.

Eric
I	prefer	meeting	up	because	my	favorite	communication	
way is face to face  
because	it	is	real.	I	don’t	like	virtual	ways.

Jane Social	networks	are	my	favorite.	They	are	enjoyable	and	I	
know everything on time.

 

 According to the information above, who loves traditional ways of communication?
A) Charles B) Claire    C) Eric    D) Jane

6.      
Hi, Ricky! What do you think about
smartphones?

I think they are so useful and entertaining. I can play online
games, use social networks very easily and fast.
What about you?

Mike

I’m afraid I don’t agree with you. It’s good to use it t
call your friends or relatives but social networking
sites or some online games are harmful.

Mike

Ricky

 

 According to the speech bubbles, which one can be Ricky’s opinion?
A)	 Smartphones	are	fun	and	useful,	also	easy	to	use.
B)	 Smartphones	can	be	too	dangerous,	but	we	can	find	everything	we	want!
C) Having smartphone is too expensive.
D) Having a smartphone gives us the chance of keeping in touch but it’s not safe.
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7. 
Texting saves my time. I send messages to my friends and
I also prefer using whatsApp because it is easy to use and
I can send photos, documents and songs easily. I don’t prefer
sending a letter or a postcard from the post office. 

I prefer traditional ways of communication. When I was
younger, I sent postcards and letters to my friends. 
I did not have the Internet or a mobile phone. Now, I have
a mobile phone and sometimes I send a text message to
my grandchildren. 

 According to the information above, which of the communication methods is appropriate for both 
of them?

 

A) B) C) D)

8. 

 Alice:	Hello,	this	is	Alice	Megan.	Can	I	speak	to	Harold,	please?
 John:	I’m	sorry,	he	isn’t	available	now.	-	-	-	-
 Alice:	No,	thanks.	I’ll	call	him	later.

 

 Which of the following DOES NOT complete the dialogue above?
A)	 Would	you	like	to	leave	a	message?
B)	 When	will	he	be	at	home?
C) Do you want him to call you back?
D)	 Can	I	take	a	message?
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1.    

 Melinda : Hello.	Is	Jane	there?
Daisy : - - - - ?
Melinda : This is Melinda.
Daisy :	Sorry,	she	is	out	now.	-	-	-	-	?
Melinda : Can you ask her to call me?
Daisy :	I	can’t	hear	you	well.	-	-	-	-	?
Melinda : Can you ask her to call me?
Daisy : Of course. Have a good day.

Which one can’t be answered in the dialogue?
A)	Would	you	like	to	leave	a	message?	 	 	 B)	Who	is	calling?
C) Can you put me through to the manager?   D) Could you repeat that?

2.    

 John :		What	is	your	favourite	way	of	communication?
Lisa :  -	-	-	-		because	I	show	my	feelings	to	other	people	easily.

Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A)	 I	like	texting	messages.
B)	 I	prefer	face	to	face	communication.
C)	 I	hate	face	to	face	communication.
D)	 I	prefer	sending	e	mails.

3. You	have	to	finish	your	project	tomorrow.	You	want	to	get	help	from	your	friend	but	she	doesn’t	answer	
your calls. You want to give message. 

 You say:

A)	 I	don’t	need	your	help,	I	can	finish	it	by	myself.
B)	 I	need	your	help.	When	you	are	available,	please	call	me	immediately.
C)	 I	needed	help	but	it	is	not	important	anymore.
D)	 You	have	to	finish	your	project,	please	call	me.
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4.    

 Linda : Hello.	This	is	Linda.	Is	Robert	in?
Robert : Robert speaking. How are you Linda?
Linda :  Thanks.	I	left	a	message	to	your	mum	yesterday.	Did	she	

tell you?
Robert :		No,	she	didn’t	tell	me.	What	was	your	message?
Linda : - - - - .
Robert :  OK.	I	will	help	you.	We	will	meet	at	your	office	at	13:00	a.m.

Which one is suitable for the dialogue?
A)	 It	is	not	important.	I’ll	ask	your	plan	at	the	weekend.
B)	 I	need	your	help,	I	can’t	send	an	important	mail	to	the	manager.
C)	 Would	you	like	to	come	my	birthday	party?
D)	 I	missed	you.	Do	you	want	to	meet?

 Answer the questions 5-6 according to the table below.
  

25

20

15

10

5

0
telephone internetradio television

   This survey shows the devices used by teenagers.

5. Telephone - - - - 

A) is not as important as television.
B) is as popular as radio.
C) is used by most of the people.
D) is more popular than internet.

6. Television - - - - 

A) is listened by most of the people.
B) is the least popular device for people.
C) is as popular as radio.
D) is listened by only 10 people.
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 Answer the questions 7-9 according to the text below.

Alexander	Graham	Bell	invented	the	telephone	in	1876.	Since	then,	it	has	been	improving	
much.	In	early	days,	it	was	very	big	but	now,	it	can	be	very	small.	It	wasn’t	used	for	multi-
purpose	but	now,	there	are	many	opportunities	in	it.	For	example,	we	can	surf	on	the	Net	
and	we	can	do	shopping	easily.	We	can	do	many	things	in	a	short	time.	

7. Which one is true?

A)	 The	inventor	of	the	telephone	wasn’t	Graham	Bell.
B)	 The	first	telephone	was	invented	in	1876.
C)	 The	first	telephone	was	very	small.
D) The telephone hasn’t been changing much.

8. In early days, the telephone - - - - 

A) was very big and it wasn’t used for  
multi-purpose.

B) had many opportunities.
C) was small and used for many things.
D)	 was	used	for	surfing	on	the	Net.

9. Now, telephone - - - - 

A)	 is	used	by	only	surfing	on	the	Net.
B) isn’t used for doing shopping.
C) is used for doing many things.
D) isn’t changed much.
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10.   

 Daniel :  What	do	you	say	when	you	can’t	hear	the	person	on	the	
phone?

Jack : - - - - 

Which of the following isn’t suitable for the dialogue?

A)	 I	can’t	hear	you	well.
B)	 It	is	a	bad	line.
C) Can you repeat it?
D) Can you put me to the doctor?

 Answer the questions 11-12 according to the text below.
    

In	early	days,	radio	was	a	popular	device.	People	listened	
music,	news	and	matches	from	it.	It	is	a	nostalgic	device	for	
many	people.	When	 television	and	 telephone	began	 to	be	
improved,	 radio’s	popularity	began	 to	decrease.	But	 I	 love	
radio much more them.

 

11. Which one is TRUE?

A) Radio is as popular as telephone now.
B) People listened music from radio.
C) People couldn’t listen news from radio.
D)	 When	television	and	telephone	began	to	be		improved,	radio	didn’t	lose	its	popularity.

12. Radio - - - - 

A) is a nostalgic device for many people.
B) is still a popular device.
C) is as important as television.
D) wasn’t listened for matches.
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UNIT 4

5

 1-4: For	these	questions,	choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blanks.

1. 

 Megan:	Hello,	this	is	Megan.
 Dennis:	Hello,	may	I	speak	to	Mrs.Kathlen,	please?
 Megan:	I’m	sorry,	she	isn’t	available	now.	Would	you	like	to	leave	a	message?
 Dennis: Yes.Can you tell Mrs.Kathlen to get me back as soon as possible?
 Megan: Sure. - - - - ?
 Dennis:	Dennis	Smith	and	it	is	456	157	587.

A) Can you repat that please?
B)	 Who	is	the	receiver?
C) Can you hold on a moment please?
D)	What	is	your	contact	number?

2.  
Elijah : What	are	you	going	to	do	at	the	weekend	Claire?
Claire : I	don’t	have	any	plans.	Why?
Elijah : There is a TED talk conference at Hai Conference Hall on Sunday evening.       
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Doğan	Cüceloğlu	 is	 going	 to	 talk	 about	 his	 life	 and	 success.	 I	 think	 it 
												will	be	a	good	talk.	I’ll	go	and	listen.	Would	you	like	to	come	with	me?
Claire : -	-	-	-		.	I	love	him	so	much.

 

A)	 No,	not	at	all
B)	 Yes,	of	course
C)	 I’m	sorry	but	I	can’t
D) That’s not a good idea
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3.      

 

 

 David:	Hey	Matt,	what’s	up?
 Matt:	Not	much.	Are	you	ready	for	going	fishing	this	weekend?
 David: What?	There’s	a	lot	of	noise	–	I	can’t	hear	you.
 Matt:	Sorry	about	that	–	I’m	at	the	train	station.	I	was	wondering	if	you	wanted	to	go	 

	 				fishing	this	weekend.	I’m	planning	to	go	to	Mountain	Lake	with	some	friends
                 early tomorrow morning.
 David:	Uh,	hang	on	a	moment,	-	-	-	-
 Matt: Sure,but	we	will	do	some	shopping	so	call	me	as	soon	as	possible.
 David:	OK.	I	will	talk	to	her	and	call	you	in	ten	minutes.

A)	 I’ll	check	if	we	have	another	plan	with	my	son
B) Can you ask him to give me a call
C) let me check my wife to make sure we have no other plans.
D)	 I	would	like	to	leave	a	message	for	you	about	my	trip	to	Mountain	Lake
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4.   

 Linda: Hello?
 Ryan:	Hi	Linda,	it’s	Ryan.	How’s	it	going?
 Linda:	Pretty	good,	thanks.	How	about	you?
 Ryan:	I’m	fine.	Sure	glad	it’s	Friday.	Hey,	-	-	-	-
 Linda:	Yeah,	hold	on,	I’ll	get	him.

A)	Where	is	Peter?	 	 	 	 B)	Is	Peter	there?
C)	Can	I	talk	to	your	sister?	 	 	 	 D)	Who	is	calling?

5. 

Hello. This is Juliet Barret. May I speak to Mrs. Sunshine, please?

Hello, my name is Juliet, and I’m calling about the position
advertised on jobsearch.com

Certainly, My name is Juliet Barret and my number is 
555 67 89

Good morning Mrs Barret. Can you - - - - the line a moment,
I’ll check if she is in her office.

Thank you.
Juliet

Mrs. Sunshine

Receptionist

(after a moment) Yes, Mrs. Sunshine is in. I’ll ----
you ----.

Yes, the position is still open, Could I - - - - 
your name and number, please?

Hello, this is Mrs. Sunshine.
How can I help you?

How can I
help you?

 

 Which of the following words CANNOT you use in any of the sentences above?
A) put/ through    B) hold   C) have     D) engaged
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6. Find the correct order of the sentences to make a meaningful dialogue.
	 I.	 Hi,	Nida.	Will	we	meet	at	the	cinema	at	6.15	p.m.	today?
	 II.	 Sure,	I’ll	be	there	on	time.
	 III.	Will	we	meet	at	the	cinema	at	6.15	p.m.	today?
	 IV.	 I’m	sorry,	I	can’t	hear	you	well.	Could	you	repeat	that	please?

A)	III	-	IV	-	II	-	I	 B)	I	-	II	-	IV	-	III	 	 	 C)	I	-	IV	-	III	-	II	 							 					D)	I	-	IV	-	II	-	III

7. 

Hello, Tom speaking.

No, he’s at the cinema. Can I take a message?

He isn’t available, would you like to leave a message?

Tom Megan

Sure

Bye.

Thanks. Bye.

Hi Tom, this is Megan. Is your brother in?

I’m sorry, I don’t understand you. It’s a bad line

Yes, could you tell him to call me back, please?

 

 
 According to the dialogue, which one is CORRECT?

A) Megan invites Tom to the cinema but Tom refuses her. He is busy with his project.
B) Tom doesn’t hang up the phone because Megan is putting him through to her brother.
C)	 The	line	is	bad	so	Megan	has	some	difficulties	of	understanding.	Tom	repeats	his	sentence	again.
D) Megan is calling her friend Michael. They arrange the meeting time together.
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1. Miss. Simon asked her students to which of the following application they use most? The results of the 
survey on a graph below;

46

Whatsapp

34

Instagram

Applications

15

Twitter

5

Snapchat

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to the graph above?
A) Twitter is less important than communicating with Snapchat.
B)	 Instagram	is	the	most	popular	application	among	the	students.
C)	Nearly	half	of	the	students	communicate	with	each	other	with	WhatsApp.
D)	 Students	would	rather	use	Snapchat	more	than	Instagram.

2. 

Good morning. Robert Smith speaking.

Oh, sorry, Mr. Brown is not here, yet.

Probably around 4 p.m.

Operator Mr. Maier

You’re welcome. Bye.

Bye.

Good morning. This is Gerhard Maier. I would like
to speak to Mr. Brown.

Can you tell me when he will be in?

Alright, I will call again later then.
Thank you.

 

 According to the dialogue,which one is CORRECT?
A) Robert Smith is very busy to answer the call but he will call back again soon.
B)	 Gerhard	Maier	is	calling	Mr.	Brown’s	office.	Since	he’s	not	in,	Robert	Smith	is	answering	the	call.
C)	Mr.Brown	has	gone	out.	He	has	a	meeting	with	Gerhard	Maier.
D)	 Robert	Smith	has	to	finish	the	conversation	because	there	is	an	extra	telephone	line	in	his	office.

UNIT 4

6
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4. 
Good morning. Winner Company. - - - -?

Let me try to connect you. Hold on.

Secretary

Mr. Summer

I’m sorry. He is not available now. May I take a message?

Of course, sir. Can I take your number, please?

Of course, sir. Good bye.

He has my number.

Good bye.

(the phone rings three times.)

Hello! This is John Summer. - - - -?

- - - -?

 

 Which of the following DOES NOT complete the conversation?
A)	How	can	I	help	you	 																																					B)	What’s	up
C)	Can	you	please	tell	him	that	John	called																	D)	Could	you		put	me	through	to	Mr.	Snow,	please

3. 

Hi Hilary,
Our sports club is organizing a nature walking
activity for Sunday morning. - - - -? 
Please answer my email if you can come.
Love,
Melinda

 Which of the following question IS NOT suitable for the blank?
A) How about joining us 
B)	 What	about	coming	
C)	Would	you	like	to	join	us
D)	Who	is	coming

Unit 1 Vocabularies
Vocabularies
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Unit 5 The Internet

Vocabularies

account hesap

addict	 bağımlı

adult	 yetişkin

attach	 eklemek,	iliştirmek

attachment dosya eki

average ortalama

brand marka

broken	 kırık

browser	 tarayıcı

button	 düğme,tuş

buy	 satın	almak

cardholder kart sahibi

chat sohbet etmek

check kontrol etmek

choose seçmek

click	 tıklamak

comment	 yorum,	yorum	yapmak

complainer	 şikayetçi

computer bilgisayar

confirm	 onaylamak,	doğrulamak

connection	 bağlantı

content içerik

copyright	 telif	hakkı

device	 aygıt,	cihaz

discount indirim

download indirmek

etiquette	 görgü	kuralları

expert	 uzman

expiry date son kullanma tarihi

Unit 1 Vocabularies
Vocabularies
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file dosya

flight	ticket uçak bileti

follower takipçi

foreign language	 yabancı	dil

habit	 alışkanlık

influencer etkileyen

influential etkili

information bilgi

insert eklemek

join	 katılmak

keep in touch irtibatta olmak

log in / log on oturum açmak

log	out	/	log	off oturumu kapatmak

make comment yorum yapmak

make new friends	 yeni	arkadaşlar	edinmek

mostly	 çoğunlukla

non-refundable	 iade	edilemez

offline	 çevrim	dışı

one way ticket tek yön bilet

online çevrim içi

online shopping	 internet	alışverişi

password	 şifre,	parola

pay attention dikkat etmek

pay the bill fatura ödemek

percent	 yüzde	%

post	 yayınlamak

practice	 uygulamak,	alıştırma	yapmak

product ürün

properly	 düzgün	bir	şekilde

recognition	 tanınırlık

refundable iade edilebilir

register kaydolmak

round trip	 gidiş	dönüş

screen ekran

search	 araştırmak,	aramak

search engine arama motoru

send göndermek

setting ayar

share	 paylaşmak

sign in / sign up	 kaydolmak,	hesap	açmak,
 üye olmak

smartphone	 akıllı	telefon

social networking sosyal	ağ	siteleri
sites 

surf	 internette	gezinmek

ticket bilet

type	 yazmak

upload yüklemek

use kullanmak

useful	 faydalı,	kullanışlı

usage	 kullanım

utilitarian	 faydacı

web browser	 internet	tarayıcısı

widespread	 yaygın

worldwide	 dünya	çapında
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1.    

 Which one shows the picture?

A) 
Keyboard

 B) 
Speaker

 C) 
Webcam

 D) 
Wireless	modem

  

2. 

 I want to - - - -  Twitter  because there are a lot of funny tweets, photos and videos.

A) sign in B) attach  C) send    D) pay 

3. 
 

 

 

 

Attachment:   an extra part or extension that is attached to something to 
perform a particular function.

   a	service	that	allows	Internet	users	to	search	for	content	via	
the	World	Wide		Wap.

 to end a connection to a computer system.

  to refuse something.

Search engine: 

Log out: 

Confirm:	

 

 Which of the meaning is false?

A) Attachment B) Search engine C) Log out D)	Confirm

UNIT 5

1
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4. 

 

 Jane     : Hello	Linda!	Did	you	see	20%	- - - - 	in	Zara?
 Linda : Yes	I	did.	I	bought	shoes.	What	did	you	buy?

 Jane : I	bought	a	dress,	it	is	very	cheap.

A) brand B) ticket C) discount D) expert

5. 

I use the Internet for searching information.

Betty

George

Mike

Linda
I use the Internet for watching funny videos.

I use the Internet for recipes.

I use the Internet for playing online games.

 

 According to the sentences, who uses the Internet for cooking?
A) Betty B) Linda  C)	George	 	 	 	D)	Mike
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 Answer the questions 6-7 according to the text below.
       

      

	 Hi!	I	am	Jack.	I	am	18	years	old.	Recently,	Internet	has gained  popularity among teenagers. 
I	am	one	of	the	Internet	users.	I	have	a	smartphone	and	I	use	social	networking	sites	on	
it.	I	have	Facebook,	Twitter	and	Instagram	accounts.	There	are	private	passwords	to	enter	
them.	 It	sometimes	can	be	dangerous	because	your	account	can	be	captured	by	other	
people.	So,	everyone	who	has	an	account	must	be	careful.	They	shouldn’t	click	every	link,	
they shouldn’t share all the information about themselves.  

 

 

6. According to the paragraph, which one is false?

A)	 He	uses	Twitter,	Facebook,	Instagram.
B) He says that people should be careful when they use social networking sites.
C) He says that it is not important to share information to other people.
D) He makes suggestions about using social networking sites. 

7. According to the paragraph, which is not important for him?

A) Private password
B) Security
C) Personal information
D) Share tweets
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8. 
20

10

5

Instagram TwitterFacebook Snapchat

 

               Teacher asked that how many students have social networking sites.

 According to the graph, which one is TRUE?

A) Most of the students use Twitter.
B) Facebook is more popular than Snapchat.
C) Snapchat is the most popular app among students.
D) Twitter is used by ten students.

9. 

- - - -?

Mary Jane

About an hour.

A)	 What	time	do	you	go	to	bed?
B) How many hours a day do you spend  on social networking sites?
C)	 Do	you	use	the	Internet?
D)	 Which	sites	do	you	like	watching?
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UNIT 5

2

 Answer the questions 1-2 according to the text below.
    

There	 are	many	 Internet	 users	 in	 the	world.	 But	
girls	and	boys	have	different	interests	on	the	net.	
For	 example,	 girls	 usually	 use	 the	 Internet	 for	
fashion,	 recipes	 and	 online	 shopping.	 Boys	 use	
the	Internet	for	watching	matches,	playing	online	
games and listening to music. 

 

1. According to the paragraph, girls - - - -

A)	 use	the	Internet	for	listening	to	music	and	watching	movies.
B)	 use	the	Internet	for	buying	new	clothes.
C)	 use	the	Internet	for	playing	Fifa.
D)	 uses	the	Internet	for	only	recipes.

2. Boys - - - -

A) usually prefer playing chess.
B)	 use	the	Internet	for	only	football	match.
C)	 prefer		watching	matches,	playing	online	games	and	listening	to	music	on	the	Net.
D)	 use	the	Internet	for	only	education.

3.    

 Your sister spends too much time on the Net 
and you are worried about her.

 

  
You want to warn her and you say:

A)	 You	should	use	the	Internet	for	education.
B)	 You	should	spend	less	time	on	the	Net,	it	can	be	dangerous	for	your	health.
C)	 Spending	too	much	time	on	the	Net	is	very	healthy!
D) You should spend more time on the Net. 
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 Answer the questions 4-5 according to the information below.
 

I like spending time on the Internet. I use Instagram
and Twitter and I spend 5 hours a day.

Melinda

Paul

John

Lisa

I don’t like spending too much time on
the Net. I only use for sending e-mails.

I use the Net for online shopping.

I use the Net for playing online games 
with my friends.

4. - - - - uses the Net for business.
A) Melinda B) John  C) Paul    D) Lisa

5. - - - - can be addicted.
A) Melinda B) John  C) Paul    D) Lisa 
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 Answer the questions 6-7 according to the table below.

 
80

70

60

50

40

30

20

0
Teens AdultsYoung 

Adults
Old people

 

6. - - - - use the Net at least.

A) Teens                                  B) Young adults   C) Adults                      D) Old people

7. Which one is false according to the graph?

A) Teens use the Net most.
B) Young adults use the Net more than teens
C)	 40%	adults	use	the	Net.
D)	 30%	old	people	use	the	Net.	

 
 (I) There	are	millions	of	people	who	use	 the	social	networking	sites,	 (II) They are useful 

because we keep in touch with our family and friends easily. (III)	We	can	learn	anything	
faster,	(IV) They sometimes can be dangerous for us. 

 

 Which one is not suitable for the text?
A)	I.	 B)	II.	 	 	 C)	III.	 	 	 									D)	IV.
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 Answer the questions 9-11 according to the text below.
 
 

	 Internet	addiction	has	been	popular	among	teenagers	lately.	Due	to	Internet	explosion	of	the	
digital	age,	this	disorder	 is	seen.	When	you	use	the	Net	a	 lot,	you	can	be	an	addict.	There	
are	many	types	of	Internet	addiction	like	video	gaming	addiction,	online	gambling	addiction	
etc.		It	affects	your	mental	and	social	health.	If	you	have	this	addiction,	you	should	go	to	a	
psychologist and he or she will help you.

 

9. According to the paragraph, if you have addiction - - - -

A) you should spend time on the Net.
B) you should go to online courses.
C) you should go to a pyschologist.
D) you should use social networking sites.

10. One of the types of Internet addiction is - - - - .
A) Online shopping     B)	Video	gaming
C) Match     D) Art

11. According to the paragraph, what makes  you an addict?
A)	Excessive	usage	of	Internet	 	 	 	 	 B)	Education
C)	Information		 	 	 	 	 D)	Psychologist
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3

1. Read the speech bubble below and then complete the sentence.

I’m Helena. I have some problems about my best friend, Claire.
She spends all her time on the Internet. She is a very good person and
I love her so much. Our friends and I hang out at the weekends,
but she rarely comes our meetings. She doesn’t study lesson and she never
does homework. She also loves wearing fashionable clothes so she always does
online shopping. She spends too much money to buy trendy clothes. We are very
worried about her.

 Claire - - - -.
A) loves doing homework
B)	 is	an	Internet	addict
C) doesn’t prefer fashionable clothes
D) spends her time with her friends

2. 

 

Isabella

Carmellia

Susan

Jane

I’m an Internet addict. I use Internet on my mobile phone, computer
and also on my play station, but I never share my personal
information on the Net.

I’m crazy about shopping. I love online shopping because
it is very easy. Giving my credit card information is not
important for me.

I use Internet just for social media because I love following
people’s opinions and ideas. Also, I can learn so many educational
things on the Net.

I only use Internet for my homework. I’m not into using Internet
because I love reading books.

 According to the conversation above, who is using the Internet in an unsafe way?
A) Susan B) Jane   C) Carmellia    D)	Isabella
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3. 
We can see internet everywhere in the world. We use mobile phones, tablets and computers so technology 
becomes our world. Internet has got a lot of advantages, for example we can reach everything whenever 
we want. We can find information, also we can communicate with people who are away from us. Besides 
it has lots of advantages, it has disadvantages, too. Internet may be unsafe. We have to obey some rules 
on the Net. For example, if we want to create a password on the Net like social media accounts, we should 
prefer hard characters. We shouldn’t use our birth dates. Also, we shouldn’t share our credit card numbers 
on the Net. If you don’t obey this rules you can have problems.

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?
A) People can give any information on the Net.
B)	 If	you	want	to	share	your	credit	card	numbers	on	the	Net,	it	is	safe.
C) Password is really important. You should create a password with hard characters.
D)	 Internet	is	a	very	safe	virtual	platform.

4. 

Don’t share personal information.
Don’t meet online friends.

Visit safe websites.
Use hard character for password.
…………………?…………………

 

 
 According to the “Safety	Rules	for	the	Net” above, which one DOES NOT complete the list above?

A) Accept friend request from everyone. B) Be careful about the people you talk on the Net. 
C)	Don’t	meet	anyone	on	the	Net.	 D)	Don’t	do	shopping	online	without	3D	secure.

5. 

My name is Mary. I love using the Internet and I spend most of my time
on the Net. My eyes have problem because of it. I shouldn’t spend too
much time on the Net because it is harmful and unhealthy. My parents
also warned me about this. I’m an Internet addict. 

 

 

 What is Mary going to do to solve the problem with the Internet?
A) She should stay alone.   B) Her parents don’t give permission to access the Net.
C) She should go online less.  D) She should always play computer games.
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6. 

Hi! My name is Ashley. I have got a daughter. Her name is Amy. She is 
always online because she loves using the Net. I am really worried about 
her. She wakes up and she goes online. She never loses time to go 
online. She listens to music, watches series and checks her social media 
accounts. 

 According to the text above, Amy does NOT - - - -.
A) love going online     B) watch series
C) lose time to go online     D) have social media accounts

7. 
Mum! My computer is out of order now and I have an important
homework tomorrow.

What happened, honey?

Did you do anything wrong?

Ok! We should take it to the computer shop.

Its screen is out of order. I can’t see anything on it.

No, mum. I didn’t do anything different.

Ok. mum.

 

 Which of the following picture does the son have a problem with?

 

A) B)

C) D)
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UNIT 5

4

  Answer the questions 1-3 according to the text below.

           

    
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
  

1. According to the paragraph, if you want to learn English, - - - - 

A) you have to go a course.
B) you will download Duolingo.
C) you will take private lessons.
D) you have to study hard.

2. Which one is not a topic in the paragraph?

A) Cooking
B) English
C) Fashion
D) Painting

3. If you are interested in fashion, - - - - 

A)	 you	can	use	a	website	for	learning	trendy	clothes	and	outfits.
B) you have to be a stylist.
C) you have to learn all the rules about fashion.
D) you will open a boutique.

Hello!	Welcome	to	my	channel.	Today,	I’ll	recommend	
you	some	useful		sites.	If	you	want	to	improve	your	
English,	you	can	use	Duolingo.	It	helps	to	learn	and	
improve	your	language.	If	you	want	to	cook,	you	can	
use	EatingWell.	It	is	easy	to	cook	when	you	use	this	
site.	Finally,	if	you	are	interested	in	fashion,	you	can	
use	Playing	Fashion.	It	is	useful	for	learning	trendy	
clothes	and	outfits.
Thank	you	for	watching!
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4. 
I use Youtube for watching cooking channels.

Emily

Kate

George

Kevin
I use Youtube for watching make-up channels.

I use Youtube for watching game channels.

I use Youtube for watching sport channels.

 

 Kate uses Youtube for - - - - 
A) learning cooking.    B) learning make-up.
C) playing games.    D) doing sport.

 Answer the questions 5-6 according to the speech below.

Hello, I am Cindy. I am twenty four years old. I am 
a fashion blogger. I am interested in trendy clothes 
and when I learn new things about it, I write my 
blog immediately. If you wonder it, you can visit 
my site.

Cindy

5. Cindy - - - - 

A) is a stylist.
B) has a fashion blog.
C) sews dresses.
D)	 is	an	Instagram	influencer.

6. She writes her blog when - - - - 

A) she likes a dress.
B) she learns new things about fashion.
C) she learns how to sew a dress.
D) she learns how to cook.
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7.    

 Jack : Hello	Brian!	Can	you	help	me?
Brian : What	is	the	problem?
Jack : - - - - 
Brian :  We	have	to	reset	your	PC.	I’ll	come	in	a	few	minutes	later.

Which one completes the dialogue?

A)	 I	lost	my	mouse.
B)	 I	don’t	know	how	to	start	my	computer.
C) There is a virus in my computer.
D)	 I	want	to	download	a	game.

8.       

Can I use your computer? I have to send this e-mail.

No, There isn’t any problem but - - - -.

Linda

Lisa

Is there any problem with yours?

Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A)	 I	don’t	have	an	Internet	connection.
B)	 I	don’t	have	a	printer.
C)	 I	don’t	want	to	surf.
D)	 I	want	to	chat.

9.       
 Jane :  Yesterday,	someone	hacked	my	Instagram	account.

Jack : I	am	sorry	to	hear	that.	-	-	-	-	
Jane : Oh	my	God!	I	shared	it	in	my	profile.

Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A)	 How	often	do	you	update	your	profile?
B) Did you give out your personal information anywhere?
C) Do you know who hacked your account?
D)	 Can	I	help	you?
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 Answer the questions 10-11 according to the table below.

Sally 4	hours

John 1 hour

Ken 2	hours

Dorothy 30	minutes
      This table shows  spending hours of these four students on social media.

10. According to the table, Sally - - - - 
A) spends too much time on social media.
B) doesn’t prefer spending time on social media.
C) isn’t a social media addict.
D) prefers spending little time on social media.

11. Dorothy - - - - 
A) likes social media too much.
B) prefers spending many hours on social media.
C) spends less time than other students.
D) can be an addict.

12.    

If you don’t want to be an Internet addict, - - - -

A) you have to open a Youtube channel.
B) you have to use a real name.
C) you have to learn how to use a computer.
D)	 you	have	to	be	careful	about	the	time	which	you	spend	a	day	on	the	Internet.

13. 
 You want to open a Twitter account but you don’t know how to join. Your best friend 

knows it well. 

 You say;
A)	 I	want	to	be	a	Youtuber.	Can	you	help	me?
B)	 I	have	an	Instagram	account.	It	is	enough	for	me.
C)	 I	want	to	share	tweets	but	I	don’t	have	an	account.	You	know	how	to	join.	Can	you	help	me?
D)	 I	hate	Twitter.	It	is	nonsense.
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 Answer the questions 1-2 according to the speech bubble below.

In these days, teenagers keen on using the Internet very much. They waste 
many hours a day on the Internet and they use different kinds of websites. 
Some of them use search engines to find information, some of them play online 
games to have fun. However, their favorite one is social media. They post their 
photos, contact with each other and share information on these websites.
These websites are sometimes useful, but sometimes it is harmful. Some 
teenagers spend too much time on these websites, so they can’t focus on their 
lessons and school. They even forget to do their homework.  Many teachers 
and parents are worried about them. Some experts advise students to set a 
time limit in order not to be an Internet addict.

1. What is the disadvantage of using the Internet too much? 
A) They forget doing their homework.
B)	 They	use	search	engines	to	find	information.	
C) They contact with each other.
D) They play online games to have fun.

2. Which one can be an advice for teenagers?
A) They post less photos and share more personal information.
B) They should  play online games very often.
C)	 They	shouldn’t	waste	their	time	on	the	Internet.
D) They should use social media to keep in touch with each other.
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3. Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

 

 Janet:	Do	you	like	surfing	on	the	Internet?
 Mark:	Yeah.	I	like	spending	time	on	the	Internet.
 Janet:	What	do	you	usually	do	?
 Mark:	I	get	excited	when	I	see	interesting	news	and	I	read	it.
 Janet:	You	shouldn’t	believe	any	information	without	confirming	it.
 Mark:	What	do	you	mean?
 Janet:	I	mean	you	-	-	-	-
 Mark: Sure.

A) should be very careful before you post a photo  B)	should	try	to	find	out	its	source	first
C) shouldn’t talk about your private life   D) should use private settings to control your 
             account

4. Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

 

- - - -?

Lily Joanna

Cooking, health and fashion.

A) Do you follow any bloggers?   B) How do you search on the Net?
C)	What	kind	of	websites	do	you	follow?	 	 D)	How	many	vlogs	do	you	subscribe?

5. 

 Olivia:	Hey	Sophie	I’m	too	bored.	Why	don’t	we	go	to	the	cinema	to	watch	 
           Star wars? 

 Sophie:	No,	let’s	not.	We’ve	seen	the	film	many	times	before.	What	about	 
														going	to	the	library?	We	have	to	finish	our	homework!	

 Olivia:	That	sounds	like	a	good	idea.	But	when	we	finish	let’s	go	to	the	cafè.	
 Sophie: Yes,	I’d	love	to.

 

 Which of the following  has the same meaning with the underlined sentence in the dialogue?
A)	 That’s	not	a	good	idea.	 	 	 	 	 B)	Yes,	of	course.
C)	 I’m	sorry	but	I	can’t.	 	 	 	 	 D)	No,	thanks.
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 Read the speech bubbles and answer the questions (6-7)
 
 What do you think about Social Media?
	 We	have	interviewed	some	people	about	their	opinions	on	social	networking	sites.

I never use these sites because I don’t feel comfortable sharing too much 
online. People are not honest there. They may tell lies or use my personal info 
and photos for illegal activities. Also, I dislike spending too much time on the 
Internet. I prefer face-to-face communication.
Gina, England

For me, social media has both advantages and disadvantages. I am aware of the 
risks. I never share my real name, e-mail address or phone number on the net. I like 
being online on these sites because I can meet people from different cultures. I 
share a lot about sports and music. I can also improve my English.
Huan, Japan

For me, social network is the best way to communicate with my friends. We can 
share everything. We can upload videos and chat. I feel relaxed when I am online. 
After a tiring day at school, I go online and have some fun.
Mary, Germany

6. What can we say according to the text?
A) All the people in the text think that social media is a great way to communicate.
B) The people in the text think that social networking sites are sometimes dangerous.
C) None of the people enjoy being online.
D)	 There	are	different	opinions	about	using	social	networking	sites.

7. Which option is CORRECT according to the text?
A) Huan is talking about the pros and cons.
B) Mary is complaining about social networking sites.
C)	Gina	isn’t	keen	on	being	online.
D) Huan thinks that being online is a waste of time.
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Unit 6 Adventures

Vocabularies
abroad	 yurt	dışında
accident	 kaza
accommodation	 konaklama,	kalacak	yer
adrenalin junkie adrenalin tutkunu
adrenalin seeker adrenalin tutkunu
adventure macera
adventurer maceraperest
adventurous	 maceralı
aerobatic hava akrobasisi
afraid	 korkmuş
age range	 yaş	aralığı
aim	 amaçlamak,	amaç
aircraft uçak
all inclusive	 her	şey	dahil
amazing	 şaşırtıcı,	harika
ambitious	 hırslı
amusing	 eğlenceli,	zevkli,	komik
antenna anten
archery okçuluk
armour	 zırh
attend	 katılmak
axe balta
base jumping	 paraşütle	yüksekten	atlama

beach	 sahil,	kumsal,	plaj
blow	 esmek,	üflemek
bootie patik
boring	 sıkıcı
bravery cesurluk
bridge köprü
canoeing kano sporu
catering	 yemek	hizmeti
cave pack	 mağara	çantası
caving	 mağara	yürüyüşü
challenging	 zorlu
check	 denetlemek,kontrol	etmek
cliff uçurum
coal miner madenci
complete tamamlamak
courage cesurluk
crampon	 tırmanma	demiri
danger tehlike
dangerous tehlikeli
demonstration gösteri
desert çöl
destination	 varış	yeri
disappointing	 hayal	kırıklığına	uğratan
distance mesafe
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district	 semt,	ilçe,	bölge
elbow pad dirseklik
entertaining	 eğlendirici
equipment	 araç	gereç,	teçhizat,	donanım
excited	 heyecanlı
exciting heyecan verici
experience	 deneyim,	tecrübe	etmek
experienced tecrübeli
expert	 uzman
extreme sports tehlikeli sporlar
fascinating	 büyüleyici,	etkileyici
fearless	 korkusuz
feel hissetmek
fighter	pilot	 savaş	pilotu
finish	line	 bitiş	çizgisi
firefighter itfaiyeci
flashlight el feneri
flight	suit	 uçuş	tulumu
freedom	 özgürlük
frightening korkutucu
frozen	 donmuş
gain	 kazanmak,	elde	etmek
glacier	 buzul
glove eldiven
goggle	 gözlük
handmade	 el	yapımı
hang gliding uçma sporu
hard	 zor
helmet	 kask,	koruyucu	başlık
highlining	 ip	üzerinde	yürüme
historic tarihi
ice screw	 buz	vidası
improve	 geliştirmek
in my opinion bence
individually	 ayrı	ayrı,	tek	tek,	şahsen
inexpensive	 ucuz,	masrafsız
inexperienced	 tecrübesiz
instructor	 eğitmen
interesting ilginç
kayak	 kayık,	kano
kayaking kanoda gitme
knee pad	 dizlik
knife	 bıçak
life jacket	 can	yeleği
location	 yer,	konum
magnificent	 muhteşem
manoeuvre manevra

manually el ile
member üye
mountainous	 dağlık
movement hareket
mysterious	 esrarengiz,	gizemli
nervous	 gergin,	sinirli
paddle kürek
parachutist	 paraşütçü
paragliding	 yamaç	paraşütü
perform	 sergilemek,	sunmak
possible	 mümkün,	olası
qualification	 vasıf,	nitelik,	özellik
raft sal
reach	 ulaşmak
require	 gerekmek,	ihtiyacı	olmak
research	 incelemek,	araştırmak
risky riskli
rope	 halat,	ip
safe güvenli
scientific bilimsel
scuba diving	 tüple	dalış
set a record	 rekor	kırmak
skateboarding kaykay
skydiver	 hava	dalışcısı
skydiving	 hava	dalışı
slow down	 yavaşlamak
space	 uzay,	aralık,	boşluk
speed	 hız
stressful	 stresli,	gergin
structure	 yapı,	bina
stuntman dublör
succeed	 başarmak
survive	 sağ	kalmak,	kurtulmak,	atlatmak
take risk risk almak
temple	 tapınak
thermal clothes termal giysi
to me	 bence,	bana	göre
torch el feneri
transportation	 ulaşım
turkish air force Türk hava kuvvetleri
underwater hockey	 su	altı	hokeyi
waterfall	 şelale
wind	 rüzgar
wing kanat
wrist guard bileklik
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 Answer	the	questions	1-2	by	filling	the	blanks	in	the	text	below.

 

Hello, I am Jack. I am an adrenaline seeker. 
I (1) - - - - doing extreme sports. Last year I (2) - - - -
bungee jumping and it is the most exciting sport
I have ever done. This year, I want to do paragliding
and rafting. Adrenaline is my freedom!

1. A)  would rather  B) want    C) prefer  D) would like 

2. A)  did   B)  made   C)  done  D)  make

3.    

 Mike      : Are you an adrenaline seeker?
 George  : Yes,	I	would	rather	do	extreme	sports.	
 Mike       : 	Which	one	do	you	prefer,	kayaking	or	paragliding?

 George :		I	prefer	paragliding	because	it	is	-	-	-	-	kayaking.

 

 Which of the following is suitable for the blank?

A) safer than          B)  more boring
C) more exciting         D)  more tiring 

UNIT 6

1
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 Answer the questions 4-5 according to the text below.

	 Cappadocia	 is	 a	 tourist	 destination	 in	 Turkey.	 It	 is	 a	 historical	 region	 in	 Central	 Anatolia,	
largely	in	Nevşehir.	It	is	well-known		with		fairy	chimneys.		The	most	important	destinations	in	
Cappadocia	are	Ürgüp,	Göreme,	Ihlara	Valley,	Güzelyurt,	Avanos.	Hot	air	ballooning	is	very	
popular	in	Cappadocia	and	Göreme.	Trekking	is	a	popular	sport	in	Ihlara	Valley.	People	should	
visit this historical city. 

4. According to the paragraph, Cappadocia is famous for - - - - .
A) valleys                                     B) fairy chimneys
C)	swimming																									 	 	 	 			 D)	fishing	

5. If you are in Ihlara Valley, you can do - - - - .

A) Trekking           B)  Hot air ballooning
C) Camping          D)  Rafting 

6. 

How many years do you live in Ankara?

Jane Linda
I - - - - in Ankara since 2014

A) live   B) have lived    C) had lived   D) living

7. 
Rafting

Camping Elbow pad Surfing Board

Paddle-

-

-

-

Mountain climbing Rope
 

 Which matching is false?

A)	 Rafting	 	 	 		B)	Mountain	climbing	 	 								C)	Camping	 																	D)	Surfing
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 Answer the questions 8-9 according to the text below.
 

 	 Camping	is	an	outdoor	sport.	If	you	want	to	do	this	sport,	you	will	need	a	tent,	a	backpack,	a	
sleeping	bag,	a	torch.	It	is	a	relaxing	sport	for	everyone	because	you	pitch	your	tent	in	forest.	
It	is	very	quiet	and	you	can	rest.	When	you	get	up	in	forest,	birds	welcome	you.	

8. According to the paragraph, which equipment is not necessary for camping?

A) Backpack          B)  Torch
C) Tent           D)  Paddle

9. According to the paragraph, why do we prefer this sport?

A)	 It	is	relaxing.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 B)	It	is	tiring.
C)	 It	is	is	boring.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 D)	It	is	popular.

10. 

Hello,	I	am	Lisa.	It	is	time	for	holiday	and	I	want	to	go!	
But	I	haven’t	decided	the	place	yet.
I	 love	 sea	and	sun	but	 I	want	 to	go	 to	a	historical	
place	this	year.	I	hope	I	will	find	a	place	where	I	both	
sunbath and visit historical sites.  

 

 According to the text, which place does she prefer?

A)	 Diyarbakır	 	 									B)	Efes	 	 	 	 	 		C)	Ankara	 	 D)	Denizli	
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11. 
20
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5
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climbing
Bungee 
jumping

Caving

          This graph shows the sports which adrenaline seekers prefer doing. 

 According to the graph, which one is true?

A) Bungee jumping is more popular than caving.
B) Mountain climbing is more boring than bungee jumping.
C)	 Surfing	is	the	most	popular	sport	which	adrenaline	seekers	prefer	doing.	
D)	 Caving	is	more	popular	than	surfing.

12. 

 
	 Çeşme	is	a	holiday	resort	where	many	people	would	rather	have	a	holiday.	It	is	sunny	and	hot	

in	summer.	There	are	many	hotels,	boutique	hotels	there.	There	are	many	destinations	like	
Alaçatı,	Chios	etc.	

 

 According to the text, which one is not mentioned?

A)	 Weather		 	 B)	Accomodation		 	 C)	Destinations			 	 D)	Sports

13. 
 Melinda : Do you like holidays?
 Paul       : Of	course,	I	like	holidays.

 Melinda : - - - - ?

 Paul       : I	would	rather	go	historical	holiday.

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A)	Which	holiday	do	you	prefer?	 	 	 B)	What	do	you	need	for	holiday?
C)	What	is	the	weather	like?	 	 	 	 D)	Is	the	holiday	good?	
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UNIT 6

2

1. Read the text and choose the best answer.

  

	 I	have	a	friend	called	Max.	He	is	a	real		adventure	seeker.	When	he	has	some	free	time	
he	tries	extreme	sports.	However,	he	doesn’t	like	being	in	dark	places.	He	prefers	water	
sports but he doesn’t like being under water. He prefers individual sports to team sports.

 Which sport does Max want to try on the next summer holiday?

A) 

B) 

C) 

D) 
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2. Read the text and answer the question according to the graph.
	 According	to	a	latest	survey,	teenagers	in	London	mostly	prefer	extreme	sports	to	indoor	sports.	Here	are	

the results.

Swimming

Voleyball

Basketball

Extreme sports

(bungee jumping, rock

climbing, skydiving)

10%

10%

20% 60%

 According to the graph, which one is CORRECT?
A) Teenagers in London prefer team sports.
B) Basketball is more popular than bungee jumping among teenagers.
C) Rock climbing is the least popular sport among teenagers.
D) Teenagers in London like skydiving more than swimming.

3. Answer the question according to Andrew’s talk below.

I’m a real adventurer.I enjoy the adrenaline
and trying dangerous sports. So I like
doing extreme sports to traditional ones.
I tried water extreme sports such as diving
and rafting. They are all exciting, but I enjoy
watching wonderful views over the land 
mostly. I think it is more fascinating than all
other sports.
Andrew 

 What is Martin’s favourite extreme sport?
A) Paragliding B) Caving   C) Rafting   D) Diving
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 Answer the questions 4-5 according to the e-mail.

Dear Jale,

Guess where I am ! I am at the adventure camp in Antalya. I am 
having fantastic time here with my friends. I am staying in a small 
hotel. It’s very comfortable. So far, we’ve tried rafting and canoeing.  
Both of them were very enjoyable. We all had great fun. Tomorrow 
we are planning to try hiking. I brought my hiking shoes and 
prepared my backpack. We will see lots of animals in the jungle. I 
want to see some snakes and take their photos. My friends are 
scared of them but I don’t. That’s all for now. I must go to bed. We 
are getting up very early tomorrow.

Take care,

Pelin

4. According to the paragraph,which one is WRONG?
A) Pelin likes  rafting and canoeing.
B) She is at the adventure camp now.
C) There is no information about the  place.
D) She didn’t experience  hiking.

5. Which equipment DOES NOT Pelin need?
A) B)

C) D)
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6. 

 Read the dialogue and answer the question.

 

 Ali:	Hi	Can.	Have	you	ever	tried	kite	surfing	before?	I’ve	tried	it	and	liked	it	very	much.	It’s	 
						so	fun!

 David: Really?	No,	I	haven’t.	What	kind	of	sport	is	it?
 Ali:	It’s	a	new	extreme	sport.	Kite	surfers	fly	through	the	air	with	a	parachute	above	them	 

      and a board on their feet.
 David:	Is	it	easy	to	learn?
 Ali:	No.	It’s	very	difficult	to	learn	but	very	exciting	once	you	do.	You	need	to	take	lessons	from	an	 

      experienced instructor before you try.
 David:	Is	it	expensive?
 Ali:	Yes.	You	need	some	equipments	like	a	good	parachute	and	a	board.	If	you	don’t	want	 

							to	buy	them,	you	can	rent	them	at	the	beach.
 David:	Oh,	that’s	great.	Shall	we	try	it	together	this	summer?
 Ali:	Yeah,	that’s	a	great	idea.

 Which question IS NOT answered in the text?

A)	 Which	sport	has	Ali	tried?
B) How much does it cost?
C)	Which	equipments	do	you	need	for	kite	surfing?
D) Can David rent the board and the parachute?
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3

 Answer the questions 1-3 according to the text below.

If	you	love	winter	season,	I	will	recommend	you	to	go	Uludağ	for	holiday.	Uludağ	
is the biggest ski resort in Turkey. Many people come there for holiday every year. 
It	is	popular	with	sceneries,	telpher	and	thermal	spring.	If	you	come	to	Uludağ,	the	
first	thing	you	must	do	is	skiing.	Everyone	prefers	doing	it	although	it	is	a	bit	risky.	
If	you	don’t	know	how	to	ski,	there	are	many	professional	coaches	who	teach	you	
how to do it.

1. Uludağ	is	popular	-	-	-	-	

A) with its teachers.
B)	 with	its	sceneries,	telpher	and	thermal	spring.
C) with its hotels.
D) with its foods.

2. If	you	come	to	Uludağ,	-	-	-	-

A) you should go skiing.
B) you should swim.
C) you should get on hot air balloon.
D) you should eat its popular foods.

3. If you don’t know how to ski, - - - - 

A) you mustn’t ski.
B) you can get on telpher.
C) teachers can help you.
D) you can watch the scenery.
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4.    
 Alicia :	Last	year,	I	had	an	accident.

Lydi :	What	happened?
Alicia :		When	I	was	doing	parkour	running,	I	stumbled	and	hit	my	

head to wall.
Lydia : - - - - 
Alicia :		It	is	a	discipline	of	training	to	move	freely	over	and	through.

Which one completes the dialogue?

A) How often did you do parkour running?
B) Did you stay at hospital?
C) How did you recover?
D)	 What	is	parkour	running?

5.    

 Your best friend wants to do paragliding with you but you have acrophobia.

 You say to her: 

A)	 I’d	love	to	but	I	am	afraid	of	height.
B)	 Of	course,	I	wait	impatiently.
C)	 I	did	it	last	year.	So,	I	don’t	want	to	do	it	again.
D)	 It	is	a	good	idea.	I	love	extreme	sports.
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Extreme sports Safe sports

Hang-gliding Baseball

Bungee jumping Golf

Paragliding Trekking

Surfing Rafting 

6. Which sport is in the wrong place?

A)	 Paragliding		 		 				B)	Golf		 	 																										C)	Surfing	 	 								D) Rafting

 Answer the questions 7-8 according to the text below.
         

Windsurfing	 is	 an	 extreme	 sport	 that	 is	
practiced	using	a	windsurf	board.	It	is	driven	
by a single sail. This sport is a combination 
of	sailing	and	surfing.	If	the	winds	are	from	
about	 15-25	 knots,	 it	 creates	 an	 ideal	
environment	for	windsurfing.

 

7. Which equipment is essential for this sport?

A) Paddle
B) Helmet
C)	 Windsurf	board
D) Parachute

8. This sport is - - - - 

A)	 a	combination	of	sailing	and	surfing.
B)	 a	mix	of	swimming	and	flying.
C) a safe sport.
D) driven by double sails.
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 Answer the questions 9-10 according to the table below.

35

30

20

10

0
Volleyball GymnasticBasketball Soccer

       The teacher asked students their favourite safe sports.

9. Basketball - - - - 

A) is the most popular safe sport for students.
B) is the most dangerous sport.
C) is the second popular sport.
D) is as safe as soccer.

10. Gymnastic - - - - 

A) is the safest sport.
B) is the most dangerous sport.
C) is the third popular sport.
D) is liked by most of the students.
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Unit 7 Tourism

Vocabularies
abandon	 terk	etmek,	bırakmak
abroad	 yurt	dışında
accommodation	 konaklama,	kalacak	yer
advertisement	 ilan,	reklam,	duyuru
all-inclusive	 her	şey	dahil
amphitheater	 anfitiyatro
ancient	 eski,	antik
aquarium akvaryum
architecture mimari
artifical yapay
attend	 katılmak
attractive	 cazip,	çekici,göz	alıcı
authentic	 özgün
average ortalama
basket sepet
bed and breakfast	 oda	kahvaltı
border	 sınır
bridge köprü
budget bütçe
bullfighting	 boğa	güreşi
capital city	 başkent
caravansary kervansaray
castle kale

cathedral	 katedral,büyük	kilise
cave	 mağara
celebration kutlama
ceremony tören
charming	 alımlı,	büyüleyici,	hoş
climate iklim
common	 alışılmış,	yaygın,	sıradan
conquer	 fethetmek,	ele	geçirmek
conquest fetih
construct	 inşa	etek,	kurmak
construction	 yapı,	inşaat,	inşa	etme
contain	 kapsamak,	içermek
countryside	 kırsal	kesim
cruise holiday gemi tatili
cultural kültürel
date back to	 geçmişe	dayanmak
definitely	 kesinlikle,	elbette
destination	 varış	yeri,	gidilecek	yer
dish yemek
diversity	 çeşitlilik
dominance	 hakimiyet,	üstünlük
dormitory	 öğreci	yurdu
earthen	 topraktan	yapılmış
emperor hükümdar
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empire imparatorluk
enormous kocaman
experience	 deneyim,	başından	geçmek,		
 tecrübe etmek
famous	 ünlü,	tanınmış,	meşhur
fascinating	 büyüleyici,	etkileyici
fountain	 çeşme
fragrant	 hoş	kokulu
fried liver	 ciğer	kavurma
guesthouse konukevi
handcraft	 el	sanatı,	el	işi
heaven cennet
highland	 dağlık	arazi
historic tarihi
incredible	 inanılmaz,	şaşırtıcı
inscription kitabe
invasion istila
island ada
journal	 dergi,	seyir	defteri,	anı	defteri,		
 günlük
landmark kent simgesi
landscape	 manzara
location konum
madrasa medrese
mansion	 konak,	köşk
mausoleum	 anıt	mezar
meatball köfte
memory	 hafıza
migration göç
monastery	 manastır
monument	 anıt,	heykel,	eser
moreover	 üstelik,	ayrıca
mosque cami
mostly	 çoğunlukla
must-see görülmesi gereken
mystic	 esrarlı
palace saray
peninsula	 yarımada
population nüfus
pottery çanak çömlek
preserve korumak
prophet peygamber
province il
public	 halk,	kamu,	umumi,	halka	açık

pyramid piramit
refresh	 ferahla(t)mak,	tazelenmek
relax	 rahatlamak,	gevşemek
remarkable	 göze	çarpan,	dikkat	çekici
resort tatil yeri
rock tomb	 kaya	mezar
rural	 kırsal
seaside	 deniz	kenarı
settlement	 yerleşim
shrine	 tapınak
sightseeing	 gezi
site	 yerleşim
soap sabun
souvenir	 hediyelik	eşya
spectator seyirci
splendid	 müthiş	,şahane
square meydan
tradition	 gelenek,	görenek
taste tat(mak)
temperature	 ısı,	sıcaklık
temple	 tapınak
terrestrial karasal
tomb	 mezar
tourism	 turizm
trade route ticaret yolu
traditional geleneksel
transportation	 ulaşım,	taşıma,	nakliye
trip	 seyahat,	gezi
truly	 tamamen,	sahiden,	cidden
Turkish delight Türk lokumu
unforgettable	 unutulmaz
urban kentsel
vacation tatil
waterway	 su	yolu,	kanal
wealth	 varlık,	zenginlik,	servet
weigh	 tartmak,	belirli	bir	ağırlık		 	
 gelmek
wickerwork	 hasır
wildebeest afrika antilobu
worldwide	 dünya	çapında
worth	 değer
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 Answer the questions 1-2 according to the text below.
    

Hello,	 my	 name	 is	 Jack.	 I	 am	 20	 years	 old.	 Visiting	 historic	
places	 is	 my	 favourite	 activity.	 Last	 year,	 I	 went	 to	 China.	 
I	visited	The	Great	Wall	of	China.		It	was	fascinating.	I	stayed	in	an	 
all-inclusive	hotel	there	for	four	days.		This	year,	I	want	to	go	to	
Paris.	I	have	never	been	there.	I	will	stay	there	for	3	days.		I	want	
to	visit	Eiffel	Tower.	I	can’t	wait	for	seeing	the	Tower!	

 

1. According to the passage, which one is true?

A) Jack stayed three days in China.
B)	 Jack	wants	to	visit	The	Great	Wall	of	China	once	again.
C) Jack wants to go to Paris this year.
D)	 Jack	visited	Eiffel	Tower	last	year.	

2. According to the passage, which one is not mentioned in the text?

A) He stayed in an all-inclusive hotel in China.
B) He stayed  in China for four days.
C) He visited many tourist destinations in China.
D)	 He	wants	to	visit	Eiffel	Tower.

UNIT 7

1
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4. 

Have you washed the car?

Jane

George

No, I - - - - the car - - - -.

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A) have washed / yet
B) haven’t washed / since
C) haven’t washed / yet
D) have washed / for

3. 

- - - -

Lisa Melinda
No, I’have never traveled by plane.

Oh! It is interesting!

 

  
Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A)	Where	were	you	last	summer?	 	 B) Have you ever traveled by plane?
C) Do you like planes?   D) How do you travel?
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 Answer the questions 5-7 according to the text below.
 

	 Hi!	I	am	Linda.	I	love	holiday	activities.	Last	year,	I	went	to	Italy	for		five	days	with	my	friends	
George,	Helen	and	Barbara.	First	day,	we	stayed	at	a	five	star	hotel	in	Milano.	The	weather	
was	hot.	We	visited	Duomo	Cathedral	there.	It	was	really	fascinating.	Then,	we	went	to	Venice	
and	we	stayed	at	an		all-inclusive	hotel	for	3	days.	Of	course,	we	got	on	a	gondola,	we	saw	
Rialto	Bridge.	We	bought	many	souvenirs	for	our	families.		We	went	to	Pisa	on	the	last	day	
and	we	visited	Tower	of	Pisa.	We	took	a	lot	of	photos.	We	really	loved	there!	

 

5. According to the paragraph,  Linda - - - -

A) went to holiday with her family.
B)	 went	to	Italy	for		a	week.
C) went to holiday with her three friends.
D)	 didn’t	like	Italy.

6. According to the paragraph, they - - - -

A)	 stayed	at	a	five	star	hotel	in	Milano.
B)	 visited	Duomo	Cathedral	in	Venice.
C) stayed at an all-inclusive hotel in Pisa.
D) didn’t buy anything for their families.

7. According to the paragraph, which one is not mentioned in the text?

A)	 Accommodation	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 B)		Weather
C) Destinations         D)  Price of hotels 
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 Answer the questions 8-9 according to the table below.    
    

20

15

10

5

0
seaside 
holiday

cruise 
holiday

cultural 
holiday

 winter  
holiday

    
 

   

             The teacher asked students the type of holidays which they like. 

8. According to the graph, which one is true?

A) Most of the students like cultural holidays.
B) None of the students like winter holidays.
C) Number of the students who likes cruise holiday is more than cultural holiday.
D) Seaside holiday is the most popular holiday among them.

9. According to the graph, cultural holiday - - - - 
A) is more popular than seaside holiday.
B) is more popular than winter holiday.
C) is the most preferable holiday.
D) is the worst holiday among them.
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UNIT 7

2

1.      Robert William Susan Laura

Beach holiday

Cultural holiday

Cruise holiday

Ski holiday

  
According to the table, which one is false?

A) Robert likes beach and cruise holiday  but he doesn’t like cultural and ski holiday.
B)	 William	likes	beach	and	cruise	holiday	but	he	doesn’t	like	cultural	and	ski	holiday.
C) Susan likes cultural and ski holiday but she doesn’t prefer beach and cruise holiday.
D) Laura likes beach and cultural holiday but  she doesn’t prefer cruise and ski holiday.

2. 

 Ruth :	What	type	of	holiday	do	you	prefer?
 Dorothy :	I	prefer	-	-	-	-	.
 Ruth :	Why?
 Dorothy :		Because	I	don’t	like	going	on	holiday	in	summer.	

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A) beach holiday     B) cruise holiday
C) seaside holiday     D) winter holiday 

3.  (I.)	 People	 can	 learn	 about	 history	 or	 different	 ways	 of	 life	 from	 cultural	 holidays. 
(II.)	For	example,	Kwanza	is	based	on	ancient	African	harvests	festivals	and	celebrates	
ideals such as family life and unity.	(III.)	It	is	celebrated	from	December	26	to	January	1. 
(IV.)	Beach	holiday	is	popular,	too.

 

 Which of the following is not suitable for the text?
A)	I.	 B)	II.	 	 C)	III.	 	 	 	 	D)	IV.
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4. 
 Your family want to go on a cultural holiday this year but you decided to go on a seaside 

holiday with your friends.  

 You ask for permission: 

A)	 I	have	different	plan	with	my	friends.	Can	I	go	on	a	beach	holiday	with	them?
B)	 This	is	the	worst	plan	I	have	ever	heard!
C)	 Ok.	I’ll	come	with	you.	When	will	we	go?
D)	 I	think	cultural	holiday	is	more	popular	than	beach	holiday.

5. 
I.	 No,	I	don’t	like	it.
II.		 What	type	of	holiday	do	you	like?	
III.		Do	you	like	cruise	holiday?
IV.		 I	prefer	cultural	holidays.

 

 What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	IV.	-	III.	-	I.	-	II.	 	 	 	 	 B)	III.	-	I.	-	II.	-	IV.
C)	I.	-	III.	-	II.	-	IV.	 	 	 	 	 D)	II.	-	I.	-	III.	-	IV.

6. 
Visit	-	a museum

Take - photo

Swim - a pool

- - - -  - sightseeing

 
 
  

 

 Which one is suitable for the blank?
A)	Go	 B)	Make	 	 C)	Sell		 	 	 	 D)	Buy	
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 Answer the questions 7-8 according to the text below.
 

I	am	Sharon.	I	love	sea	and	sun.	So,	I	prefer	seaside	
holidays.	I	feel	relaxed	when	I	hear	the	voice	of	waves.		
It	makes	me	happy.	When	I	go	on	holiday,	 I	get	up	
early	and	go	to	beach.	I	lie	down	and	sunbathe.	When	
I	feel	hot,	I	swim	for	a	while.	Then,	I	 lie	down	again	
and	read	books.	Finally,	I	love	watching	the	sunset!	

7. According to the paragraph, Sharon - - - - 

A) gets up late when she goes on holiday.
B) doesn’t like sunbathing.
C) loves watching sunset.
D) prefers cruise holiday.

8. According to the paragraph, which one is false?

A) She loves sea and sun.
B) She prefers seaside holiday.
C) wants to go on a cultural holiday.
D)	 After	she	swims,	she	lies	down	and	reads	books.	

9. 
I.  Where	were	you	last	holiday?
II.		 What	did	you	do	there?
III.		 I	was	in	France.	
IV.		 I	visited	historical	places.	

 

 What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	II	-	III	-	I	-	IV	 	 	 	 	 B)	IV	-	II	-	III	-	I
C)	I	-	III	-	II	-	IV	 	 	 	 	 D)	III	-	I	-	IV	-	II
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10.      

 

 Your friend wants to go on a cruise holiday. He invites you to the holiday but you planned your holiday 
before. 

 You refuse kindly and make a suggestion:

A)	 I	am	sorry	but	I	planned	my	holiday.	If	you	want,	you	will	invite	Sandy.	She	loves	it.	
B)	 That	sounds	good.	I	want	to	come.
C)	 This	is	not	a	good	idea.	I	don’t	like	cruise	holiday.
D)	 I	don’t	want	to	come	because	I	don’t	love	you.	

11. 

 Sarah : Have you ever seen the fairy chimneys?
 Betty :	Yes,	I	have	seen	them	twice.
 Sarah :	Then,	-	-	-	-	?
 Betty :	Unfortunately,	I	had	no	time	for	it.

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A) Did you stay hotel?
B)	 What	was	the	weather	like?
C)	 Is	it	good?
D) Did you travel by hot air balloon?
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3

1. 

 According to the poster, which one is WRONG?
A)	 It	starts	in	the	morning.
B) You have to pay for drinks and food.
C) You will ride a bike on a mountanous road.
D) You need to bring your backpack with you.

2. 
When I go on a holiday, I like experiencing adventurous sports. I tried
skydiving on my last summer holiday.I think it requires a lot of
courage and it is really challenging. You jump from a plane with a
parachute. I have also done bungee jumping and it was awesome.
You jump from a high bridge with a large elastic rope tied to your legs.
It is thrilling and dangerous but I would like to do it again.
The last one is testing myself on the water with a boat. It was also very
exciting. If you ask me which sport I liked more, I would say
bungee jumping .

  
According to the speech bubble, which of the following question DOES NOT have an answer?
A) Has he ever tried rafting?
B)	 What	does	he	think	about	sykdiving?
C)	 Is	he	an	adrenalin	seeker?
D)	Which	sports	wouldn’t	he	like	to	try		again?
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3. Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

 
Rose is an eco-friendly person so - - - -.

A) she thinks being a stuntmen is more challenging
B) she does sports three or four times a week
C) she  loves nature and like sports such as trekking and canoeing
D) she would rather do indoor exercises than outdoor activities

4. 

I am fond of extreme sports so - - - - 

 According to the speech bubble, which option DOES NOT complete the sentence above?
A)	 I	love	sports	like	bungee	jumping	and	skydiving.
B)	 I	like	exploring	fish	under	water.
C)	 I	do	less	dangerous	sports	like	canoeing.
D)	 I’m	an	ambitious	adventurer.

5. My uncle is interested in doing more challenging activities than safer ones. He likes taking risks.The sports 
he	would	like	are	usually	involve	many	physical	risks.	It	gives	him	the	chance	to	exercise	and	be	outdoors.	
Last	week	he	flipped	over	the	handlebars	and	injured	his	neck.

 According to the information above, which picture shows the sports that Janet’s uncle do?

 

A) B)

C) D)
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 Answer the questions 6-7 according to the text below.

	 Hi	everyone!
	 I’m	Martin.	I	had	an	amazing	adventure	in	Turkey	last	week.	I	was	in	Cappadoccia.		It’s	a	perfect	place	

for adrenalin seekers  because they can try hot air ballooning there. You can take a beautiful hot air 
balloon tour over the extraordinary landscape of Cappadocia and see the fairy chimneys. You can see 
the	traces	of		different	civilizations.	This	once-in-a-lifetime		experience	also	includes	a	light	breakfast	
snack.	You	have	to	wake	up	at	04.30	a.m.	in	the	early	morning.	This	can	be	a	disadvantage	if	you	like	 
sleeping.	It’s	expensive	but,	it	really	worths	trying.

MY	TRAVEL	BLOG	IN	TURKEY

 

 

6. According to the text,which one is WRONG?
A) Martin liked his adventure in Cappadoccia.
B)	 If	you	try	hot	air	ballooning,	you	take	the	tour	in	the	afternoon.
C) Martin thinks that this sport is very expensive.
D) Food is not included in the price.

7. According to the text, which question DOES NOT have an answer?
A)	 Where	was	he	last	week?
B) Has he experienced hot air balloon?
C)	What	did	he	do	in	Cappadocia?
D)	What	does	he	need	for	hot	air	balloon	tour?
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9.  
 Sandra:	Hi	Daniel.	What’s	up?
 Daniel:	I’m	fine	thanks.	I’ll	go	camping	at	the	weekend.	Would	you	like	to	

come with me?
  Sandra:	I’d	love	to	but	I	can’t.	I’m	going	to	the	go	trekking		with	our	school	

trekking	club.	I’m	very	excited.	I	don’t	know	what	should	I	take	with	me?	Can	
you help me?

 Daniel:	Sure.	First	of	all,	-	-	-	-
 Sandra:	Thank	you	Daniel.	You	are	so	kind	and	helpful.	I	hope	you	spend	a	

good time at weekend.
 Daniel: Thanks.

 

	 Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.
 

A) get appropriate things to wear for all weather conditions.
B)	 don’t	forget	to	take	flight	instruments	and	a	helmet.
C) choose the right kind of wrist guards.
D)	 you	need	a	paddle,dry-suits	and	a	wetsuit.

I love doing sports but I don’t think
myself as  an adrenalin seeker.

I think outdoor sports are more enjoyable
than indoor sports.

I’m fond of extreme sports. My favourite sport is rafting.
We are planning to go to Alanya this summer.

I don’t think that I can do extreme sports.
Because it’s so dangerous and risky. 

Clark

Alice

James

Sandra

8. Which of the following IS NOT correct according to the conversation above?

A) Sandra prefers safer sports.
B) James thinks rafting is an enjoyable sport.
C)	 Alice	would	rather	do	windsurfing	than	swim	in	the	pool.
D) Clark is an adventurous person.
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4

1.  

 Andy:	Hi,	Chris.
 Chris:	Hello,	Andy.
 Andrew: Are you planning your next trip?- - - -?
 Chris:	I	like	visiting	historical	places,	but	I	can’t	decide	my	destination.
 Andy: - - - -?
 Chris:	I	like	taking	photos	of	ruins.	I’m	not	keen	on	visiting	museums.
 Andy: - - - -?
 Chris:	Bed	and	breakfast	because	I	don’t	like	staying	in	a	hotel	during	the	holiday.

 

 

 According to the dialogue, which question DOES NOT Andy ask Chris?

A)	 Which	one	do	you	prefer?	All-inclusive	or	bed	and	breakfast	hotels
B)	 Would	you	rather	see	the	old	museum	or	the	ancient	ruins
C)	What	tourist	attractions	does	it	have
D)	Where	are	you	going	to	go	to	this	summer

2. Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

 Kevin:	What	do	you	think	about	İstanbul?
 Janet:	 -	 -	 -	 -.	 You	 should	 definitely	 see	 it.	 I’d	 like	

to go there once more because there are a lot of  
places.	I	don’t	have	chance	to	visit.

 Kevin: Maybe we can go together.
 Janet:	Why	not?	That	would	be	great.

A)	 I	joined	a	boat	tour	in	the	Bosphorus.
B)	 I	stayed	there	for	about	two	weeks.
C)	 I	think	it’s	a	magnificient	city.
D)	 I	ate	fried	fish	sandwich	in	Eminönü.	It	was	very	delicious.
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3. Read the text and complete it with the correct choice.

 Fred likes visiting historic sites all around the world. He 
thinks	that	learning	about	the	history	is	amazing.	Now,	
he is travelling in Turkey for the summer holiday. Next 
week,	he	is	going	to	visit	-	-	-	-.	It	is	a	popular	tourist	
attraction	on	the	west	coast	of	Turkey.	It	is	an	ancient	
city	in	Selcuk	in	İzmir	province.	It	was	built	in	the	10th	
century	BC.	Every	year,	thousands	of	people	go	to	İzmir	
to	see	that	place.	It	was	also	one	of	the	seven	wonders	
of the world. He is really excited about seeing there.

 
A) The Ruins of Ephesus    B) The Tower of London

C) The Pyramids    D) The Bursa Castle

4. Read the text and answer the question.
 

	 This	place	is	an	important	tourist	attraction	in	London.	It	attracts	lots	of	tourists	
every	year.	It’s	a	place	where	queens	and	kings	live.	It	was	built	in	1703.	It’s	an	
ancient	place.	 If	you	visit	 this	place	at	around	11.30,	you	have	the	chance	to	
see	the	famous	Changing	of	the	Guards	ceremony.	Don’t	miss	that	opportunity	
because it’s really interesting. 

 

 Which tourist attraction is Tom talking about?
A) London Eye
B) The Tower of London
C) The Buckingham Palace
D) Madame Tussauds Museum
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 Read the text and answer the questions (5-6).

 There are lots of accommodation choices. You can stay at small hotels or pensions. 
There are both ancient ruins and modern buildings.  The most famous beach is called 
Patara.	You	can	try	most	of	the	water	sports	there.	You	can	take	boat	trips	to	Üçağız	and	 
Karaköy or the Blue Cave. You can visit the village of Kalkan or walk up the mountain to 
the	cliff	tombs.	The	weather	is	really	hot	in	summer	so	don’t	forget	to	take	your	suncream,	
sunglasses and a hat.

	 Tom	Gardner	(London)

 Sunday 1st July
	 Hi	from	Turkey.	I’m	in	one	of	the	best	scuba	diving	

centre	called	Kaş.	It’s	known	with	beautiful	scuba	
diving	destinations,	ancient	ruins,	restaurants	with	
wonderful	sea	view.	It’s	in	the		southwestern	part	of	
the Mediterranean coast in Turkey. 

 

5. This text is taken from - - - -.
A) a blog       B) a brochure
C) an advertisement       D) a recipe book

6. In this text a person can’t get any information about - - - -.
A) accommodation
B) the tourist attractions
C) the weather
D) the nearby airports
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7. Answer the question according to the brochure below.

Are you interested in nature?
Do you like having some adventure by the sea?

Would you like to try some water sports?
Then, take a trip to Çeşme, İzmir. The nearby 

airport is 30 minutes away.
Enjoy a two-night stay at a five star hotel.

For more information call 232 818 655

 Which question DOES NOT have an answer in the text?
A)	 Where	can	I	stay?
B)	 How	can	I	go	there?
C)	How	can	I	get	more	information?
D) How much does it cost?

8. Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

 To me, - - - - because I prefer the city life.

A) urban  areas are better than the countryside 
B) historical buildings is more impressive than  modern buildings
C) sandy beaches and and sunny weathers are my favourite destinations
D) all inclusive hotes are more comfortable than hostels
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 Answer the questions 1-4 according to the text below.

Last	 year,	my	 sister	 and	 I	went	 to	Athens,	Greece	 for	 holiday.	 This	 holiday	was	 actually	
a	 cultural	 holiday	 for	 us.	 Athens	 is	 the	 capital	 and	 the	 largest	 city	 of	Greece.	 There	 are	
many	historical	places	 there.	First	day	of	 the	vacation,	we	visited	Temple	of	Hephaestus	
and	Parthenon.	They	were	amazing.	Second	day,	we	visited	Temple	of	Athena	Nike	and	
Little	Metropolis	Church.	 Last	 day	 of	 the	 vacation,	we	 visited	Panathenaic	 Stadium	 and	
Philopappos Hill. This holiday taught us many historical information and we saw many 
historical sites.

1. According to the paragraph, how many days they stayed in Athens, Greece?

A)	 4	 	 B)	3	 	 	 	 C)	5	 	 	 	 D)	6

2. Second day of the vacation - - - - 

A) they didn’t see anywhere.
B) they visited only Parthenon.
C) they visited Temple of Athena Nike and Little Metropolis Church.
D) they saw Panathenaic Stadium. 

3. According to them, this holiday - - - - 

A) was a beach holiday.       B) was bad.
C) didn’t teach anything.       D) was a cultural holiday.

4. Athens - - - - 

A) is the capital city.       B) doesn’t have any historical places.
C) is a new city.       D) is the second largest city.
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5.   

 Jane :  Hello,	I	want	to	book	a	room	for	holiday.
Agency :	Of	course,	-	-	-	-	?
Jane : I	want	to	book	double	room.
Agency : - - - - ?
Jane : For	5	days.
Agency : - - - - ?
Jane : I’ll	pay	cash.

Which one can’t be answered in the dialogue?

A)	 Would	you	like	to	book	a	single	or	double	room?
B) How long will you stay?
C) How do you pay it?
D)	 What	time	will	you	come?

6.   

 Kevin :	Did	you	like	your	trip	to	İstanbul?
Michael : Yes,	it	was	amazing.
Kevin : - - - - 
Michael : I	loved	its	scenery	the	most.

Which one completes the dialogue?

A)	 What	was	the	weather	like?
B)	 Was	it	a	bad	holiday	for	you?
C)	 What	did	you	like	most?
D) How long did you stay there?

7.    

I prefer going to cruise holiday - - - - 

A)	 because	I	hate	sea	and	sun.
B)	 because	I	love	sea	and	ships.
C)	 because,	I	think	cruise	holiday	is	nonsense.
D)	 so,	I	am	going	to	camp	this	year.
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8.   
I want to visit America this year.
Because - - - -.

Jack

George

I don’t agree with you.

Which one completes the dialogue?
A)	I	like	visiting	urban	places.	 	 	 	 B)	I	want	to	visit	rural	places..
C)	I	like	villages.	 	 	 	 D)	I	hate	crowded	cities.

9. You will go to Marmaris tomorrow but you forgot hotel 
reservation. Your best friend works at a hotel agency.

 You call him and say:
A)	 How	are	you?	It	has	been	a	long	time	since	we	

met.
B)	 I	need	your	help.	I	forgot	hotel	reservation	and	I’ll	

go tomorrow.
C)	 I	hate	your	job.	When	will	you	quit	this	work.
D)	 I	know	this	job,	don’t	worry.	I	can	help	you.

10.  

Diyarbakır	 is	 a	popular	 tourist	destination.	
It	 is	 located	 in	 the	 Southeastern	 Anatolia	
Region. The history of this city dates back 
more	 than	 7.500	 years.	 Its	 most	 popular	
destinations	 are	 Hevsel	 Gardens,	 Dicle	
River,	Birkleyn	Cave,	Asur	Castle,	Parli	Safa	
Mosque	 etc.	 They	 are	 amazing	 historical	
sites.	When	you	come	to	Diyarbakır,	you	can	
stay at the hotels and holiday homes. They 
are suitable for every budget. Choosing this 
city for holiday is a good idea.

 According to	the	paragraph,	Diyarbakır	-	-	-	-	

A) is not as popular as other cities.   B) is a popular tourist destination with its history.
C)	 is	located	in	Western	Anatolia	Region.		 D)	doesn’t	have	any	history.
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1. 
 ☞ This is a large house where a king or queen lives.
 ☞	 In	this	building,	you	can	look	at	important	objects	connected	with	art,	history,	or	science.	
 ☞	 This	structure	is	built	over	a	river,	road	and	people	or	vehicles	can	go	across	it.
 ☞	 It	is	a	large	and	dark	hole	in	the	side	of	a	cliff,	a	mountain,	or	under	the	ground.

 

 
 According to the information above, which picture IS NOT matched with its meaning?

A)  B) 

C)  D) 
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2. Find the odd one.

     

(I)	Last	year,my	family	and	I	went	to	Scotland	and	toured	around	in	the	car.	(II)	We	spent	
a couple of days in Edinburgh (it didn’t stop raining once). (III)	We	visited	the	castle	and	
went to the Military Tatoo one evening (IV) Next year we are planning to go the USA. 
(V)	We	also	went	to	Loch	Ness,	a	very	famous	lake,	hoping	to	see	the	monster!	We	didn’t,	
of	course,	but	we	had	good	fun	trying!

A)	I	 	 B)	II	 	 	 	 C)	III	 	 	 	 D)	IV

3. 

 

 Janet:	What	do	you	like	doing	on	your	holiday?
 Alice:	I	like	visiting	historic	sites.
 Janet:	Where	have	you	been	recently?
 Alice:	I	have	been	to	America.
 Janet: Did you enjoy your trip?
 Alice:	Yes.	It	was	incredible.	It	was	a	really	fantastic	country.
 Janet:	What	is	your	favourite	tourist	attraction?
 Alice:	The	Statue	of	Liberty.	It	is	in	New	York.	It	is	a	woman	holding	a	

torch.	It	is	one	of	the	most	famous	tourist	attractions	of	the	country.	In	
New	York,	you	can	also	visit	the	Central	Park,	Times	Square	and	the	
Brooklyn Bridge.

 According to the dialogue above, Alice is talking about - - - -.
A) accommodation                   B) tourist attractions
C) economy                           D) population
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Jane Tim Fiona

Country Japan India Mexico

Time last spring last summer last semester

Transportation by boat by plane by train

Go	with her brother his sister her grandparents

Accommodation boutique hotel 3	star	hotel 5	star	hotel

Activities visit historical places
take photos of cherry blossom
see the royal palace

Visit	Taj	Mahal
ride an elephant
watch elephant soccer

visit	chichen	itza
have a boat tour
do scuba-diving

Traditional tastes Sushi/miso soup Alu gobi/cham-cham Burrito/empanadas

Like/dislike
            

4. According to the chart, which one DOES NOT have an answer?
A)	 What	did	Fiona	do	in	Mexico?	 	 	 	 B)	How	did	Tim	go	to	India?
C)	Where	did	Jane	stay	in	Japan?	 	 	 	 D)	How	long	did	Tim	stay	in	India?

5. According to the chart, which one is CORRECT?
A) Travelling to Japan is Jane’s worst holiday she has ever done.
B)	 Last	summer,	Tim	went	to	India	with	his	sister.
C) Jane prefers staying  in an all inclusive hotel to boutique hotel.
D) Fiona has never tried any traditional food last semester.

Answer the questions 4-6 according to the chart below.

6. Which of the following CANNOT be the picture of historical places they have visited so far?

A)  B) 

C)  D) 
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1. Answer the question according to the information below.

Hi! I am Jessica from London. I like travelling and discovering 
new places a lot. I prefer cultural holiday to seaside vacation. 
I usually visit museums, castles and palaces. I think old 
buildings are amazing. I can’t stand modern buildings. They 
look really ugly.

 According to the information above, which place CANNOT Jessica prefer visiting?
A)   B) 

C)   D) 

2. The information below shows some places that Can visited on his last summer holiday.

Burj Khalifa in Dubai City Miami Beaches

Ephesus Antient CitySki Resorts on Alp Mountains

 Which of the following IS NOT related to Can?
A) Can likes visiting historic sites.   B) Can enjoys seaside holidays.
C) Can prefers cruise holidays.   D) Can is interested in skiing.
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3. 
Prague	has	been	the	capital	of	the	Czech	 
Republic	for	more	than	1100	years.	In	fact	
it’s one of the best-looking cities you’ll ever 
come across; There are many historic sites 
you can visit during your vacation. The 
number	 one	 spot	 is	 the	 Charles	 Bridge,	
the second most popular sight in Prague is 
the	Astronomical	Clock.	It’s	just	around	the	
corner	from	the	Old	Town	Square,	the	city’s	
historic heart.

 According to the passage above, which question DOES NOT have an answer?
A)	 Why	do	many	tourists	take	photos	on	the	Charles	Bridge?
B)	 What	is	the	name	of	the	second	most	popular	sight	in	Prague?
C)	Where	is	the	Astronomical	Clock	is	located?
D)	 How	long	has	Prague	been	the	capital	of	the	Czech	Republic?

4. 

Dear Sandra,
We’re having a wonderful holiday here at Lake Balaton in Hungary. The 
weather’s lovely and there are lots of things to do. We’ve seen the ruins of 
the castle in Szigliget on top of the hill. The view of the lake was fascinating 
from up there! Of course we go to the beach every day, swim and have fun 
in the water and sunbathe. I’ve already got a nice tan! 
Hope you’re having a great holiday, too!
See you soon. 
Megan & Sam

Samantha

Fellows

43 East

In

Steet

cyville

 

 According to the postcard above ,which one is CORRECT?

A) The weather is always rainy so they stayed at the hotel.
B)	 They	haven’t	been	the	ruins	of	the	castle	in	Szigliget	on	top	of	the	hill.
C) They are at the seaside to swim every day.
D) They are dissappointed by the holiday because everything goes wrong.
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 Answer the questions 5-6 according to the speech bubbles below.

 

My name is David and I live in Manchester, England.  This year my parents and I spent
the summer in Spain. We took the plane to Spain, it was the first time for me to fly. We
stayed in a big hotel at the beach. The weather was fantastic - really hot. I swam in the sea,
built sandcastles and my parents,were sunbathing. Spain was fantastic!

My name is Brenda. I live in New York, USA. My mum and I live in a small apartment.
We spent our holidays in Canada. We stayed in a small hotel near the Niagara Falls.
It was amazing! We had to wear raincoats and a hat to see the falls. I met a boy called
Matthias from Germany. He was really nice and he could speak English! We spent
a lot of time together.

Hello! My name is Jason and I live in London with my little brother, Tony. We spent the
summer holidays in Scotland. We went to Loch Ness and visited an old castle in Edinburgh.
I hoped to see the monster Nessie, but I didn’t. My dad likes walking so we walked through
the Highlands. The weather was sunny and sometimes rainy.The food was okay!

5. According to the speech bubbles, which one is WRONG?
A)	 David	has	never	flown	by	a	plane	before.
B) Brenda spent a great time with her friend.
C) Jason visited historical places in his holiday.
D) Brenda had to wear comfortable clothes on her holiday.

6. There is NO information about the accommodation on - - -  - speech bubble.

A) Jason’s  B) Brenda’s C) David’s D) David and Jason’s
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Unit 8 Chores

Vocabularies
affect etkilemek
assignment	 görev,	ödev
be in charge of -den sorumlu olmak
be responsible for -den sorumlu olmak
become olmak
bill fatura
borrow ödünç almak
boss patron
brilliant	 muhteşem,	dahice
by the way bu arada
chat sohbet etmek
chore	 günlük	ev	işi
classmate	 sınıf	arkadaşı
clean up	 temizlemek
complain	 şikayet	etmek
cook	 yemek	pişirmek
cooperate	 işbirliği	yapmak
damage	 zarar	vermek
decorate	 dekore	etmek,	süslemek

delicious	 lezzetli
dessert	 tatlı
diary	 günlük	ev	işi
dish yemek
dishes	 bulaşık
dishwasher	 bulaşık	makinesi
disturbing	 rahatsız	edici
do chores	 ev	işleri	yapmak
do the laundry	 çamaşır	yıkamak
do the washing up	 bulaşıkları	yıkamak
doorbell	 kapı	zili
dry kurutmak
dust	 toz	almak
duty görev
empty	 boşaltmak
entire	 bütün,	hepsi
experience	 deneyim,	tecrübe(etmek)
feature	 özellik
flat apartman dairesi
furniture	 mobilya,	ev	eşyası
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garbage çöp

gather	 topla(n)mak,	biriktirmek

get annoyed	 kızmak

get bored	 sıkılmak

graduate	 mezun	olmak

grass	 otlak,	çimen

grocery shopping	 market	alışverişi

habit	 alışkanlık

hang on asmak

hang out	 çamaşır	asmak

household ev veya aileye ait

importance önem

iron	 ütü,	ütülemek

janitor	 temizlik	görevlisi

lawn	 çayır,	çimen

load	 yüklemek,	doldurmak

look after	 ile	ilgilenmek,	göz	kulak	olmak

make a suggestion öneride bulunmak

make the bed	 yatağı	toplamak

meal	 yemek,	öğün

mess	 karışıklık,	dağınıklık

mop paspas yapmak

mop	the	floor yerleri paspaslamak

moral ahlaki

mow çim/ot biçmek

necessary gerekli

obey	 itaat	etmek,	uymak

obligation	 zorunluluk

opinion	 fikir

organize	 organize	etmek

pay ödemek

peaceful	 huzurlu

periodically	 belirli	aralıklarla

pick up birini bir yerden almak

prepare	 hazırlamak

presentation sunum

randomly rasgele

relative akraba

respect	 saygı	duymak

respectful	 saygılı

responsibility sorumluluk

return	 dönemek,	iade	etmek

reward	 ödüllendirmek,	mükafat

ribbon kurdele

ring	 çalmak	(telefon/zil)

rubbish çöp

rule kural

sacrifice	feast	eve	 kurban	bayramı	arifesi

set the table	 sofrayı	kurmak

severe	 sert,	şiddetli

share	 paylaşmak

slipper terlik

step by step	 adım	adım,	kademe	kademe

sweep süpürmek

sweep the leaves	 yaprakları	süpürmek

take care of	 ilgilenmek,	göz	kulak	olmak

take out the garbage/	 çöpü	dışarı	atmak
trash/rubbish 

task	 görev,	ödev

tidy up	 etrafı	toparlamak

tradition gelenek

trash çöp

understand anlamak

vacuum elektrik süpürgesi ile süpürmek

volunteer gönüllü

warn uyarmak

wash	 yıkamak

wash the dishes	 bulaşıkları	yıkamak

water	the	flowers çiçekleri sulamak

water the plants bitkileri sulamak
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1. 

Do you mind - - - -?

Of course, mom. You can rest.

 

 
 Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A) washing the dishes
B)	 sweep	the	floor
C) to clean the bathroom
D) took out the garbage

2. 

- - - -? It looks messy!

Lisa

Jack
I’ll do it after finishing my project.

 

 
 Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A)	 Would	you	like	to	drink	something?
B) How about going out?
C) Can you tidy up your room?
D) Shall we go shopping?

3. 

- - - - do you wash your car?

Mike David

Once a week.

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A)	 How	often	 	 	 	B)	Why	 	 	 	 										C)	What	time	 	 	 D)	Where	
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 Answer the questions 4-6 according to the text below.

 

Hello,	I	am	Barbara.	I	live	with	my	family.	We	clean	our	house	every	
weekend.	We	share	our	chores.		For	example,	my	mother	sweeps	
the	 floor,	washes	 the	 dishes	 and	 cooks.	My	 father	 is	 responsible	
for doing grocery shopping and mowing the grass. My brother 
is	 in	 charge	 of	 taking	 out	 the	 garbage	 and	making	 his	 bed.	 I	 am	
responsible	 for	 mopping	 the	 floor	 and	 cleaning	 the	 bathroom.	
Chores	are	tiring,	but	we	should	do	them!	

4. According to the paragraph, Barbara’s father - - - -
A) is responsible for washing the dishes.
B) is in charge of doing shopping.
C)	 mops	the	floor.
D) makes the bed.

5. According to the paragraph,  Barbara’s brother - - - - 
A) loves the chores.
B) is responsible for mowing the grass.
C) takes out the garbage.
D) thinks that chores are tiring.

6. Barbara’s family - - - -
A) hate the chores.
B) love washing the dishes most.
C) share the houseworks.
D) clean the house every day.
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 Answer the questions 7-8 according to the table below.

George Jack Laura Melinda

Iron	the	clothes

Do the laundry

Set the table

Water	the	flowers

7. According to the table, which one is TRUE?
A)	 George	loves	setting	the	table	and	ironing	the	clothes.
B)	 Jack	loves	watering	the	flowers	and	doing	the	laundry.
C) Laura doesn’t like doing the laundry.
D) Melinda hates ironing the clothes and setting the table. 

8. Laura - - - - 
A) likes doing the laundry and ironing the clothes but she hates  setting the table and watering the 

flowers.
B) hates only ironing the clothes.
C) is responsible for ironing the clothes.
D) hates doing the laundry.

9. 

Which chore do you like most?

Linda

Mary

I like watering the flowers most.

 

 Which picture shows the chore?

A)            B)           C)       D) 
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10. 
 (I) I	think	chores	are	tiring.	(II)	Because	after	I	doing	them,	I	feel	so	tired	that	I	want	to	rest
 for a while. (III)	I	always	have	fun	while	I	am	doing	the	chores.	(IV)	So,	I	hire	a	cleaner	every	

week.

 

 Which one is not suitable for the text?
A)	I	 B)	II	 	 C)	III	 	 	 	 D)	IV

11. 
 Which of the following shows the board? 

A) You should park here.
B) You mustn’t park here.
C) You have to park here.
D) You don’t have to park here.

12. 

I have had a stomachache for three days.

Patricia

Susan

- - - -.

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A) You should go to a doctor.
B) You don’t have to go to hospital.
C) You mustn’t go to a doctor.
D) You have to go shopping. 

13. 
Your	brother	has	to	finish	his	project	but	he	can’t	finish	it	on	time.
You want to help him.  

 You say him: 
A)	 Can	I	use	your	laptop?	I	have	to	finish	my	homework.
B)	 Can	I	help	you	for	your	project?		If	we	study	together,	we	will	finish	it	on	time.
C)	 I	don’t	have	to	help	you,	you	must	finish	it	by	yourself.
D)	 I	don’t	want	to	do	this,	you	are	responsible	for	doing	it.	
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   Answer the questions 1-3 according to the chart below.
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          This graph shows the type of responsibilities that people prefer doing.

1. Responsibilities of school - - - - 

A)aren’t as popular as responsibilities of work.
B) are the third popular choice for people.
C) are the most popular choice for people.
D) are the least popular choice for people.

2. Responsibilities of garden - - - -

A)	 are	chosen	by	20	people.
B) are bad.
C) are chosen by only 10 people.
D) aren’t as popular as responsibilities of house.

3. Which one is false? 

A) Responsibilities of house and garden are chosen by the same number of people.
B) Responsibilities of work is the most popular choice for people.
C) Responsibilities of work is the least popular choice for people.
D)	 Responsibilities	of	school	are	chosen	by	30	people.
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4.  You have to go to a doctor because you have a backache. But you have a baby 
and you have to leave him someone to look after.

  
You go your mum and say:

A)	 He	can	come	with	me,	there	is	no	problem.
B)	 If	you	are	available,	can	you	look	after	the	baby?	I	have	an	appointment	with	the	doctor.
C)	 Can	I	help	you?	I	can	look	after	the	baby.
D)	 OK.	I	can	ask	for	someone.

5. 

 Julia : Is	it	your	car?
Jack :  No,	it	is	my	father’s	car.	Why	did	you	ask?
Julia : - - - - 
Jack :	It	is	true.	I	can’t	get	a	driving	licence.

Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A)	 It	is	a	good	car.	I	want	to	buy	it.
B) You mustn’t drive before you are 18.
C) This is an old model.
D)	 It	is	time	to	go	somewhere	with	this	car.

6. 

Your friend live alone and all the responsibilities
make her tired. You want to share her responsibilities.
You go and say:

 - - - -

A)	 Please,	don’t	sound	off!	You	have	no	responsibilities.
B)	 I	have	a	lot	of	responsibilities,	I	can’t	help.
C)	 If	you	want,	I	can	share	your	responsibilities.	You	look	tired.
D)	 Can	you	help	me?	I	have	a	lot	of	responsibilities.
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7. 

I have to call the cleaner to do housework.

Linda

Lisa

- - - - because she came and did all the
housework yesterday.

Which one completes the dialogue?

A)	 I	think,	you	should	call.
B)	 You	mustn’t	call	her,	she	can’t	do	any	housework.
C)	 I	think,	we	should	call	another	cleaner.
D) You don’t have to call her.

8.   

 Elizabeth : - - - - .
Michael : Why?
Elizabeth : Because the dishwasher is broken.

Which one completes the dialogue?

A)	 I	have	to	wash	the	dishes	by	hand.
B)	 I	love	washing	the	dishes	by	hand.
C)	 I	hate	washing	the	dishes	by	hand.
D)	 I	prefer	washing	the	dishes	by	hand.
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 Answer the questions 9-11 according to the table below.

Sally Ruth George Daisy

Empty the dishwasher

Sweep the leaves

Tidy up room

Mop	the	floor

9. Which one is true?

A) Sally likes sweeping the leaves.
B)	 Ruth	hates	mopping	the	floor.
C)	 George	hates	tiding	up	room.
D)	 Daisy	prefers	mopping	the	floor.

10. Ruth - - - - 

A) likes only sweeping the leaves.
B) hates tiding up room and sweeping the leaves.
C)	 likes	mopping	the	floor.
D) doesn’t like sweeping the leaves.

11. George - - - - 

A)	 prefers	mopping	the	floor.
B) likes empting the dishwasher.
C) like sweeping the leaves and tiding up room.
D) likes only tiding up room.
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1. According to the information below, who has to do outdoor tasks?

My	responsibilities	at	home	are	vacuuming	the	floor	and	setting	the	table.	I	like	helping	my 
parents at home.
																																																																																																																											Vera,	Ankara

I	always	help	my	mum	in	the	kitchen.	I	load	and	empty	the	dishwasher	and	mop	the	floors.	
My mum does the other houseworks.
																																																																																																																									Hale,	Samsun

I	hate	doing	the	chores	but	I	have	to	tidy	up	my	room	and	dust	the	furniture.
																																																																																																																									Tuna,	İstanbul

I	am	responsible	for	taking	the	dog	for	a	walk.	We	both	enjoy	being	together.
																																																																																																																								Cem,	Tekirdağ

A)	Vera	 B)	Hale	 	 	 												C)	Tuna		 	 	 D) Cem

2. The table below shows the students’ responsibilities in their homes.

HOUSEHOLD CHORES NUMBER OF THE STUDENTS (100)

Sweeping the leaves in the garden 10

Doing the grocery shopping 10

Making the bed 50

Taking the dog for a walk 20

Watering	the	plants 5

Setting the table 5

 
 According to the table which of the following is CORRECT?

A) More than half of the students are responsible for  outdoor tasks.
B) Students mostly enjoy gardening chores.
C) Doing the grocery shopping is the least popular chore.
D) Half of the students have to make their beds.
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3. Read the conversation below.

 Jason:	Hi!	What’s	up	Matt?
 Matt:	I	am	doing	great.	And	you?
 Jason: Fine. Do you have any free time today?
 Matt:	 I’m	sorry	but	 I	have	to	help	my	parents	at	home.	We	always	share	the	

chores	and	today	I	have	to	clean	my	room	and	mop	the	floor.
 Jason:	Really?	I	also	have	some	responsibilities	at	home.	I	have	to	make	my	bed	

every	morning	and	I	have	to	sweep	the	leaves	in	the	garden.	-	-	-	-
 Matt:	Yeah,	you’re	right.	We	should	help	our	family	members.	We	can	meet	up	

later.
 Jason: OK.

 
 Which of the following completes the conversation?

A)		I	hate	doing	chores	at	home.
B)	 It’s	good	to	help	each	other.
C) My brother never helps at home.
D)	 I	think	doing	chores	is	unbearable.

4. Answer the question according to the notice below.

POOL SAFETY

1. take a shower before you swim.
2. Don’t run at the poolside.
3. Wear a swimming cap.
4. Stay in the swimming lanes.
5. Don’t dive into the pool.

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to the notice?
A) You mustn’t take a shower before you swim.
B) You must wear a swimming cap.
C) You must dive into the pool.
D) You must run at the poolside.
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 Read the text and answer the questions (5-6)

Hi! I’m Berrak. I live with my family in Zonguldak. Everybody has different 
responsibilities in my house. For example, my mother cooks the meals and my 
father does the grocery shopping. I sometimes go with him because I like 
shopping. My brother is responsible for taking out the garbage and washing 
the family car. He enjoys washing the car but he hates taking out the garbage. 
I have a sister called Yasemin. She is a university student and doesn’t live with 
us. However, when she comes home, she has responsibilities too. She has to 
make her bed and tidy up the bedroom. What about me? Well, I have to help 
my mum in the kitchen. I have to empty and load the dishwasher. I also hang 
out the washing but I hate it. It’s very boring. However, I never complain. I think 
sharing the chores is great. It makes our lives easier and more comfortable.

5. According to the text, Berrak doesn’t - - - -
A) think that sharing the chores is good for the family.
B) have any responsibilities at home.
C) help her sister when she tidies up the bedroom.
D) have to do grocery shopping

6. Which picture shows Berrak’s father’s responsibility at home?

A)        B) 

C)         D) 
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7. Read the text and choose the best answer.
 Jack and Tom’s mother is going out and she leaves a note for her sons to do some chores. Jack can’t 

stand doing chores in the kitchen and taking care of the pets. Tom hates gardening.

Chores
1. Load the dishwasher
2. Feed the dog
3. Make the salad
4. Sweep the leaves
5.	 Water	the	plants	in	the	garden

	 Look	at	the	list	below	and	find	the	which	chores	can	they	do	well?

Jack Tom

A) 4,	5 1,	2,	3

B) 1,	5 2,	3,	4

C) 4,	3 1,	2,	5

D) 2,	3 1,	4,	5

8. Read the text and and answer the question.
 Karen’s mum is at the cinema and she will come back home in an hour. She can’t stand dirty dishes in 

the kitchen. Here are the chores:
 According to the information above, which chore SHOULD Karen do before her mum comes back?

A)         B) 

C)         D) 
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1. 

First I switch on the machine and put in some washing powder.
Janet

Anna

Lilly

I separate the whites from coloured clothes.

I’m loading the washing machine with dirty clothes.

 

 According to the sentences above, what are they in common?
A) They are responsible for bathroom task.
B)	 They	must	do	the	grocery	shopping	first.
C) They are in charge of outdoor tasks.
D) They like being in the kitchen.

2. Read the speech bubble and choose the best option to complete the sentence.

Hi, I’m Sally. I live in Vienne with my classmate Sarah. Our lessons are very
hard so we don’t have enough time to clean the house. We have to keep our
house tidy. Sally doesn’t like cooking so I’m cooking the meals and she  is
responsible for  washing the dishes. She is also in charge of dusting the shelves
and  mopping the floor. I’m  responsible for  doing the laundry and ironing. I hate
taking out the garbage,but I must do it too. Sarah hates doing grocery. She never
does anything outdoor. She thinks staying at home better than going out. 

 
 Sarah - - - -

A) never helps Sally to do the housework.
B) doesn’t prepare the dishes at home.
C) thinks that cooking is easy and fun.
D) doesn’t like her duties and never does outdoor tasks.
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3. Which of the following rules should change places to get  the correct charts below?

School Rules

a. listen to your teacher

b. keep quiet

c. set the table

d. arrive on time

House Rules

1. do grocery shopping

2. raise your hand

3. mop	the	floors

4. cook the meals

A)	1	-	d	 B)	3	-	a	 	 	 	 C)	4	-	b		 	 	 D)	2	-	c

4. Teenagers usually help their parents with the housework. The graph below shows the housework they do 
at home.

Tidying up the room

The Chores

Washing the dishes

Dusting the furniture

Vacumming the floor

15%
25%

20%

40%

 According to the chart, - - - -
A) students are interested in tidying up their room most.
B)	 more	than	40%	of	the	students	loves	vacuuming	the	floor.
C) nearly all of the students don’t like dusting the furniture.
D) washing the dishes is the favourite chore among the students.
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5. 

	 I	 have	 lots	 of	 things	 to	 do	 today.	 I	 got	 up	 early	 and	 did	
outdoor	tasks	in	the	morning.	I	have	finished	shopping	and	
started	to	cooking.	I	empty	the	dishwasher	but	I’ll	load	it	after	
cooking.	I	have	vacuumed	the	floor	and	dusted	the	furniture,	
but	I	haven’t	done	gardening	yet.	I	unload	the	machine	and	
puts	the	wet	clothes	in	my	laundry	basket.	I	must	hang	the	
clothes	on	the	line	but	today	it	is	rainy	so	I	use	the	dryer.

 

 According to the information above, which chore list is CORRECT?

 

A) B) C) D)
To Do List To Do List To Do List

Grocery shopping
Kitchen tasks
Vacuum the floor
Dust the furniture
Bathroom tasks

Bathroom tasks
Kitchen tasks
Vacuum the floor
Grocery shopping
Dust the furniture

Grocery shopping
Bathroom tasks
Kitchen tasks
Dust the furniture
Vacuum the floor

Dust the furniture
Kitchen tasks
Grocery shopping
Vacuum the floor
Bathroom tasks

To Do List

6. Choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

I see some students running in the

corridors and keep their desks dirty

You must - - - - .

A) respect your teachers
B) obey the school rules 
C) care your friends’ ideas
D) disturb others
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7. 

There are a lot of tasks to do at home. I like it when we share household 
chores. I’m responsible for outdoor tasks.Doing the grocery shopping is my 
favourite.I also like taking the dog for a walk, but I can’t stand taking the 
trash out. I like spending time in the garden. I like sweeping the leaves.

 
 Which housework DOES NOT Linda like doing?

 

A) B) C) D)

8.   

- - - -.

- - - -.

Clark

Clark

I’m in charge of keeping my room neat and 
clean. 

Sure. We have lots of things to do. They 
need my help.

Megan

Megan

Megan

I think it’s necessary to help our parents with the housework 
because it makes tasks easier for everybody at home.

- - - -.Clark

 
 Which question DOES NOT  Clark ask Megan?

A)	 Who	is	responsible	for	kitchen	tasks?
B)	 What	are	your	responsibilities	at	home?
C) Do you help your parents with the house chores?
D)	What	do	you	think	about	helping	parents	with	the	chores?
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Unit 9  Science

Vocabularies
a piece of bir parça
academician	 akademisyen,	öğretim	görevlisi
achievement	 başarı
adult	 yetişkin
aim	 amaçlamak,	hedeflemek,	amaç,		
	 hedef,	gaye
air conditioner klima
airbag	 hava	yastığı
alchemy simya bilimi
aluminum foil alüminyum folyo
amount	 miktar,	tutar,	meblağ
announce	 anons	etmek,	duyurmak,	ilan		 	
 etmek
appearance	 görünüm,	görünüş
article	 madde(sözleşmede),	makale,			
	 yazı,	nesne
as a result of	 sonucu	olarak,	neticesinde
award	 ödüllendirmek,	mükafat,	ödül
back and forth ileri geri
backward	 geriye,	geri,	arka	kısım
basil	 reyhan,	fesleğen
battery	 akü,	pil,	batarya
battery free	 pilsiz,	bataryasız
be dependent on	 e	bağlı
belong to	 ait	olmak,	bağlı	olmak,	üyesi		 	
 olmak
biochemist biyokimyager
birthplace	 doğum	yeri
bravely	 cesurca,	yiğitçe,	mertçe
brilliant	 nefis,	parlak,	muhteşem,	harika,		
	 dahice,	göz	alıcı

cancer kanser
canon	 kanun,	düzen,	kural
cartridge	 kartuş
cataract	 katarakt,	göz	perdesi,	çağlayan,		
	 sel,	şelale
catgut	 ameliyat	ipliği

cause	 sebep	olmak,	yol	açmak,	neden		
	 olmak,	sebep
cause	and	effect sebep sonuç
cell hücre
century	 asır,	yüzyıl
certain	 kesin,	belirli,	mutlak,	kaçınılmaz
change	 değişmek,	değiştirmek,	değişiklik,		
	 değişim
checkpoint	 kontrol	noktası
chemical kimyasal
choose	 seçmek,	karar	vermek,	tercih		 	
 etmek
circadian	 24	saatlik
cloned	 klonlanmış
co-founder	 eş	kurucu,	kurucu	ortak
common	 alışılmış,	sıradan,	yaygın,	ortak
communication	 iletişim
company	 şirket,	firma,	grup,	topluluk
compass pusula
competition	 yarışma,	yarış,	müsabaka,	
 rekabet
competitor	 yarışmacı,	rakip
completely	 tamamen,	tümüyle,	eksiksiz,		 	
 bütünüyle
complex	 karışık,	karmaşık,	güçlük
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computed tomography	bilgisayarlı	tomografi
computerised	 bilgisayarlı
condition	 hal,	koşul,	durum,	şart
conduct	 yönetmek,	yürütmek,	idare	etmek
consular	official konsolosluk görevlisi
container	 konteyner,	kap,	saklama	kabı
continuously	 aralıksız,	sürekli,	durmaksızın,			
	 devamlı
contribution	 katkı,	bağış,	aidat,	destek
convey	 iletmek,	geçirmek,	ulaştırmak
cosmologist	 kozmolog
cover	 örtmek,	kaplamak,	kılıf,	örtü,		 	
 kapak
create	 oluşturmak,	yaratmak,	meydana		
 getirmek
cure	 iyileştirmek,	tedavi	etmek,	çare,		
 tedavi
currently	 halen,	şu	anda,	bugünlerde
death	 ölüm,	vefat
debate	 çekişmek,	çekişme,	tartışma
decide	 karar	vermek,	belirlemek,	sonuca		
 varmak
definitely	 kesinlikle,	elbette,	mutlaka
design	 tasarlamak,	düzenlemek,	plan		
 yapmak
determination	 saptama,	belirlenme,	karalılık,			
	 azim
develop	 geliştirmek,	gelişmek,	ilerlemek
development	 gelişim,	gelişme,	ilerleme
device	 cihaz,	alet,	icat,	yöntem
diagnose	 teşhis	etmek,	tanı	koymak,	
	 tanımlamak
disabled	 engelli,	özürlü,	kullanışsız,	elverişsiz
discover	 keşfetmek,	ortaya	çıkarmak,		 	
	 farkına	varmak
discoverer	 kaşif
discovery	 keşif,	buluş,	bulgu,	ortaya	çıkarma
discuss	 görüşmek,	tartışmak,	ele	almak
discussion	 görüşme,	tartışma
disease	 hastalık,	rahatsızlık
dishwasher	 bulaşım	makinesi
dissolve eritmek,	çözmek,	gözden	kaybolmak
divide	 bölmek,	bölüştürmek,	dağıtmak,		
 paylaşmak

do experiment deney yapmak
durable	 sağlam,	dayanıklı,	uzun	ömürlü
easily	 rhatlıkla,	rahatça,	kolaylıkla
eco-friendly	 çevre	dostu,	doğa	dostu
emergency situation acil durum
encourage	 cesaretlendirmek,		 	 	
	 yüreklendirmek,	teşvik	etmek
endeavor	 çabalamak,	gayret	etmek,	
	 uğraşmak
equal	 denk,	eşit,	eş	değerde	olmak,			
 denk olmak
equation	 denge,	eşitleme,	eşitlik
equipment	 araç	gereç,	donanım,	ekipman
especially	 özellikle,	bilhassa
etc	 ve	benzeri,	vesaire
ethical	 ahlaki,	ahlaksal,	etik
evaluate	 değerlendirmek,	ölçmek,	değer		
 biçmek
examine	 muayane	etmek,	incelemek,		 	
	 irdelemek,	yoklamak,	sorgulamak
excavation	 kazı,	kazı	yeri,	çukur,	oyuk
exhibit	 sergilemek,	sergi,	ortaya	koymak
exhibition	 sergi,	gösteri,	şölen
exist	 var	olmak,	bulunmak,	mevcut			
	 olmak,	yaşamak

experiment	 deney,	deney	yapmak,	tecrübe		
 etmek
explain	 açıklamak,	izah	etmek,	anlatmak,		
 ifade etmek
explode	 patlamak,	patlatmak,	bozmak,		
	 yıkmak
explore	 keşfetmek,	araştırmak,
	 incelemek,	tetkik	etmek
eye-catching	 göz	alıcı,	dikkat	çekici
feature	 özellik,	ön	plana	çıkarmak,
	 belirtmek,	özellik	taşımak
field	 tarla,	alan,	saha,	çayır,	otlak
find	out	 anlamak,	bulmak,	keşfetmek,			
	 ortaya	çıkarmak
fingerprint	 parmak	izi
firefighter itfaiyeci
firefighting	 itfaiyecilik,	yangın	söndürme
fix	 düzeltmek,	onarmak,	tamir	
	 etmek,	saptamak,	kararlaştırmak
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flame	 alev,	alevlendirmek,	öfkelenmek,		
	 yanmak,	tutuşmak
follow	 takip	etmek,	izlemek,	peşinden		
 gitmek
for example	 mesela,	örneğin,	söz	gelişi
form	 biçimlendirmek,	şekillendirmek,		
	 eliştirmek,	biçim,	şekil
formulate	 formülleştirmek
fossil	 fosilleşmek,	fosil,	kalıntı
found	 kurmak,	temelini	atmak,	inşa		 	
 etmek
Foundation	 vakıf,	kurum,	kuruluş
frown	 somurtmak,	kaş	çatmak,	surat		
 asmak
generate	 meydana	getirmek,	oluşturmak,		
 üretmek
get angry with birisine sinirlenmek
global	 küresel,	dünya	çapında,	geniş		
	 çaplı,	evrensel
gravity yerçekimi
ground-breaking	 çığır	açan
headdress	 başlık,	başörtüsü,	başa	takılan	süs
healthy	 sağlıklı,	sağlığa	yararlı
heat	 ısıtmak,	ısınmak,	sıcaklık,	ısı
honorary	 onur,	fahri,	onursal,	ücretsiz
housemaid	 hizmetçi
human anatomy insan anatomisi
hybrid car hibrit araba (hem elektrik hem   
	 benzinle	çalışan	araba)
image	 şekil,	imge,	görüntü,	resim,
	 şekillendirmek
important	 önemli,	mühim,	saygın,	itibarlı
improve	 gelişmek,	geliştirmek,	ilerletmek
in order to	 amacı	ile,	diye,	için
individual	 birey,	bireysel,	kişi,	fert,	kendine		
 ait
inform	 bilgilendirmek,	haber	vermek,			
 ihbar etmek
infrared	 kızılötesi
insect	 böcek,	haşere
insert	 arasına	sokmak,	içine	koymak,		
 eklemek
international fair	 uluslararası	fuar

internationally	 uluslararası	açıdan
invent	 icat	etmek,	yaratmak,	uydurmak,		
 türetmek
invention	 icat,	buluş
inventor	 mucit,	yaratıcı
lab laboratuvar
law of gravity yerçekimi kanunu
layer	 katman,	kat,	tabaka,	katmanlara		
	 ayırmak
liquid	 sıvı,	akışkan,	berrak,	şeffaf
low-frequency alçak frekans
manufacturer	 imalatçı,	yapımcı,	üretici
media	 medya,	basın,	kitle	iletişim		 	
	 araçları
medical	 medikal,	tıbbi
medicine	 tıp,	ilaç,	deva
medieval	 ortaçağ,	ortaçağa	özgü
melt	 erimek,	eritmek,	kaybolmak,	yok		
 olmak
microbe mikrop
microscobe mikroskop
Middle Age	 Orta	Çağ
miniature	 minyatür,	küçücük
missing	 eksik,	noksan,	kayıp,	kaybolma,		
	 özlem
mold	 kalıba	dökmek,	biçimlendirmek,		
	 küflenmek,	şekil,	kalıp,	küf
molecular biologist moleküler biyolog
moreover	 dahası,	ayrıca,	hatta,	üstelik,		 	
 buna ek olarak
mosquito sivrisinek
move up	 bir	üst	sınıfa	yükselmek
muscle	 kas,	adale,	fiziksel	güçlülük
nationally	 milletçe,	tüm	ulusa	yayılarak
navigation	 navigasyon,	yön	bulma,	gemi			
	 yolculuğu,	gezinti,	sefer
nearly	 hemen	hemen,	neredeyse,	
	 yaklaşık	olarak
neurone	 nöron,	sinir	hücresi
Nobel	Prize Nobel Ödülü
observe	 gözlemlemek,	gözetlemek,		dik	
	 katle	bakmak,	fark	etmek
operate	 ameliyat	etmek,	çalıştırmak,
	 işletmek,	yönetmek,	idare	etmek
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optimism iyimserlik
ordinary	 sıradan,	basit,	alelade,	normal,		
	 alışılagelmiş
outdistance	 geçmek,	arkada	bırakmak,	geride		
	 bırakmak
painlessly	 zahmetsizce,	ağrısızca,	acısızca
paraplegic	 belden	aşağısı	felçli,	belden		 	
	 aşağısı	tutmayan
particular	 özel,	belirli,	özellik,	ayrıntı,	husus

patent	 patent	almak/vermek,	imtiyaz,		
	 patent,	buluş	hakkı

patience	 sabır,	dayanç,	sebat,	dayanma,		
 hasta

pay attention	 dikkat	etmek,	ilgilenmek,	dikkatini		
 vermek
penetrate	 nüfuz	etmek,	iyice	anlamak,		 	
	 arasından	geçmek,	delip	gelmek
perhaps	 belki,	muhtemelen,
	 şüpheli	durum,	varsayım

physical disability	 fiziksel	engel
planet	 gezegen
political	 politik,	siyasi,	siyasal,	devlete	ait
porcelain	 porselen,	çini,	fayans
portable	 portatif,	taşınabilir,	katlanır
possible	 olabilir,	olası,	mümkün,	muhtemel
prepare	 hazırlamak,	donatmak,	tedarik		
	 etmek,	yapmak,	düzenlemek
prevent	 engellemek,	önlemek,
	 durdurmak,	mani	olmak
printer	 yazıcı,	basıcı,	matbaacı
printing machine	 baskı	makinesi
printing press	 baskı	makinesi,	natbaa	makinesi

prize	 ödül,	takdir	etmek,	paha	biçmek,		
	 değer	vermek

produce	 üretmek,	imal	etmek,	hazırlamak
product	 ürün,	mahsul,	verim
promote	 tanıtımını	yapmak,	desteklemek,		
	 terfi	ettirmek,	teşvik	etmek
prototype	 asıl	örnek,	ilk	örnek,	model
publish	 yayınlamak,	yayımlamak,	
	 kamuoyuna	açıklamak
rabies vaccine	 kuduz	aşısı
radiation	 ışıma,	radyasyon,	yayılma

radio transmitter radyo vericisi
radium radyum
raise	 büyütmek(çocuk),	yükseltmek,		
	 artırmak,	kaldırmak
recognize	 tanımak,	bilmek,	ayırt	etmek,		 	
	 farkında	olmak,	onaylamak
register	 kaydetmek,	kayıt	olmak,	patent		
	 vermek,	sicil,	kayıt
relationship	 ilişki,	bağlantı,	alaka,	dostluk,			
	 yakınlık,	arkadaşlık
religious	 dinsel,	dindar,	dinle	ilgili,	dini		 	
	 ütün,	inançlı
remote control uzaktan	kumanda,	uzaktan	denetim
renowned	 ünlü,	meşhur,	şöhretli,	namlı,		 	
	 tanınmış
repair	 tamir	etmek,	onarmak,	onarım,		
	 tamirat,	telafi	etmek
rescue	 kurtarmak,	imdadına	yetişmek,		
	 kurtuluş,	kurtarma
research	 incelemek,	araştırmak,	inceleme,		
 arama
restore	 yenileştirmek,	eski	konumuna		
	 getirmek,	iyileştirmek,	geri	getirmek
result	 netice,	sonuç,	sonucu	olmak,			
 meydana gelmek
retina	 ağkatman,	ağtabaka,	retina
safety	 emniyet,	güven,	asayiş,	güvenlik
sample	 örnek,	numune,	denemek
scientific bilimsel
scientist	 bilgin,	bilim	insanı
search	 araştırmak,	aramak,	incelemek,		
	 araştırma,	teftiş
select	 seçmek,	ayıklamak,	elemek,		 	
	 seçilmiş,	seçkin
self-confidence	 özgüven
several	 birçok,	çeşitli,	ayrı,	değişik,	
 muhtelif
sight-disabled görme engelli
signal	 sinyal	vermek,	işaret	etmek,		 	
	 bildirmek,	sinyal,	parola

skin	 ten,	deri,	cilt,	yüzmek(kabuğunu/	
	 dış	zarını)
smallpox vaccination	 çiçek	aşısı
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smile	 gülümsemek,	tebessüm	etmek,		
 gülücük
snowflake kar tanesi
soil sample	 zemin	örneği,	toprak	numunesi
solar gravity	 güneş	çekim	kuvveti
solar panel	 güneş	paneli
solid	 sağlam,	katı,	sert
space	 aralık,	açıklık,	mekan,	uzay,		 	
	 boşluk,	boşluk	bırakmak,	aralamak
space station	 uzay	istasyonu
species	 tür,	cins,	canlı	türü,	çeşit
stable	 ahır,	istikrarlı,	kararlı,	değişmez,			
 sabit
statement	 ifade,	söz,	beyan,	açıklama,		 	
	 bildirme,	rapor,	tebliğ
steam engine	 buhar	makinesi,	buhar	motoru
stem cell kök hücre
structure	 yapılandırmak,	yapı,	bina,	
	 biçimlendirmek,	planlamak,		 	
	 düzenlemek
substance	 cisim,	madde,	esas	mesele,	ana		fikir
succeed	 başarmak,	varisi	olmak,	yerine		
 geçmek
successful	 başarılı,	parlak
support	 desteklemek,	yardım	etmek,
	 kuvvetlendirmek,	güç	vermek,		
 destek
surface	 yüzey,	yüzeye	çıkmak,	meydana		
	 çıkmak
sweat gland	 ter	bezi
swing	 sallanmak,	fırlatmak,	dönmek
take part	 yer	almak,	katılmak,	rol	almak
technology teknoloji
teenager	 genç,	delikanlı,	13-19	yaş	arası		
 bireyler
test tube deney tüpü
textbook	 ders	kitabı
theoretical	 teorik,	kuramsal
theoretical physicist	 teorik	fizikçi
theorist	 kuramcı,	teorisyen
Theory of Relativity	 izafiyet	teorisi,	görelilik	kuramı
therefore	 bu	sebeple,	bu	yüzden,	
	 dolayısıyla,	o	halde
thought	 sanı,	düşünce,	fikir,	görüş,	kanaat

tongue	 dil,	konuşmak,	söz,	konuşma,			
 üslup
tool	 araç,	alet,	aletle	şekillendirmek
transform	 dönüşmek,	dönüştürmek,	
 çevirmek
translate	 çevirmek,	tercüme	etmek,	
 yorumlamak
transmit	 iletmek,	ulaştırmak,	yayınlamak
transportation	 taşıma,	nakliye,	ulaştırma,	ulaşım
trapped	 tuzağa	düşmüş,	kapana	kısılmış,		
	 tutsak	kalmış
type	 yazmak,	tür,	tip,	cins,	
	 sınıflandırmak
unborn	 doğmamış
underground	 yeraltı,	gizli	örgüt,	alt	geçit,	metro
user	 kullanıcı,	tüketici
valuable	 değerli,	kıymetli,	pahalı
various	 çeşitli,	muhtelif,	birkaç,	türlü
view	 incelemek,	görüş,	bakış,	
	 manzara,	görmek,	seyretmek
vision	 görme,	görüntü,	hayal	gücü,		 	
 öngörü
visitor	 ziyaretçi,	turist,	misafir
walking stick baston
washing machine	 çamaşır	makinesi
water screw burgu türbini
weapon silah
wearable	 giyilebilir,	kıyafet
weigh	 tartmak,	belirli	bir	ağırlık	gelmek,		
	 düşünüp	taşınmak
well-equipped	 iyi	donanımlı
well-known	 ünlü,	iyi	bilinen
wheel chair tekerlekli sandalye
windshield wiper	 cam	sileceği
wrap	 sarmak,	sargı,	paket	yapmak,			
	 örtmek,	örtü,	ambalaj	kağıdı
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1. 

 

 Mary Curie was a - - - -  and she was - - - - woman to win a Nobel Prize. 

A)	 singer	/	the	first
B) scientist / the most
C)	 scientist	/	the	first
D) doctor / the last 

2.   

 Jane :	Who	invented	the	automobile?
 George :		Karl	 Benz	 invented	 the	 first	

automobile	in	1885.
 Jane :	What	was	his	aim?
 George : His aim was - - - -

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A) to spread communication.
B) to increase personal mobility and freedom.
C) to start agriculture.
D) to protect people from diseases.

UNIT 9

1
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3. 

 Linda :	Do	you	know	Aziz	Sancar?
 Dave :	No,	I	don’t	know.	Who	is	he?
 Linda : - - - - 
 Dave :	I	feel	ashamed.	He	is	an	important	man.

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A) He is a famous doctor.
B)	 He	is	a	biochemist	who	won	the	Nobel	Prize	in	2015.
C) He is an actor.
D) He is the inventor of computer.

4. 

 Mary :	 What	happened	in	1450?
 Nancy :	 J	ohannes	Gutenberg	invented	the
    printing press.
 Mary :	 Oh!	It	was	very	important.

 

 Which picture shows the invention?

A)      B)       C)         D) 
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5.  

	 Your	friend	has	a	science	project	about	first	
automobile. He doesn’t know anything. You 
know this subject and you want to help. 

  
You say:

A)	 I	don’t	know	this	subject,	too.	I	can’t	help.
B)	 I	don’t	like	automobiles.	You	have	to	do	this	lonely.
C)	 I	know	this	subject	well.	Would	you	like	to	study	together?
D) Automobiles are boring. Let’s choose another subject.

6. 

Invention Year Inventor

Printing press 1450 Johannes	Gutenberg

Telephone 1876 Graham	Bell

Light  bulb 1879 Thomas Edison

Computer 1939 John	Atanasoff

 According to the table, which of the following is false?

A)	 Printing	press	was	invented	by	Johannes	Gutenberg.
B) Telephone was invented in 1879.
C) Thomas Edison invented the light bulb.
D)	 Computer	was	invented	by	John		Atanasoff	in	1939.	
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 Answer the questions 7-9 according to the text below.                           
                           

                                  GRAHAM BELL
•	 Alexander	Graham	Bell	was	born	in	Edinburgh,	Scotland,	

on	March	3,	1847.
•	 He	received	his	early	schooling	from	his	father.	
•	 He	went	to	Royal	High	School	and	University	of	Edinburgh.
•	 In	1870,	he	moved	to	Canada	and	the	following	year	,	he	

settled in the United States.
•	 He	met	Mabel	Hubbard	in	1872	and	they	married	on	July	

11,	1877.	
•	 He	had	four	children	but	two	sons	died	as	infants.
•	 By	 1875,	 Bell,	 with	 the	 help	 of	 his	 partner	 Thomas	

Watson,	had	come	up	with	a	simple	receiver	that	could	
turn electricity into sound.

•	 On	March	7,	1876,	Bell	was	granted	his	telephone	patent.	
A	few	days	later,	he	made	the	first-ever	telephone	call	to	
Watson,	 allegedly	 uttering	 the	 now-famous	 phrase, 
“Mr.	Watson,	come	here.	I	want	you.”

•	 He	died	on	August	2,	1922.

7. According to the information, Graham Bell - - - -

A) had six children.
B) moved to United States in 1870.
C)	 married	Mabel	Hubbard	in	1872.
D)	 made	the	first	telephone	call	in	1876.	

8. Thomas Watson - - - -

A)	 was	a	brother	of	Graham	Bell.
B) was the partner of Bell.
C) invented the telephone by himself.
D)	 died	in	1922.

9. According to the information, which of the following is false?

A)	 Graham	Bell	married	on	July	11,	1877.
B) His two sons died as infants.
C) He had come up with a simple receiver that could turn electricity into sound with the help of Thomas 

Watson.
D)	 He	divorced	his	wife	in	1876.	
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UNIT 9

2

1.   
I.		 Who	is	Thomas	Edison?
II.  He invented the electric light in 1879.
III.  He is the inventor of the light bulb.
IV.		When	did	he	invent	light	bulb?

 What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	I	-	IV	-	III	-	II	 	 	 	 	 B)	I	-	II	-	IV	-	III
C)	I	-	III	-	IV	-	II	 	 	 	 	 D)	III	-	I	-	II	-	IV

2.    

 Maria :		What	do	you	think	about	the	most	important	invention?
  Elizabeth :		I	think,	telephone	is	the	most	important	invention.
  Maria :	Why	do	you	think?
  Elizabeth : Because - - - - 

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?

A) Communication is important for everyone.
B)	 I	don’t	like	talking	on	the	phone.
C) Electric is more important than it.
D) Computer is more important for me.

3.  
 (I.) There	have	been	many	inventions	for	the	last	500	years.	(II.) These inventions are very 

important for humanity. (III.)	I	think	the	most	important	is	computer.	(IV.) They make our 
life easier.

 

 Which of the following is not suitable for the text?

A)	I.	 B)	II.	 	 	 C)	III.	 	 	 									D)	IV.
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 Answer the questions 4-6 according to the text below.
 

                    THOMAS EDISON 
•	 He	was	an	American	inventor	who	invented	the	light	bulb.
•	 He	was	born	on	February	11,	1847,	in	Milan,	Ohio.
•	 At	 the	 age	 12,	 he	 began	 publishing	 his	 own	 small	

newspaper	called	Grand	Trunk	Herald.
•	 In	1871,	he	married	16-year-old	Mary	Stilwell.	They	had	

three children.
•	 In	1886,	he	married	Mina	Miller.
•	 	 In	 1878,	 Thomas	 Edison	 began	 serious	 research	 into	

developing a practical incandescent lamp and on 
October	14,	1878,	Edison	filed	his	first	patent	application	
for	“Improvement	In	Electric	Lights”

•	 Edison	died	on	October	18,	1931.	

    
               

4. According to the information, which one is false?
A) He married twice.
B)	 He	published	his	newspaper	at	the	age	12.
C)	 He	gained	his	first	patent	in	1878.
D)	 He	had	five	children.	

5. In 1878, - - - -.
A) he died.
B) he began serious research about a practical incandescent lamp.
C) he began publishing his newspaper.
D) he was born.

6.  In 1871, - - - - 
A) he married his second wife Mina Miller.
B)	 he	filed	his	first	patent.
C) he married Mary Stilwell.
D)	 he	had	his	first	children.
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 Answer the questions 7-8 according to the table below. 

      

50

40

30

20

10

0
telephone computer televisionlight bulb

     
 

       This survey shows that people say the most important inventions for them.

7. According to the results, which one is true?
A) Light bulb is the most trivial invention of all time.
B) Computer is more important than telephone.
C) Light bulb is the most important invention for people.
D)	 Television	is	the	most	significant	invention	for	all	the	people.

8.  According to the graph, telephone - - - -
A) is more important than light bulb.
B) is the most important invention for all the time.
C) is worse than television.
D) is the second important invention for people.
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9. 
I.	 I	have	a	science	project	about	airplanes.
II.		 I	know	the	Wright	Brothers	who	were	aviation	pioneers.
III.		What	do	you	know	about	airplanes?
IV.	 This is good. Keep on researching.

 

 What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	 I	-	IV	-	III	-	II
B)	 I	-	III	-	II	-	IV
C)	 II	-	IV	-	I	-	III
D)	 III	-	IV	-	II	-	I

10. 

	 The	 teacher	 gives	 students	 homework.	Your	 subject	 is	 the	 first	 computer	 and	 your	 friend’s 
subject	is	the	first	telephone.	You	want	to	change	your	subject	with	your	friend.	

 

 You say: 
A)	 I	am	interested	in	computers.	This	homework	is	good	for	me.
B)	 I	don’t	like	telephone.	I	like	my	subject.
C)	 I	am	interested	in	telephones.	Can	you	give	me	your	subject?
D)	 I	want	to	study	about	computers.	I	can’t	change	it.
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1. 

Hi! I am Greg. I am a student at London College. I like science lesson the most
and I always read scientific magazines. I want to learn more about the planets
and space. In the future I want to be a famous astronaut. At home, I like surfing
on the Net and doing experiments. These days, I am reading about space tourism.
I think lots of people will travel to space soon. I think it’s amazing.

 According to the information, which website should Greg visit?
A) www.sportsnews.com
B) www.easy-recipes.com
C) www.solarsystem.nasa.com
D) www.high-technology.com

2. Look at the poster and complete the sentence.

If	you	want	to	learn	more	about	science	 
and	do	lots	of	experiments,	we	are	 

waiting for you.
There will be lots of fun activities about  

Physics,	Biology	and	Chemistry.
11-16	April	2020

City Hall 
From	10	a.m.	to	5	p.m.

Free Entrance

 People - - - -
A) can do experiments at this fair.
B) visit this fair for two weeks.
C) should pay some money before they enter.
D) learn about history at science.
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3. Read the information below and choose the best answer.

 Name: Stephan Hawking
 Occupation: Physicist
 Place of birth:	Oxford,	England
 Date of birth:	8	January	1942
 Awards:	Wolf	Prize	in	Physics,	Albert	Einstein	Award	in	

1978 and lots of medals

 
 According to the chart, which question DOES NOT have an answer?

A)	 What	are	the	names	of	his	prizes?
B)	 Where	is	he	from?
C)	What	does	Stephen	Hawking	do?
D)	What’s	his	disease	called?

4. Read the text and answer the question.

I	want	to	invent	some	new	robots	for	the	disabled	people	and	make	their	lives	easier.					
                                                                                                                                      Mark, Italy

I’m	 interested	 in	 conducting	 experiments.	 I	 usually	 examine	 cells	 of	 living	 structures. 
My	Biology	teacher	helps	me	a	lot	and	I	have	great	fun	in	her	lesson.
                                                                                                                                     Luke, Spain

I	want	to	be	an	astronaut	when	I	grow	up	so	I	always	read	and	watch	about	space.	I	want	to	
learn more about the universe.
                                                                                                                                 Jane, Germany

I	think	excavation	areas	are	great.	I	like	visiting	these	places	and	learn	more	about	fossils.
                                                                                                                                    Hale, Turkey

	 Who	is	observing	scientific	actions?
A) Luke B) Hale    C) Jane    D) Mark
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5. 
Hello everyone! I am Zane. I am a student at a Science School. I am at the 
science lab now. My friends are very busy at the moment. Kate is
viewing some specimens. She is very careful and concentrated. Jennifer is
writing an essay about different vaccines in the past. She likes researching and
doing projects very much. Justin is reading a book about nanotechnology.
I think learning about science is very exciting and fun.

 Who is using a microscope?

A)	Zane	 B) Kate    C) Jennifer   D) Justin

6. Susan and Martin decided to read a book. Here are their interests. 

Susan’s interests: Martin’s interests:

space	and	black	holes,	astronomy,	animal	
clones,	biographies	of	scientists fossils,	life	of	inventors,	human	anatomy

 
 Choose a book that both Susan and Martin will enjoy reading together?

 

A)

History of
Black Holes

B)

Fossils of
Dinosaurs

C)

The Life of
Edison

D)

Solar
System
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7. Mr. Jackson asked his 100 students about the most important inventions throughout the history. Here are 
the results:

The most important invention The number of students

The	Internet 50

Compass 10

Telephone 20

Printing Press 15

Dishwasher 5

 According to the results, which of the following is CORRECT?
A) Nearly half of the students think that the  invention of the dishwasher is great.
B) The number of the students who think that  compass is the most important invention is equal to the 

number of the students who think that telephone is the most important invention.
C) Students mostly love inventions about transportation.
D)	 The	Internet	changed	the	world	most	according	to	the	students.

8. Look at the chart and choose the wrong matching.

Invertor Invention Discoverer Discovery

Gutenberg The water screw Marie Curie Radio

A)	Gutenberg	 B) Radio  C) The water screw  D) Marie Curie
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1. 

Hi, my name is Lisa. I love searching, especially about science. In these days, I’m 
looking for inventions and inventors. For example, in the 1920s, British 
scientist Alexander Fleming was working in his laboratory at St. Mary's Hospital in 
London when almost by accident, he discovered a naturally growing substance that 
could attack certain bacteria. Its name is Antibiotics. The term antibiotics literally 
means “against life”; in this case, against microbes.

 In this paragraph, there is NO information about the invention’s - - - -.

A) date B) name    C) owner   D) awards

2. 

The compass was invented more than 2000
years ago. The first compasses were made
of lodestone, a naturally magnetized stone
of iron, in Han dynasty China (20 BC – 20 AD).

 The compass is a device that indicates direction. It is
one of the most important instruments for navigation.
Magnetic compasses are the most well known type of
compass. They have become so popular that the term
“compass” almost always refers a magnetic compass.

 Which of the following is WRONG according to the text?
A) The compass is a device that shows directions.
B)	 “Compass”	word	refers	to	a	magnetic	compass.
C) Magnetic ones help people to phone.
D)	 The	compass	was	invented	more	than	2000	years	ago.
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3. 

 Daniel: Hi,	Jack.	How	are	you?	You	look	very	tired.	Is	everything	all	right?
 Jack:	I	feel	bad,	Daniel.	My	brother	had	a	traffic		accident.	He	was	not	good	in	these	

days.
 Daniel:	I’m	really	sorry	to	hear	that.	What	happened?
 Jack:	He	has	an	artificial	leg	now.	He	is	really	working	hard	to	improve	his	physical	

skills.

 

 Which of the following is mentioned in the dialogue above?

A) achievements B) birthday  C) health problem   D) invention

4. 
In my opinion, the Internet is the biggest 
invention for people.

To me, smartphones are the most helpful 
invention for teenagers.

I believe that aspirin is the most useful 
invention for mankind.

In these days, I think air conditioning is the 
most easy to use invention for people. 

 Which of the following question are they answering?
A)	 What	would	you	like	to	invent?
B)	 Which	scientific	development	is	the	worst	one?
C)	What	is	the	greatest	invention	for	you?
D)	Which	invention	is	the	smallest	for	you?
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5. 

Laika was a dog who lived in the 1950s, the early age of satellites 
on Earth. The Soviet Union "space dog" Laika went to Earth orbit in 
the satellite Sputnik 2 in 1957. She was in the rocket. According to 
one account, Laika died in space. The Third Doctor and Sarah Jane 
Smith buried Laika on Quiescia at the same place the Eighth Doctor 
would later bury the Relic. According to another account, Laika was 
rescued by an alien entity and given human level intelligence and 
human voice (taken from cosmonaut Marinka Talanou.) 

 Which of the following question DOES NOT have an answer in the text above?
A) Did Laika die in space?
B)	 When	did	Laika	go	to	the	space?
C)	Where	did	she	go?
D)	Who	sent	Laika	to	the	space?

6. Find the odd one.

 

	 There	were	a	lot	of	scientific	achievements	in	the	past	and	they	changed	our	world.	(I)	For	example,	
Thomas Edison invented the light bulb and (II)	Alexander	Fleming	worked	hard	to	find	a	solution	to	
bacterial infections. (III)	After	lots	of	research,	he	investigated	the	first	antibiotic.	(IV) Albert Einstein  
got	the	Nobel	Prize	in	Physics.	Archimedes	discovered	the	water	screw.	It	was	one	of	the	
most important development of that time.

A)	I	 	 B)	II	 	 	 C)	III	 	 	 	 D)	IV
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7. According	to	the	picture,choose	the	best	option	to	fill	in	the	blank.

 The scientists are - - - -.
A)	 doing	an	experiment	to		test	the	effects	of	the	drug.
B) vaccinating sick people against dangerous illnesses.
C) looking for some information on the Net for their science project.
D)	 reading	a	science	magazine	about	the	investigation.

8. According to the pictures and speech bubbles, which one is WRONG?

A)

B)

C)

D)

I’m operating the machine.

I’m looking into the sky through a telescope.

I’m viewing some soil samples under the microscope.

I’m doing researches on the Internet for my science project.
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1. 

 You have no idea about smartphones but 
your brother has a lot of information about 
them.

 

 You want to buy one and you say to him:

A)	 I	don’t	need	a	smartphone.	Thank	you.
B)	 I	need	a	smartphone	but	I	don’t	know	anything	about	them.	Can	you	help	me?
C)	 If	you	need	me,	I	can	help	you.
D)	 My	phone	is	a	smartphone,	I	don’t	want	another	one.

2. 

 Alicia :  Do	you	know	something	about	the	first	compass?
Linda : - - - - ?
Alicia :		It	 is	an	 instrument	containing	a	magnetized	pointer	which	shows	

the direction of magnetic North and bearings from it.

Which one completes the dialogue?

A)	 I	know	about	compass.
B)	 I	don’t	like	using	compass.
C)	 I	don’t	know.	What	is	compass?
D)	 Can	you	help	me	when	I	search	it?
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 Answer the questions 3-5 according to the table below.

Sally Television

George	 Automobile

Alex Airplane

Daisy Printing Press

 This table shows the subjects of the students about their favourite inventions for their projects.

3.  Which one is false?

A) Sally chooses searching about television.
B)	 George	must	know	Karl	Benz.
C) Alex’s subject is about aviation.
D) Daisy’s subject is about radios.

4. Alex - - - - 

A) searches something about telephone.
B)	 has	to	know	something	about	The	Wright	Brothers.
C) likes the subject of printing press.
D) hates smartphones.

5. Daisy - - - - 

A) chooses the subject about press.
B) likes aviation.
C) is interested in transportation.
D) is  keen on soap operas.
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6.    

 You want to search about the light bulb but your 
computer is broken. You want to help from your 
friend.

 

 

 You go and say: 

A)	 I	searched	about	the	light	bulb.	I	finished.
B)	 I	need	your	PC	to	search	about	the	light	bulb.	Can	I	borrow	it?
C)	 I	don’t	need	any	computer,	I	have	a	PC.
D)	 I	don’t	like	my	subject.	I’ll	change	it.	Can	you	help	me?

7.  

	 With	the	help	of	-	-	-	-	,	the	theory	of	‘’Universal	Graviation’’	is	formed.	He	was	
interested in gravity.

Which one completes the sentence?

A)	 Isaac	Newton
B) Edison
C)	 Karl	Benz
D)	 Graham	Bell
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 Answer the questions 8-10 according to the text below.

Science is both a body of knowledge and a process. Science involves a pursuit of 
knowledge covering general truths or the operations of fundamental laws. There 
are	many	advantages	for	humankind.	Science	makes	our	life	easier,	it	improves	the	
quality	of	life,	it	helps	us	to	better	know	and	understand	other	cultures	and	society.	
Everyone must rely on science and progress with it. 

 

8. Which one is false?

A) There are many advantages for humankind.
B) Science makes our life harder.
C) Science is both a body of knowledge and process.
D) Science improves the quality of life.

9. Science - - - - 

A) involves a pursuit of knowledge.
B) helps us to better know and understand other cultures.
C) has many disadvantages.
D)	 has	a	lot	of	benefits.

10. Everyone - - - - 

A) has to know what is science.
B) hates science.
C) doesn’t like searching for knowledge.
D) must rely on and progress with science.
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Unit 10  Natural Forces

Vocabularies
active volcano	 aktif	yaradağ
aftershock 	 artçı	deprem
air pollution	 hava	kirliliği
avalanche	 çığ
burning tree	 yanan	ağaç
cars underwater	 su	altındaki	arabalar
cause of problem  problemin sebebi
cholera epidemic			 kolera	salgını
climate change 	 iklim	değişikliği
collapsed building		 çökmüş	bina
crime  suç
crops	in	the	field	 tarladaki mahsul
damage 	 zarar
death  ölüm
deforestation 	 ormanı	yok	etme
disease		 hastalık
drought 	 kuraklık

dry soil  kuru toprak

earthquake  deprem

effect  etki
emergency service  acil servis
epidemic 	 salgın
extinction of species türlerin soyunun tükenmesi
famine 	 kıtlık,	açlık
flame	 alev
flood	 sel
forest	fire		 orman	yangını
garbage bin  çöp kutusu
global warming 	 küresel	ısınma
ground  yer
heavy rain 	 yoğun	yağış
homelessness		 evsizlik
huge wave  devasa dalga
hurricane 		 kasırga
illiteracy  cehalet
injury 	 sakatlık
landslide 	 toprak	kayması
lightning 	 şimşek

loss of biodiversity  biyolojik çeşitliliğin	yok	olması
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medical supplies 	 tıbbi		malzemeler

natural disaster 	 doğal	afet

natural resource	 doğal	kaynağın	tükenmesi	
depletion   

overpopulation 	 nüfus	yoğunluğu,	fazlalığı

ozone	layer	depletion	ozon	tabakasının	yok	olması

petrol shortage		 petrol	kıtlığı

pollution  kirlilik

poverty  yoksulluk

prediction  tahmin

rescue team  kurtarma ekibi

result   sonuç

running water 	 akar	su,	musluk	suyu

shelter 	 barınak

shortage 	 kıtlık

solution 	 çözüm

storm		 fırtına

strong wind 	 güçlü	rüzgar

tent 	 çadır

terrifying speed 	 korktucu	hız

tornado 	 hortum,	kasırga

toxic materials 	 zehirli	materyaller

volcanic eruption 	 yanardağ	patlaması

volunteer team  gönüllü ekip

war 	 savaş

water shortage 	 su	kıtlığı

affect	 etkilemek

be careful  dikkatli olmak

be prepared 	 hazırlıklı	olmak

carry 	 taşımak

cause	flood	 sele sebep olmak

cause  sebep olmak

collect donation 	 yardım	toplamak

cover 	 kapatmak,	örtmek

destroy  yok etmek

drop,	cover,	hold	on		 çök,	başını	koru,	bekle

erupt 	 patlamak,	püskürmek	
	 (yanardağ)

escape  kaçmak

fall 	 düşmek

fasten shelves		 rafları	sabitlemek

get better 	 iyileşmek

happen  olmak

keep clean 	 temiz	tutmak

last sürmek

leave the village  köyü terk etmek

leave 	 ayrılmak,	çıkmak,	bırakmak

lose live 	 yaşamı	kaybetmek

move  harket etmek

pollute river and lake		ırmak	ve	gölü	kirletmek

prepare	leaflet		 broşür	hazırlamak

protect  korumak

put litter  çöp atmak

reach shore 	 sahile	ulaşmak

reach 	 ulaşmak

repair electric wire  elektrik telini onarmak

rush into  akmak

save water  su tasarrufu yapmak

shake sallanma

slide down  kaymak

spread 	 yayılmak

stay away 	 uzak	durmak

stay indoor  içerde kalmak

survive  hayatta kalmak

take action  önlem almak

use elevator  asansör kullanmak

use less water		 daha	az	su	kullanmak

use public transport		 toplu	taşıma	kullanmak

warn  uyarmak

waste 	 boşa	harcamak
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1. 

 According to the picture above, which news is repoter is talking about?

 

It has been raining heavily for two days. 
Flooding can happen because of it. We 
warn people to be careful about it.

A) At least 100 people died in the tornado 
that hit the beaches of Mexico last night.

B)

Hundreds of homes damaged and 44 
people died during the earthquake in 
Italy yesterday.

C)

Two skiers were injured by the avalanche.
D)

2. 
We waste too much water .We should take
precautions to save it. For example,while
brushing our teeth, we should turn off the
water and - - - -.

 According to the speech bubble, which option DOES NOT complete the sentence?
A) we should stop wasting water sources
B) we should use less water
C) should take shorter baths
D) shouldn’t throw trash away into the nature 
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3. Find the odd one.

(I)	If	the	Earth	keeps	getting	warmer,	all	the	
plants and animals on Earth will become  
extinct. (II) Every plant and animal are very 
important	 for	 ecosystem,	 so	 losing	 one	 
species can affect many others. 
(III) Forest slow down the speed of 
flood	 so	 we	 should	 plant	 more	 plants.
(IV)	 Just	 like	 people,	 plants	 and	 animals	
will have to adapt to climate change.  
People can help these animals.

A)	I	 	 B)	II	 	 	 C)	III	 	 	 	 D)	IV

4. 

• Throw trash in the proper places.  
• Eat  organic food. 
• Reduce, reuse and recycle
• Try using natural fertilizers and pesticides.

- - - -

 Which one can be the best tittle for the chart above?
A) Reasons of watershortage
B) Topics about  natural disasters
C)	Negative	effects	of	global	warming
D) How to prevent pollution
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5.  

 Rose :  Hello Helen. How are things?
Linda : Hi,	things	are	not	so	good.	A	heavily	rain	caused	great	damage	last	night.
Alicia : I’m	sorry	to	hear	that.	Is	anybody	injured?

      Rose   : Yes,	there	are	some	injured	people.	Survivors	were	frightened.

 

 Which natural diaster are they talking about?
 

A) B)

C) D)

Drought Earthquake

Flood Deforestation
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What should we do to save our world?

I think - - - -. If we keep polluting the air, people will have to wear
masks when they go out.

To me, - - - -. If we keep wasting water and energy, we won’t have
enough resources in the future.

I think - - - -. If we want to go green, we
should plant more trees.

In my opinion - - - -. If  we want to save animals,
we should protect their habitats.

Robert

Michael

Richard

Charles

6. Which of the following DOES NOT complete the conversations above?
A) we must do something to stop watershortage.
B) we must do something to cool down the Earth.
C) we must stop polluting the air
D) we must stop deforestation.

7. Who thinks people should do something to protect the wild life?
A) Charles        B) Richard
C) Michael        D) Robert

 Answer the questions 6-7 according to the information below.
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1.  

 Causes		of	Global	Warming	
•	 Burning	fossil	fuels
•	 Deforestation
•	 Greenhouse	gases
•	 -	-	-	-?

 

 

 Which of the following is suitable for the blank?
A) Solar energy     B) Recycle
C) Fertilisers     D) Forestation 

2. 

 Mike :	Dad,	what	are	you	doing?
 Dad :	I	brush	my	teeth,	what	is	the	problem?
 Mike :	You	waste	water.	Please,	-	-	-	-	

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A)	turn	off	the	faucet.	 	 	 	 	 B)	turn	on	the	lights.
C) use solar energy.     D) turn on the faucet.

3.        

 Which of the following shows the picture?
A) Flood     B) Earthquake
C) Avalanche     D) Lightning
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4. 

 

  Natural forces
•	 Earthquake
•	 Drought
•	 Tornado
•	 -	-	-	-

 Which of the following is not suitable for the blank?
A) Flood           B) Avalanche
C) Deforestation         D) Landslide

5. 

What should we do to save the nature?

- - - -

 

 Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A)	 We	should	throw	plastics	to	the	nature.
B)	 We	should	use	solar	energy.
C)	 We	should	cut	the	trees.
D)	 We	should	use	fertilisers.

6.    
I.	 I	don’t	know.	When	did	it	erupt?
II.		 Oh!	It	was	very	frightening.
III.  Do you know Japan’s Mount Ontake volcanic eruption?
IV.		 It	erupted	in	2014.	

 

 What is the correct order of the dialogue?
A)	I	-	III	-	II	-	IV	 	 	 	 	 B)	II	-	I	-	IV	-	III
C)	IV	-	II	-	III	-	I	 	 	 	 	 D)	III	-	I	-	IV	-	II
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 Answer the questions 7-9 according to the text below.
 

Hello,	I	am	Barbara	Louis.	I	am	an	expert	of	earthquake.	Today,	I’ll	give	you	some	
earthquake	safety	tips.	First,	before	the	earthquake,	you	should	make	your	house	
as safe as possible. You should take a tour of each room look for things that could 
fall	or	break.	You	should	prepare	an	emergency	kit	that	includes	food,	water	and	
other	supplies.	Second,	when	the	shake	starts,	there	are	three	actions	which	are	
very	 important:	drop,	cover	and	hold.	You	should	get	down	on	your	hands	and	
kneest	to	protect	from	being	knocked	over,	place	an	arm	and	hand	over	your	head	
and	stay	put	until	the	shaking	stops.	These	tips	can	save	your	life!	

7. According to the text, before the earthquake - - - -

A) You shouldn’t make the house safe.
B) You should prepare an emergency kit.
C) You should get down on your hands and knees.
D) You should stay put until the shaking stops.

8. When  the shake starts - - - -

A)	 Three	actions	are	important:	drop,	cover	and	hold.
B) You should take a tour of each room.
C) You should run away from house.
D) You should use an elevator.

9. If you practise these tips, - - - -

A) You can get injured.
B) You can save your life.
C) You can be unsuccessful.
D) You can be knocked over.
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10. 
 (I)	We	should	save	our	nature	by	doing	something.		(II)	For	example,	we	can	use	

solar	energy.	So,	we	prevent	air	pollution.	(III)	We	can	plant	trees.	So	we	prevent	
deforestation. (IV)	We	shouldn’t	recyle	because	it	is	not	necessary.

 

 Which of the following is not suitable for the text?
A)	I.	 B)	II.	 	 	 C)	III.	 	 	 									D)	IV.

11. 

 

	 There	are	a	lot	of	plastics,	papers	and	glasses	wastes	in	your	house.	You	want	to	separate	them.	

 You say your mom:

A)	 We	should	throw	these	garbages.
B)	 I	want	to	separate	and	recyle	these	wastes.	Can	you	help	me?
C)	 Our	house	is	a	garbage	dump!
D)	 I	want	to	burn	them.		Please	help	me.

12. 

 Which of the following shows the picture?
A) Flood     B) Landslide
C) Drought     D) Famine

13. 

What should we do to prevent drought?

Daisy Mary

- - - -
 

 Which one completes the dialogue?
A)	We	shouldn’t	waste	water.	 	 	 	 	 B)	We	should	plant	trees.
C)	We	should	turn	off	the	lights.	 	 	 	 D)	We	should	recycle.
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 Answer the questions 1-2 according to the dialogue below.

 Jennifer:	What	is	the	worst	natural	disasters	you	can	remember?
 Betty:	 I	 ’m	living	in	Indonesia.There	 is	always	risk	of	tsunami	here.An	earthquake	with	a	

magnitude	of	7.1	happened	in	2018	on	the	coast	off	an	Indonesian	island.Then	a	tsunami	
happened after two hours.

 Jennifer: Did you feel the earthquake?
 Betty:	Yes,	we	did.	Nearly	83,7	million	felt	the	quake	very	strongly	and	left	their	homes.
 Jennifer: Did you take any precautions for it?
 Betty:	Yes	.We	prepared	our	emergency	plan	first.	It	is	very	important.
 Jennifer:	Why	is	this	so	important?
 Betty: Because people should know what to do in case of a tsunami after the earthquake.

1. What was the cause of the tsunami?
A) The Tornado        B) Avalanche
C) The Earthquake        D) The Flood

2. What does “83,7” refer to?
A) the number of the homeless people.
B) the magnitude of the earthquake.
C) the number of the dead people.
D) the number of the injured people.
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3. 

Landslide.

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

Brian

Janet

In Norway.

Brian

Janet

At least nine people killed. There are
hundreds of people injured and lost their
homes. Janet

Brian

 Which question DOES NOT Brian ask Janet?
A)	 Where	did	it	happen?
B)	 What	should	people	do	to	reduce	a	landslide?
C)	What	was	the	last	natural	disaster	you	saw	on	TV?
D)	 How	did	it	affect	people?

4. 

 Teacher:	What	are	the	examples	of	natural	disasters?
 Alice: Avalanches.
 Megan: Erosion and tornadoes.
 David: Tsunami.
 Dylan: Environmental pollution.

 

 Who gives WRONG answer to the teacher’s question?
A) Megan B) David    C) Dylan   D) Alice
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 Answer the questions 5-7 according to the dialogue below.

DROUGHT
 A drought is not a period of low rainfall. A drought is a period of low water levels in the ground. 
This	means	plants	don’t	grow.	And	this	means	lakes	and	rivers	dry	out.	Of	course,	low	rainfall	often	
leads	to	low	ground-water	levels.		The	word	drought	comes	from	an	old	English	word	‘drought’.	It	can	
happen	in	most	parts	of	the	world,	but	the	worst	droughts	in	history	have	been	in	India,	China,	Russia	and	 
East	Africa.	Droughts	happen	at	any	time	of	the	year,	but	they	are	common	in	the	summer.	They	
happen because there is not enough rainfall and the people are using the water in the ground.  
Finally,	droughts	bring	deaths	to	plants,	animal	and	people.	In	droughts	in	the	past,	in	India,	China	and	
East	Africa	millions	of	people	have	died.	Droughts	also	bring	fires	and	sometimes	huge	forest	burn.

5. According to the passage, which one is WRONG?
A) The passage is about drought.
B) The word drought comes from an English word.
C) Droughts can be happen in winter.
D)	 Droughts	bring	death	to	plant,	animal	and	people.

6. What is a drought?
A)	 It	is	a	period	of	low	rainfall.	 	 	 B)	It	is	a	period	of	dry	lakes.
C)	 It	is	a	period	of	ground-water	levels.	 	 D)	It	is	a	period	of	dry	rivers.

7. Why do droughts happen?
 They happen because - - - -.

A) glaciers melt and the sea levels increase  B) there is enough rainfall
C) people are careful about using water  D) there isn’t enough rainfall

8. 

 Which one CANNOT be a slogan for the posters above?
A)	 Don’t	destroy	forest	 	 	 	 B)	Reduce,	Recycle	and	Reuse
C)	 Stop	Global	Warming	 	 	 	 D)	Get	an	Emergency	Kit
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 Answer the questions 1-2 according to the text 
below.

Natural forces damage and cause a 
large	scale	of	life.	Weather,	geology,	
biology and many other factors can 
cause	them.	Hurricanes,	droughts,	
landslides,	 floods	 are	 important	
examples of them. 

1. Which one is false?

A) Natural forces don’t damage anyone or 
anywhere.

B) Hurricanes and droughts are two examples 
of natural forces.

C) There are many factors which can cause 
natural forces.

D) Natural forces can cause deaths.

2. Natural forces - - - - 

A) happen due to many factors.
B) are good for us.
C) have many advantages for us.
D) aren’t dangerous.

3. 

What should I do if an
earthquake happen?

Michael

George

- - - - 

 

Which one completes the dialogue?

A)	 First,	 you	 should	 calm	 down	 and	 protect	
your head.

B) Use the elevator immediately.
C) Use the stairs to go out.
D) Call your mum.

 Answer the questions 4-5 according to the text 
below.

4. Fires - - - - 

A) don’t kill anyone every year.
B) have many advantages for us.
C) kill thousands of people every year.
D) don’t damage anywhere.

5. Which	 one	 is	 not	 a	 cause	 of	 fire	 in	 the	
paragraph?

A) Electrical accidents
B) Burning rubbish
C) Heating equipment
D) Lighter

3. 

What should I do if an
earthquake happen?

Michael

George

- - - - 

Which one completes the dialogue?

A)	 First,	you	should	calm	down	and	protect	your	head.
B) Use the elevator immediately.
C) Use the stairs to go out.
D) Call your mum.

Man	 has	 depended	 on	 fire	 for	 centuries	 for	
things from cooking and heating to a major 
source	 of	 lighting.	 But,	 thousands	 of	 people	
die	each	year	as	a	result	of	fires.
They	are	many	major	cause	of	fires:	electrical	
accidents,	 smoking,	 heating	 equipment,	
burning	 rubbish	 etc.	 We	 should	 be	 careful	
about it. 
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 Answer the questions 6-7 according to the text 
below.

 

Flooding	is	a	temporary	overflow	of	water	onto	
the	 land.	 If	 you	 fail	 to	evacuate	flooded	areas	
or	 entering	 flood	waters	 can	 lead	 to	 injury	 or	
deaths.	 Floods	 result	 from	 rain,	 snow,	 storms	
and	overflow	of	dam	or	other	systems.	Floods	
develop slowly or quickly. Flood causes 
outages,	 disrupts	 transportation,	 damages	
buildings and creates landslides

      

6. Floods - - - - 

A) don’t damage anyone.
B)	 have	benefits.
C) can develop slowly or quickly.
D) don’t create landslides.

7. Which one is TRUE?

A)	 Floods	result	from	rain,	snow,	storms	etc.
B) Floods don’t cause disrupt transportation.
C)	 If	you	fail	to	evacuate	flooded	areas,	it	is	not	

important for people.
D) Floods don’t damage buildings.

8.

Natural Forces 

Flood Landslide

Nuclear bombing Earthquake

 Which one is in the wrong place?

A) Flood
B) Landslide
C) Nuclear bombing
D) Earthquake

9. 

Flood:	overflow	of	water
Landslide: a collapse of mass of earth
Earthquake: a sudden release of stored 
energy in the Earth’s crust that creates 
seismic waves
Drought: plenitude of water 

 Which meaning is false?

A) Flood
B) Landslide
C) Earthquake
D) Drought
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Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
C B C C D D B B C

Test 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
B D A A C C C B C A D

Test 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
D B C B B D A C C

Test 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
D C D B C D B C C

Test 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
D D C D A A D A

Test 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A A C C B C C C B

Test 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
D C D B B D

Test 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
C C D A B C D B A C

Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B D C C A C C A B B D A C

Test 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C D B C B A C D C

Test 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C D B D A A C A B C D C

Test 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B C C D B B B D

Test 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B C D B C A B C B C C

Test 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C C C A A D C B

Test 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B B D D B

FRIENDSHIP

TEEN LIFE

 UNIT 1

 UNIT 2
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Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B A C B C B D C B A C

Test 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B C D A C A C A B

Test 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
D A C C D B B A B D D C B

Test 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
A B D B B C D C

Test 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C C B A D B B C

IN THE KITCHEN

 UNIT 3

Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
D A C D C B A B A C

Test 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B C C B D B C A C D

Test 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
A B C D A A A B

Test 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C B B B C B B A C D B A

Test 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
D B C B D C C

Test 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C B D B

ON THE PHONE

 UNIT 4
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Test 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
A C B C B D A

Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
D A D C B C D B B

Test 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B C B B A D B C C B A

Test 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B D C A C C A

Test 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B D A B B B C A B A C D C

THE INTERNET

 UNIT 5

Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C A C B A B C D A B C D A

Test 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
A D A C C B

Test 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B A C D A D C A A C

ADVENTURES

 UNIT 6

Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C C B C C A D D B

Test 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B D D A B A C C C A D

Test 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
D D C C D B D D A

TOURISM

 UNIT 7
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Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C B B C C B D B D

Test 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C A C D B C C D B C

Test 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C A D A B C D B

Test 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
D C C C D D A B

Test 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B C D B A B A B C D

SCIENCE

 UNIT 9

Test 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C C A C A D D A

Test 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B C D A D C B A B B

Test 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B D B D B B

Test 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
D C A C D A

Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
A C A B C C D B D C B A B

Test 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C A B B B C D A B A C

Test 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
D D B B D C A D

Test 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
A B D A C B D A

CHORES

 UNIT 8
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Test 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
B D C D C B A

Test 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C A C C B D B A B D B C A

Test 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C A B C C C D C

Test 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
A A A C D C A C D

NATURAL FORCES

 UNIT 10


